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Our best-sellin Portable software
now on ROM c ips
Pack your favorite programs into just
a few slots in your ROM drawer!
• Save valuable memory space
• Eliminate need for disk drive
-Custom ROMs available too!
Now you can simultaneously free up
memory space in your Portable Plus and save
yourself the trouble of using a disk drive.
How? It's simple: Some of our best-selling
software products are now available on ROM
Backup-as many as five products per chip.
Insert one or more of our ROM Backup chips
in your ROM drawer and you'll never have to
load those programs again.
It's the ultimate in convenience. It's much
faster than running programs off a disk drive.
And it leaves your computer's internal
memory free for data and other programs.

ROM BACKUP: HOW IT WORKS
Before we could offer software on ROM to
our customers, we thoroughly researched

the field, locating the most reliable
sources of Roms and ROM services.
In addition, we have formed special ROM
agreements with our leading software suppliers, including Borland International (Turbo Pascal), Simon & Schuster (Webster's
Spelling Checker), and Southern Software
(SideWinder).
For numerous legal, economic, and
logistical reasons, we offer ROMs to you as a
Backup Service. This means you may purchase a product on ROM provided you
already own the product on disk. (If you purchased a disk product from us-Personalized
Software-we have that in our records. If you
purchased a product elsewhere, you must
show us proof of purchase before we can sell
you the ROM Backup.)
Also, it is important that you read and
adhere to the licensing agreement that
comes with the disk-based version of the

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON ROM
Here are the programs we're offering on ROM Backup. (For product details, see individual ads elsewhere in
this issue.) Note that in many cases you can save space in your ROM drawer by buying two or more programs on
the same chip. All our ROMs come with complete, easy-to-follow installation instructions.

IMPORTANT:
Product

Notes

Shelp

Includes Improved version of note extraction
program.
Does not include any of the utility programs that
come with the disk-based version of SldeWinde[

SideWinder
The Editor
HPDuette
HPCalculator
HPrint
Shelp + SideWinder

*

You must own (or order) the disk versions of any products you buy
on ROM Backup. To order, use order form inside back cover.

Sketch
TermPlus
Turbo Pascal
Typing Whiz
Best of DOS Tools
Super ROM
The Editor
Shelp
SideWinder
Mini Printenalk
Format110
Webster's Spelling
Checker

Size of ROM
32K

Prices
$55.

32K

$55.

64K
64K
64K
64K
64K

$95.
$95.
$95.
$95.
$95.

64K
64K

$95.
$95.

64K

$95.

64K
128K
(Two 64K ROMs)

$95.
$129.

Mini Printenalk is the abbreviated version included on the Printenalk disk; it is functionally
equivalent to Prir.teifalk for most applications.
Shelp and SideWinder are the same versions as
on the 32K ROM chips-see above.

128K

$149.

Also includes two useful utilites-DiskPacks and
New Mode-at no extra charge.

256K
(Two 128K ROMs)

Contains HP half of software.
1~0 disk purchase necessary.
Same versions as on 32K ROM chips (see
above), plus SideWinder enhancement utility.
Also includes FormlBM, Jetctrl, and other great
utilities.
Includes RUN.COM, which can save 10K of disk
space from any program you compile with Turbo.
Contains selected utilities from Portable Utilities
Disk, Vol. 1: DOS Tools'

$179.

'Utilities included in the Best of DOS Toofs ROM I:ackup are as follows. For program details, see Portable Utilities ad in this issue.
PACK
VDL
MOVE
WHEREIS
PRNCDNF
TRIM
DlFIS
CLEAN
TV
TJETA
CHANGE
SOL
FGREP
sapc
CDPVNEW
ARCE
RENOIR
ASK
MOVEALL
LABEL
FOUMP
DUMP
TMA
OFF
TEE
WAIT
BEEP
8M
DIRALL
CYPHER
FCOPV
ARC520
FOATE
XCOPY
Note: ARC520 is shareware; the author normally requests a$35 cootrtbution. Howeve, you do oot need to seod any money. We've already paid your user fee.
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software you buy, uecause the same agreement applies to the corresponding ROM
Backup. In most cases, this means you may
use the software on only one computer system. Remember, you are buying a backup
copy of your software, not a second copy.
Having to buy both the disk version and its
ROM Backup is not without advantages. For
one thing, many disk products include extra
utilities that have to be deleted from the
ROM chips in order to save space. Also, if
your ROM drawer gets full, you can remove
a ROM chip and still run the corresponding
program off your disk drive.

EASY TO INSTALL
We supply a ROM insertion tool (makes installation simple), plus clear instructions
with diagrams.

LIFETIME MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Our ROM Back-Up Service comes with a lifetime guarantee: If a ROM proves defective' at
any time-as long as you own the computer
in which it is installed-we will replace it at
no charge.
In addition, our regular 60-day guarantee
of satisfaction also applies: If, within 60
days, you are dissatisfied with a ROM Backup product for any reason, you may return
it for a full refund. However, we don't think
you'll be dissatisfied. You'll find these ROMs
to be fast, reliable, and an incredible boost
to your productivity.
Whatever your reason: to free up valuable
memory space ... to minimize the need for
an external disk drive ... or for sheer convenience, order one or more of our bestselling programs on ROM Backup today.

To order, enter products and prices
on order form in back of this issue.•

ABOUT ROMS
AROM {"Read-Only Memory'l is amicroelectronic chip
that stores programs or other data. Once information is
"burned in" to a ROM, it cannot be altered.
A different form of ROM, called an EPROM, can be
a~ered once information is burned in. (EPROM stands for
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory.)
Although blank ROMs are in general less expensive
than blank EPROMs, the initial bum-in costs for ROMs are
much higher. ROMs also require a much longer lead time
to produce than EPROMs. Currently, EPROMs that can be
run on the HP Portables come in 16K, 32K, and 64K
sizes. ROMs are 128K.
We use EPROMs for our 32K and 64K backup chips,
and ROMs for our 128K packages.

©
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PUBLISHER'S MESSAGE
In letters and articles, so
many of you have so much to
share about HP Portables.
Your contributions make The
Portable Paper an excellent
resource for fellow HP Portable users. Accordingly, in
this issue we continue our expanded letters section. We
also take a new look at builtin Plus ROM (and basic HPllO
RAM) software when we examine Time Manager, Lotus,
MS Word, and MemoMaker.
Hal Goldstein
On the technical side,
both Paul Grimmer and The
Wizard, Cliff Looyenga, address the topic of program interrupts. In "Looking Glass," Ed Keefe describes in detail a
batch file that easily and powerfully catalogs the files on
the many floppy disks most of us have lying around.
We offer Portable Vectra users a way to quadruple disk
access speed and also describe a tutorial for using the new,

FOR HANDY REFERENCE: Items directly relevant to the three
HP Portables are denoted in this issue as follows:
111!1110 Portable III Portable Plus iii Portable Vectra
When items are partly or indirectly relevant they are denoted as:
~ 110 Portable ~ Portable Plus ~ Portable Vectra

powerful, setup disk software to make the LCD screen very
readable.
Also, in "News From Personalized Software," you'll
find an answer to the frustration which HPllO Terminal
and Portable Plus Refiection/PC2622 users have expressed
to us since we started Personalized Software. We introduce
the very simple, easy-to-use, yet surprisingly powerful
communication software products-TermllO and TermPlus-written specifically for the HPllO and Portable Plus.
Finally, based upon your suggestions, we have added
codes to the margin beside each article. The codes indic!Wi
to which HP Portable~mputer(s) the article r"'rs. IIW
stands for the HPllO, lim! the Portable Plus, and iii is for
the Portable Vectra. If the characters within the symbol are
enclosed by an open box it means the article is indirectly
relevant to that particular machine.

gram, I found everything functioning normally, and, testimony to its well-being is
the fact that I'm using it to type this letter.
For anyone wanting a truly solid
computer-from those in the field to
those who have "helpful" daughters like
mine, I would not hesitate to recommend
the HPllO Portable and the Portable Plus.
Further, that quality of construction has
made Hewlett Packard an automatic contender for any corporate computer purchase decisions that I make.
Jeffrey W S. Kong, Waipahu, HI

~

HPllO Survives Broadside
~ Crash

After much research and shopping
around, I decided in 1984 to purchase my
HPllO Portable not only for its portability, but also for the quality and rugged
construction that HP is known for.
There have been a number of occasions when I've tested that ruggedness-a
couple of drops down the stairs by my
daughter trying to "help" me-that sort of
New Tax Analyzer Available
thing.
I!II This is to tell you about an interesting new
But in February, that quality was IAI product, the "Quicken Tax Reform
tested in an automobile accident. I was
Analyzer," by Intuit. It works on both the
crossing an intersection near my home
HPllO and the Portable Plus, (but requires
when my car was struck by another car
IBM disk conversion to a 5 1/2-inch HP
traveling at (what police reports estimated
, disk).
to be) about 40 miles per hour.
In less than a half-hour, it tells you
The impact was broadside, and just as
whether the Tax Reform Act of 1987 will
everything seems to move in slow-motion
raise or lower your taxes. It further sugduring an emergency, etched permanently
gests actions the user can take to reduce
in my mind was the image in my rear-view
his/her taxes. It requires Lotus 1-2-3 to run
mirror of my rear passenger door flying
on the portables, and at least 256K RAM.
open, and my Portable sailing out of the
The analyzer contains five worksheets
car. The computer skipped once on the
and is designed to work with federal inpavement, slid about 20 or 30 feet, then
come taxes only (not state or local). It will
fell about 4 feet down into a storm drain.
not calculate your 1987 taxes, rather it
Try to imagine having to explain to
uses your 1986 return to generate mock
someone that your computer has fallen
returns for 1987, 1988, and 1989. This
down a storm drain. A call for advice to
gives an "apples to apples" comparison of
the City and County was answered by a
your tax liability if the only change is the
very long pause followed by, "Say that
phase-in of the new law over the next
again ... your computer is where?"
three years.
Luckily, we were ultimately able to
The "Quicken Tax Reform Analyzer,"
fish the thing out of the drain. Except for
by Intuit, retails for $29.95. Their address:
a few minor scratches the computer was
540 University Avenue, Palo Alto, CA
fine. Upon running the diagnostics pro94301. To call, readers from outside

11

California should use (800) 624-8742. In
California, the number is (800) 468-8481.
Charles Wm. Carpenter, Arlington, VA

III Likes 2 Meg Combination
Drawer
I am most impressed with SoftWord's 2
Megabyte combination drawer, which I
purchased from Personalized Software.
With Condor 3 loaded on the SoftWord
RAM disk, I have space for more than
3000 records, each containing 53 fields.
The RAM card runs Condor with nearblinding speed and the results of even fairly complex data-sorts are flashed to the
screen within a fraction of a second.
Dr. Paul F. Slawson, Professor of
Psychiatry, UCLA

III Using Modems Overseas;
PPTerm, Reflection
Questions

In response to the reader who requested
help in communicating with EasyLink
while on the run in Europe and Asia: I frequently travel overseas and have used the
220v charger for the Plus and its
peripherals without encountering errors
or difficulties. I also carry a two-pound,
one-socket transformer just in case.
Communicating via the internal
modem is a pain and also dangerous to
the modem, due to spikes and surges. I
take an 829973A-IL Interface card to the
hotel reception, and frighten the life out
of the manager by dismantling his PCIXT
and installing the Interface card, thereafter downloading my .txt files directly to
my IBM disks on the hotel's disk drives.
MAV / TTTNF. lQRR
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Many hotels have a PC with a modem attached for booking purposes. In some
countries, I have found that a couple of
photographs of what I am intending to do
inside the hotel's machine helps overcome language difficulties.
In Japan, I pursued the subject with
NTT (Nippon Telephone & Telegraph)
who provided me with a very simple
female RJ-11 fitted with a two-conductor
"rat-tail" which is easily screwed onto the
appropriate terminal screws behind the
plastic plate on any hotel telephone jack.
The NTT part number is MJ-2S and can be
purchased for less than $ 5 .
Once you are on the phone line it is
necessary to make contact on the US tollfree number or your own local access
number. Repeated attempts to access the
carrier by dialing the correct numbers,
with various permutations of comma
pauses, etc., (from within terminal on the
HP110 Portable) failed to penetrate the
system. I worked around this by calling
my local access number by telephone,
monitoring the squawks through the
handset, and pressed the softkey connect
with A in the Dial field, carefully judging
the time when Western Union would
answer my call and terminal would poll
the line. I was able to make the match on
the first try and logged on manually, of
course. Telexes were sent and received in
the usual manner thereafter and the
MJ-2SIRJ-11 remained attached to the wall
socket until I shifted hotels.
I have some questions, the answers to
which would help our company's users of
HPI50's 2.11 and 3.2. First, we recently
purchased the Norton Utilities Advanced
version. Is it correct that Alternative Mode
and one of the Norton Utilities switches
are all that is required for successful
operation on the HPI50? I ask here
because I don't wish to experiment on a
hard drive that is already prone to corruptibility.
Second, the terminal.com file in the
HP110 Portable, 34,303 bytes, is a charmingly trouble-free program, used and
understood by everyone in our company,
and (with Gary Goodman's excellent
assistance one night a year ago), usable
with Kermit and the native W-C protocols.
On the other hand, Reflection (in the
Portable Plus), requires inordinately
strenuous mental gymnastics from anyone
attempting such a mundane task as an
EasyLink log-on. I know no one who uses
Reflection; we all use PPTerm (on the
1988 Subscribers' Disk) and log on
manually. We cannot run our Smartcom II
on the ISO's and I refuse to pay twice for
the same thing. After copying terminal.com to disk and running it from
DOS on a 150, it almost works. After
entering all the Up/Download and terminal configurations, it locks up when
you try to dial. If this could be made to
run on the ISO's, we would all be very
2
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relieved.
As for pc2622, if anyone has a simple
(but not simplistic) set of instructions that
will communicate to post-Graduate
physics professionals (mostly European)
the manner in which a host may be
dialed, automatically logged on, sent
command instructions, store the resultant
file or "capture the screen output to file,"
etc., etc., we would all be most grateful.
The manual never once says how to dial
a telephone number. Although the program is powerful, it renders normal retail
users (like us) functionally illiterate, and
thereby devalues its own worth.
Finally, my thanks for a service
which provides more than could have
been expected when we purchased our
first Portable, and to which we shall continue subscribing as long as value is obtained.
Walter Thornhill, Protechtor, Inc., New
Orleans, LA
[Ifyou like, you can order the Norton
Utilities from us. We include HPformatted 3 112-inch disks with instructions. lOu can alternatively purchase the
product elsewhere and download the
files yourself. To work properly on the
Plus, put the Plus in Alternate mode. The
other Plus trick is to use the Idl option at
the end ofany of the commands that take
over the screen. The commands that take
over the screen do not w01:k well on the
HPllO. lOu need the public domain PC
emulator to get Norton to work on the
HP150 (included on our disk). WI? do not
recommend the Advanced Edition to
HP150 owners since only the 4.0 commands work properly. We also include
the 3.1 version of the main Norton
Utilities program since the 4.0 version
does not work on the HPllO and some
HP150's.
The Foundations column in The
Portable Paper Vol. 2, No. 6 will get you
started in Reflection. I admit I have
never studied the Reflection commands
to automate processes. I use the Shelp
macro feature to dial phone numbers
and print logon strings. lOu might want
to check out the TermPlus program
discussed this issue.-Hal]

III CPU Upgrade; EPROM's For
European Readers

I hope you will consider my request to
publish the following, as I have no other
means of contacting other European
readers of The Portable Paper. Lately I
have had the opportunity to burn my own
32K and 64K Eprom's for the Portable
Plus. I have also successfully replaced the
"old" 80C86 Harris CPU with the faster
NEC V30 8 MHz unit (as described in The
Portable Paper Vol. 3, No.1, p. 12). Now
I would like to offer European readers of
The Portable Paper the opportunity to
have me burn Eprom's and upgrade the
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CPU's of their Portable Pluses. My prices:
CPU Upgrade: $100
Eprom-burning: 32K-$35, 64K$55 (of course, users will have to supply
their software on 3 112 inch disks).
Naturally, a 64K EPROM is more
practical; it contains more memory, and

USED HP PORTABLES AND PERIPHERALS
We buy them. We sell them. We guarantee them.
No longer using your HP
Portable or peripherals?
Turn them into cash
through The Portable
Equipment Exchange.
Prices fluctuate, so
call us for current
figures.

Buying used HP
equipment makes sense.
You know HP quality!
Even used HP machines
can serve you well for
years. Call for current
prices.

For good buys on used-and new-HP
equipment, see our 4-page brochure
enclosed with this issue.

Any used item you buy from us can
be returned within 30 days for a full
refund. In addition 1

I

ONE·YEAR GUARANTEE
(parts and labor)
on all used equipment!

(SIS) 412·6330

The Portable Equipment Exchange
-a division of Personalized Software
P.O. Box 869 Fairfield, IA 52556
©

costs less (per kilobyte) than a 32K. A socalled "full bank" structure (2 parallel
Eprom's in a line, offering a 16-bit data
transport and eventually also ROMexecutable) will thus offer 128K of
EPROM space.
If anyone is interested, they should
contact me.
R.M. Franquinet, Menthenbergseweg 13,
6816 PR Arnhem, The Netherlands

II Unexpected Benefit From
III WorldPort 2400 Modem
My expenence thus far with the
WorldPort 2400 modem has been quite
positive. I bought it to replace the 300
baud internal unit which came with my
HPllO and had stopped working.
(Miraculously, it seems to have corrected
itself while I was awaiting arrival of the
2400 baud unit.) However, the WorldPort,
with the short cable you sent and an extra 9V battery, is light enough to pack in
my travel gear, and that is how I use it on
trips. At work I use my 110 over an HP
modem cable at 9600 baud to communicate to our VAX cluster. At this speed
the 300 baud unit becomes obsolete.
I received an unexpected benefit
from the WorldPort. At work and at home
I am using the HP-9816 desktops with a
variety of software (in Basic and Pascal)
including a terminal emulation to the
VAX. I have had good results with the
Racal Vadic 1200 baud modem but have
been disappointed with their 2400 baud
unit. Specifically, it has given me graphic
input buffer overflows (using HP's TEK
4010 graphics emulator and the VAX RSII
package), so it has been useless at home.
I tried the WorldPort, and voila, after ad-

justing the parity check parameters to
satisfy both the modem and the VAX I am
getting good graphics output to the screen
at 2400 baud. This is why I am ordering
the AC adapter since I plan to use the
modem both at home and on the road.
I also appreciate the unadvertised extra disk containing text from Tom Page. I
had forgotten about setting the Datacom
to modem instead of serial to conserve HP
battery power. Our group has 3 HP Portable Plus units as well, but these have
1200 baud internal modems, and I can't
justify upgrading them. I will certainly
recommend the WorldPort as a costeffective alternative to built-in modems
on other portables.
Jack Polejes, E.!. DuPont Inc., Wilmington, DE

II Comments

And Questions
... About FormIBM, Anti-Theft
... Measures
I really get a lot of use out of The Portable
Paper, and I am very thankful for the
1988 Subscribers' Disk. I have comments
to offer on two of the programs:
1) formibm: Allows me to write files
on my Portable Plus, save a copy on the
3 112 inch disk (IBM format) via my 9114B,
and run and load the files on our office
IBM PS/2. MemoMaker and Lotus 1-2-3
files written on the Portable Plus can be
loaded onto the IBM for further editing
(WordStar for MemoMaker; Lotus for
Lotus), and printing. I can then save the
edited WordStar/MemoMaker file onto the
same disk (from the IBM) and further edit
it on the Portable Plus. However, I have no
success going from the IBM to the Portable Plus with Lotus 1-2-3, (even though
I change the extension from .wks to .wkl
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or the reverse, as needed). Do you have
any suggestions for how to accomplish
this?
2) cursor: A nice program, but I don't see
the need for it. I accidentally discovered
that simultaneously pressing ext. char
and fl "toggles" the cursor from block to
underline mode and back. This works in
MemoMaker, Lotus, Time Management,
and DOS. I have never seen this in the HP
documentation, or elsewhere, but it
works on both the Portable Plus and the
HP110.
A few additional comments:
One of the best accessories I have is
adhered to my Portable Plus keyboard.
Labelled "HP5180-3116," it shows the "extended" keyboard, i.e., the characters you
get for each key when you press Extend
char and the key.
Best anti-theft device for any computer: take it to an engraver and have your
identification engraved .01 inches deep,
then have them fill the engraving with
paint. This looks very classy, makes the
item virtually un-sellable (by a thief and
by probably by you also), and probably
voids the warranty. Make certain the
engraving is conspicuous. I suggest not using your social security number, instead
use your name and/or company name.
(Actually, we figure that buying HP is an
anti-theft measure in itself: it seems that
the "market" is for IBM's and Mac's, and
most thieves wouldn't know what to do
with a Portable.) Once we found an
engraver willing to take on the job, it cost
us $7.50 per item.
Joel Nossoff, San Dimas, CA
[The easiest thing is to use the same
versions of Lotus on the two machines.
1t.K AV

I TTT1\Tl::' 1000

'2
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You can upgrade Lotus 1A through
HPDirect (800 538-8787) for $200. Thu
can import Lotus 1A wks files into Lotus
2. OJ. However, you must use the Lotus
conversion utility to convert a wkl file
to a wks file. Thu cannot just rename the
files.-HalJ

lli!l Using Non-US Portable Plus
III Keyboard
Please acc;:ept the rather "raw" form of
these comments on Personalized Software's services and products, and some
remarks on the performance of my Portable Plus 4S711FH (Dutch keyboard).
I) Printing on 12-inch fanfold paper
(European problem): Save the following
string in a file you could call eurofan:

1\[l72pSOruSD
A variation, dumpfan, is fine for
dense printing of lengthy documentation
files. The dumpfan string:

1\[172pSOruSD
The first two symbols in the string,
1\[, stand for the escape character. See
The Portable Paper Vol. I, No.2 for instructions on creating a file using

copy.con.
To control the f6, System Config
settings for the printer: Printer line

spacing = no configuration, printer
skip perforation: On. Power up the
ThinkJet printer, and line-feed the paper
until the perforation is just above the
rollers, then set top-of-form by pressing
the blue printer button. Next, key the
command copy eurofan prn. Now the
configuration is set for 12-inch fanfold
paper.
In MemoMaker, print with AutoFeed
off. After each page, press FF on the
printer, to find the top of the next form.
MemoMaker's AutoFeed skips the perforation by printing line-feeds rather than doing a form-feed.
For printing ASCII files: Type copy
ilJ.ename pm for continuous printing.
This works for all ASCII files, but
MemoMaker printer enhancements don't
work. A work-around is to include
markers for such enhancements as boldon and -off, underline-on and -off, and
font selection. In the absence of any existing print formatter (like Printetfalk) or
self-written printer driver, Edlin can be used to replace the markers by printer control codes. (Edlin instructions can be
found in your Portable Plus owner's
manual.) The Editor can also be used.
Upon receiving my copy of
FormatllO and reading the owner's
manual, I discovered that its default format is also set for ll-inch paper. Other
users who wish to use 12-inch paper with
FormatllO should do the following:
First, don't follow the instructions
given in the manual. That will make a
mess of it. You should set the system
configuration for printing ASCII files as
4
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shown above. Power up the ThinkJet,
set to top of form, copy eurofan (or,
for paper economy, use dumpfan) pm,

copy c: = \fmtllOa.prn prn, copy
c: = \fmtllOb.pm pm. This will give you
a printed copy of the entire manual and
you will see the embedded FormatllO
codes within "curly" brackets.
I am quite happy with FormatllO
now. Instead of the standard dot commands for printer enhancements, I use the
method of embedding markers discussed
above. This easily enables me to print the
same files with different printers: my
source files (they have the .src extension)
contain self-defined enhancement
markers. In order to print with the ThinkJet printer I replace bold-on and bold-off
markers with 1\b (which is recognized by
FormatllO as a toggle-bold marker), and I
replace underline-on and underline-off
with with 1\s (also recognized by
FormatllO). For the laser printer at the institute where I am employed, I prefer
italics instead of underline and substitute
separate on and off escape sequences for
the markers. This has worked well for me.
A note on the use of 1\s in Edlin:
Unless 1\s is first typed in Edlin, it does
not appear on the screen. Just type 1\s
three times.
2) Additional remarks concerning
FormatllO:
I like to number the beginning page
as O. This prevents a title or index page
from being 1. I often write an index file
(.ind) which contains some remarks, or a
letter which contains a document of some
type, along with dot commands for merging files (text, tables, figures, etc.). The letter will now be page 0, while the
document retains its proper page numbering.
A reminder-don't try to name your
favorite printer .fmt file pm.fmt! pm is
a file name reserved for user files handled by DOS, since pm is pre-defined as the
printer itself.
3) Non-US. keyboards:
I tried SHELP on my Portable Plus. I
quickly realized that SHELP is configured
to operate with a US. keyboard. When used with another keyboard, SHELP's
calculator does not "know" what the keys
are labelled. In my case, + is the shifted
key immediately to the right of L. To activate calculator addition, I must type \
which is, on my keyboard, the shifted key
to the left of the backspace key. US users
will see this key labelled +. Similar differences exist for many other keys.
To type in SHELP's notepad, again,
US. key definitions are assumed. With the
key macros it is somewhat different. Here,
non-US. users just type according to their
own key-labels, and they will see, in the
definitions screen, several odd strings.
Once SHELP is left and the macros are activated (in MemoMaker, for instance) they

will do exactly what you intended them
to. SHELP just "presses" the same keys
that you pressed when defining the
macros. In MemoMaker these keys get
back their normal definitions, corresponding with the key-labels.
I loaded SHELP one day and lost it
several days later. Here is how I lost it (I
think).
Working in Time Management, I had
just added an appointment for a day in the
future. I had set an alarm for another appointment to become active soon. I was
called away, and used the shelps off option. When I came back I found my Plus
with a locked keyboard and could not get
it to run until I did a hard reset (losing, of
course, the entire contents of my Edisc).
My theory is that when the alarm went
off, Time Management was still active and
tried to come back to the actual date,
which activity, in one way or another, interfered with the alarm function. Is there
anyone who can comment on this? Is
there a chance that other "OFF" functions
distributed among the user community
behave similarly? Would this also have occurred if I had just left my machine on, to
go to sleep automatically?
I feel that, all in all, the calculator,
note pad, and key macros options of
SHELP are not really handy on non-US.
machines. For the "OFF" function, ~
several alternatives exist. So, however
clever the design, SHELP is of no use to
me.
I also tried The Editor (vers. 1.03) on
another Dutch Portable Plus. My first impression was: fantastic! Then, it soon
became apparent that the extended keys
were not active. The Editor would not accept my enhancement and font markers.
On the Dutch keyboard, [ is ext.char. S,
so an escape could not be typed into text
files. The same is true of Pascal's or
FormatllO's "curly" brackets. As The Portable Paper reports, the latest version of
The Editor includes the entire extended
ASCII set. Does this mean that the problems mentioned no longer exist? I would
advise US. program developers and
distributors to try their software with
some different keyboards while addressing the non-US. market. I would also like
to see comments on this topic in future
software reviews in The Portable Paper.
4) Portable Pascal Programs, version I:
Several would not compile on my
Portable Plus. I have not yet looked deep
into the source codes and problem areas.
The Memory game and the Spirograph "'_:"
Simulator were my children's favorites. W
The latter one is not especially mentioned
in the documentation. It works fine and
is highly recommended. Some .inc files
of the mini-adventure game won't read.
(letters continued on page 41)
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II Using The HP9114 Disk Drive In
III World: New HP-IL Link Software

An IBM

RolfR. Schmitt of Balttmore, Maryland wntes: "It IS finally
possible to use the HP-9114 Portable Disk Drive in the 3
I/2-inch world ofIBM PC's, IBM-compatible laptops, and
Atari ST's, thanks to Revision E of the software that comes
with new HP-82973A HP-IL Interface Cards. While the Interface Card has always allowed IBM PC's to read and write
HP-formatted 71OKB-capacity 3 I/2-inch disks, previous
versions of the software could not access files when a 3
I/2-inch IBM-formatted nOKB-capacity disk was placed
in the Portable Disk Drive. This is no longer a problem
since revision E automatically reads and writes in 710KB
or nOKB styles, depending on which was used to format
the disk originally.
"Revision E allows us to move between 360 KB 5
I!4-inch, 710KB 3 I/2-inch, and nOKB 3 I/2-inch formats
without having to buy either HP's Portable Vectra or disk
drives from other vendors. Since most laptops and the
Atari ST read and write in the nOKB IBM format, Revision
E allows us to get full use out of our existing fleet of Portable Disk Drives.
I talked to Rolflater on the phone. He told me that (to
his surprise) he was able to use the revision E HP-IL software to read the Atari ST proprietary 900K compactlyformatted 3 I/2-inch disks. That inspired me to see if I
could read my 1.44 Meg Portable Vectra/PS2 high-density
disk using revision E. Unfortunately, I could not.
As of this writing, there is no official way to upgrade
your HP-IL link software. When one is available, HP will
probably charge for it. By the time this issue comes out,
HP Direct (800 538-8787) may know the details. If the upgrade is free, we at Personalized Software will make the
software available for a nominal charge or free if you send
us a formatted disk and return postage. We'll keep you
informed.

III Availability Of HP Portable Equipment
The move from Corvallis to Roseville, California has been
II
. at least partially responsible for the unavailability of the
Portable Plus and the Portable Vectra CS 20. However, by
the time you read this, HP Portables should again be
available through HP dealers and HP sales offices. HP has
no intention of discontinuing the Portable Plus as it continues to sell well.
It is difficult to predict the availability of the HP 1 Meg
memory cards. There is a memory shortage on the world
market. Furthermore, HP itself needs several thousand
r;:. boards for its sales force and customer engineers.
,
;;,('

~ HP Field Automation Engineers:

III Share Your Knowledge

The move of the Portable division from Oregon to California has slowed the HP field automation program. HP is

equipping most of its professional field personnel with
Portable Pluses. The move has caused temporary shortages
of portable equipment.
I am excited at the possibilities presented by HP's field
engineers getting Portable Pluses. We can expect new
knowledge, utilities, and applications software for Portable
Plus users. A number of our products, including Shelp,
Typing Whiz, Mouse Software, Termll0, HP Calculator,
The Editor, The Formatter, FormIBM, and Diskpack were
written by HP engineers. HP chose not to distribute those
products and gave the engineers permission to sell the
products through us. We pay the engineers royalties or
they let us distribute the product at no charge on our
subscribers disks.
Attention all HP field personnel: Share your brilliance with HP customers and fellow Portable users. If
you would like to submit an article, a software utility,
or a program, give me a call or drop me a note. We
are in a position to share your insights and programming efforts for the benefit of many HP Portable Plus
users.

II Portable Section of HP Forum
III On CompuServe
by Paul Grimmer
II We HP Portable users finally have our own section
in the HP forum of CompuServe. If you want to restrict
your message reading, file downloading, etc., to items
pertaining to the Portables (thus excluding the HPI50,
Vectra, printers, etc.), it is now very easy. Just go into the options choice from the main menu and mark
off all of the subtopics messages you don't want to see.
There is a lot of exchange of LaserJet and DeskJet questions/problems on the Forum, so if you aren't interested in these you can significantly reduce your on-line
charges.
Data Library 7 now contains files and programs pertaining to the Portables. Don't forget to check DL 0 as well,
since that is where all new uploads go. (This makes it easy
to see what new programs have been uploaded and saves
having to check each of the individual libraries. ) Files are
supposed to remain in DL 0 for only 30 days (and then are
moved into the appropriate permanent library) but they
tend to be left in DL 0 for quite a while. As of this writing,
all of the 1988 uploads are still in DL O.
,Items uploaded recently include: some new games for
the Portables, some information on inexpensive custom
ROM's for the Portable Plus, QuietJet and PaintJet fonts
and font editors, a bunch of DeskJet drivers, many miscellaneous LaserJet utilities, etc. The code for the ongoing
"pop-up" project in my "Grimmer's Portable Tales" column is also in this library, and is named ptsrx.arc where
x is 1, 2, 3, etc.
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II HP Portable Bulletin Board Update
In the last issue one of the phone numbers published for
!AI David Speltz' HP Portable bulletin board was incorrect.
The correct numbers are:
300 or 1200 Baud: 216-942-6382
1200 or 2400 Baud: 216-942-7516
Use communications parameters S,n,l. To join the
forum, enter at the main menu the following command:
J;HPORT.
There is a Personalized Software subsection in the
forum. I will do my best to include file listings such as the
files in the Through The Looking Glass column in our section for easy access.

and have never had problems with the paper creeping
sideways or jamming.

I!II

II

III Making The Plus Modem Work
When we moved Personalized Software's offices into our
new building, I was very frustrated to find that I could not
get my Portable Plus' internal modem to work. Our
WorldPort modems worked just fine. Whenever I would
try to call out of TERM or Reflection with the built-in
modem, I would get a "VCE" error.
I called both the serviceman who put in our phone
system and the phone company. Neither could find
anything wrong. Fortunately, I happened to see a note
from Bill Crow on CompuServe that solved my problem.
Bill said, "The Portable Plus Modem has a carrier detection
feature which tri~s to determine whether the signal from
the remote is voice or tone. If the line is weak, it will think
it's voice. Use ''ATX1'' to turn offthe carrier detection and
you should be able to connect." From TERM I typed
''ATX1,'' received an "OK," typed my phone number, and
made the connection.

II ThinkJet Notes

III MEANINGS OF THINKJET BUTTONS AND LIGHTS
by Bill Hassle

II Lights

Yellow continuous = paper out
Yellow flash = ready for reset; push blue to reset and
printer will establish new top of form; also means
printhead may have lost position (usually when head
is stuck).
PWR light off means no power to printer.
Buttons
Blue = reset: will reset the top of form to current position and also clears any unprinted data from
buffer.
LF '= advances 1 line at current Lines Per Inch setting;
hold button to repeat.
FF = advances 1 full page at current page length; hold
button to repeat.
Self test
Turn on Thinkjet with either LF or FF button de.pressed and then release after power is on.
High Quality Mode
Turn on newer (SIN 2712xxxxxx or higher) units
while pressing the blue button and the normal
characters will be about twice as dark.

THINKJET PAPER ALIGNMENT
The following note was captured from the CompuServe
HP forum and contributed by system operator Bill Crow.
The grit-wheel paper movement technology used on
the ThinkJet is one of the most accurate means available
to move paper and keep it aligned. It is used in virtually all
HP plotters, and allows very precise registration, even
when moving from end-to-end and back on an E-size drawing. The grit-wheel makes miniature indentations in the
paper and serves as a very precise tractor drive when the
paper moves back again. The grit-wheel aligns in the same
holes, keeping the paper positioned precisely.
This absolute precision can sometimes be a problem
with a continuous form printer such as the ThinkJet. If the
paper is slightly out of alignment when you close the pinch
rollers, it will cause the paper to creep sideways as you print.
It is precisely following the angle of alignment you set!
If you feed the paper through far enough you can
align the exiting page with the edges of the incoming page,
then pull it taut on the grit-wheel before closing the pinch
roller. You should be able to align the paper perfectly with
the grit-wheel. While you may lose an extra page, you
should have no alignment problems. I use the technique,
6
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II How To Copy The Screen In Graphics Mode

III You can copy anything on your Portable screen to the

Thinkjet, DeskJet, or other printer using the shift and print
keys (lower left corner with enter key). If you want the
screen copied in graphics mode, go to System Config (f6)
and change the Printer Mode to HP Graphics only. All your
output will now be a bit-mapped copy of the screen.
This works with HP2631G, all HP293x printers and
the HP267x printers. It does not work with Laserjets,
which must be ''Alpha only."

III

1\

~

Security
By Bill Hassle
The Portable Plus has built-in security capability. Use
the secure command for sensitive files and data. Type
secure and then select a password to turn the Portable Plus
off. If anyone attempts to turn the Portable Plus on again,
the prompt secure will appear. You must then re-type the
same password. You must use the secure command every
time you want to secure the Portable Plus. By using a batch
file (such as off.bat) which contains the secure command,
you can just type off. The machine will then shut off with
the password in the off.bat file.
NOTE: If you forget the password, there is only one
way to get the machine back. Push the battery compartment reset button. THIS WILL ERASE ALL RAM MEMORY!

II ANOTHER "GOTCHA":
I!II If anyone

attempts to bypass the secure program by using

!AI the contrast key to turn on the portables, the secure pro-

gram will clear the machine's memory! Whoops! That key
is pretty easy to hit accidentally, so I would not recommend using secure except on machines containing secure,
backed-up data.
As an alternative to secure, you might want to try the
password program on The Portable Paper's 1988
Subscribers' Disk (See Vol. 3, No.2, p. 10 for additional explanation). It is safer, and there is a trick to bypass the
password if you happen to forget it.
(continued on page 40)
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Erased your files?
Get them back with
The Norton Utilities!

"THE NORTON UTILITIES
are among the most
helpful utilities I've run
across. I use them myself
every day, and in my
opinion, they're a must.
Here's why."
By Hal Goldstein, Publisher
The Portable Paper

Version 4.0 and Advanced Edition
It happens to the best of us. One slip of a
finger and a whole week's worth of text or
data is past history. But not if you have THE
NORTON UTILITIES!
Just type qu (for quick unerase), give the
first letter of the name of the file you erased,
and the file gets restared. Miraculous as it
,ounds, in many cases that's all there is to it!
How can a deleted file get unerased?

are also an excellent disk management system. Here are some examples of what you
can do:
Let's say you want to sort directories and
files physically on disk-either by name, extension, size, date, time, or by any combination of these. Just use the ds (disk sort) command. I use this one to sort my electronic
disk files by size all the time. Then when I
display the directory, the larger files come at
the end of the list, and I can see at a glance
which ones to move elsewhere to free up any
needed amount of disk space.
Or let's say you remember putting the

"Indispensible.' '
PC Magazine
Simple. The file isn't really deleted in the first
place. When you delete a file, all that actually
gets erased is part of the file's directory entry. (That's why it only takes an instant to
delete an entire file.) Without a directory entry, DOS can't find the file, but THE NORTON
UTILITIES can.
Now, what about those cases where you
can't possibly recover a file because you've
already partially overwritten it with other
files? Surely THE NORTON UTILITIES can't
help you then?
Wrong-they can! THE NORTON UTILITIES
won't recover the entire file, of course, but they
can help you restore the portions of the me
that still remain on the disk.
It's done with a powerful utility called nu
that lets you display, change, and capture to a
me any information on any disk. In complex
cases you may need to do some detective work,
but nu will help you frod whatever remains on
the disk, thereby saving you from countless
hours of retyping lost data.
In my opinion, the
ability to recover lost
files alone makes THE
·1~lIlh"h"I~IIII~I.;1I 1:_
(!tNORTON UTILITIES
HP110 Portable
. .. well warth the price.
Portable Plus
But there's even more
Portable Vectra
HP150
to the pachage: THE
IBM PC and compa!.
NORTON UTILITIES

•
•
•
•

•

"Don't compute
without it."
The New Thrk Times
"You'll bless this disk."
Peter McWilliams
(The Personal Computer Book)

Personalized Software is
authorized to distribute
TIlE NORTON UTllJTIES

on 3%" disk customized
for users of the HPllO Portable,
Portable Plus, and HP150.
phrase "a penny saved is a penny earned"
into a text file on your electronic, floppy, or
hard disk but you can't remember which file
it was-or even which directory. How to find
it? No problem. Just type ts (for text search),
specify the phrase, and the program will
display every occurrence of the phrase, identifying each occurrence by directory and file.
Or let's say you can't remember which subdirectory you put a given file into. Instead of
hunting for the file manually, just type ff
(find file) and specify the name of the file
and the directories to search through. The
program does the rest.
Other useful features include the fa command, which lets you change file attributes (for

example, to make erasable files unerasable or
vice-versa), and the fs command, which tells
you the total me size of a group of mes (I often
use it to find out the total disk space occupied
by my Lotus worksheet "WKS" files or by all
my text files from a given project).
Because of their great helpfulness and ease
of use, THE NORTON
We f8CDlllmend Version 4.0
UTILITIES are already
for HP110 users and HP150
a best-seller in the IBM
users, We recommend the
Advanced Edition of THE
PC market. PersonalNORTON UTILITIES for users
ized Software is authorWbo migtlt need to retrieve
blocks Of text from disks that
ized to distribute them
liave become "corrupted"
on 3 112" disk for users
(unreadable by DOS).
of the HPllO Portable,
Portable Plus, and HP150.lAIl it takes is a few
keystrokes to customize THE NORTON
UTILITIES to your machine; just follow the
simple customization instructions included
on the disk.) Also included in our package
are the standard 5114" disk sold by Peter
Norton for IBM PCs.
THE NORTON UTILITIES are a time-saver
for you and a life-saver
for your data. Use them
just once and you'll
wonder how you ever
did without them.
Order your copy at no
~..
~
risk today.
I
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~NORTON

..

~ UTILITIES

.

DATA RECOVERY
DISK MANAGEMENT

. - ~\1 1

THE NORTON UTILITIES 4.0 ..... $99.95
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers
THE NORTON UTILITIES
ADVANCED EDITION
(includes version 4.0) ............. $150
$129 for Portable Paper subscribers
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engineer told me he thought these tools "are the most
powerful color mapping (onto an LCD display) softwa~
on the market." I would have to agree with h~1
assessment-the tools are clever and powerful-however,
as we shall see, there are still some problems.

By Hal Goldstein
[Vectra Views contains information which specifically pertains to the Portable li!ctra. In this column we note
the latest developments on Portable li!ctra products from
Hewlett Packard, Personalized Softwar~ and other third
parties, and include specific tips for the Portable li!ctra.
Please feel free to contribute on disk or letter to Personalized Software, PO Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556, or
call (515) 472-6330. At the end of this column you will
find a complete listing ofproducts discussed.]

II Setup Disk Tools-Introduction
HP includes on its (most current release) Portable Vectra
setup disk some excellent, useful software tools. What
follows is a combination tutorial/chronicle of my experience using this software. Both experienced users and
novices should benefit from the discussion.
When it is used with the memory-resident portion of
setup, the new pal (short for palette) program yields a
more readable Vectra screen. The turnoff command lets
your system turn off your Portable Vectra after a predefined number of minutes of inactivity.
HP has given us permission to update Portable Vectra
users' existing setup software. From DOS, call up the dir
on your setup disk. turnoff.com and pal.com should show
dates of 12-22-87 or later. The setup.com date is 12-16-87.
If you would like a new disk, send us $9.50 to cover the
cost of the disk, shipping, and handling. Otherwise, send
us a formatted disk and a self-addressed stamped envelope,
and we'll put the files on your disk at no charge. (Vectra
Disk Update, Personalized Software, P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556, 515-472-6330.)

II Making Your LCD Screen Most Readable
One of the HP engineers who designed the Portable Vectra gave me a call the other day. He told me that to do
justice to the issue of Portable Vectra screen readability, I
should mention several software tools included on the
latest version of the Portable Vectra setup disk.
As you may recall from our past few Vectra Views columns, some software is not easy to read on the Portable
Vectra's LCD screen. That software is smart enough to
determine that the Portable Vectra supports color (EGA
and CGA) monitors. While the software paints attractive,
colorful screens for color monitors, on the Portable Vectra's LCD screen those same screens can look awful.
By using the Portable Vectra tools just once per software package, you can make any piece of software look
very good on the LCD screen. These software tools take
most of the time and "grunt work" out of the task of making your favorite pieces of software more readable. The
8
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MAKE SETUP MEMORY RESIDENT
You can make parts of the Portable Vectra setup program
memory-resident. This means that at any time, whether
you are in PAM or in the middle of Lotus or WordPerfect
or some other program, you can "pop up" setup.
To render setup memory-resident from PAM or DOS,
type setup Is.
I have added setup Is to my autoexec.bat file, so that
setup Is is automatically invoked whenever I turn my
system on. '(Any command in file autoexec.bat is
automatically executed when the system is started up. You
can create autoexec:.bat in your word processor, but be sure
to save it as an ascii file-also known as a text or print file.)
(I am an enthusiastic but respectful fan of memoryresident programs. After some experimenting, I put setup
Is after all my other memory-resident programs: SuperKey,
Ready, and SideKick. Other combinations caused my
screen to lock and forced me to restart my system. For
those interested I discussed these three programs in this
column, last issue.)
Once setup is made memory-resident, you can pop up
setup by holding down the Alt key and pressing Sys Rq. It
took me a while to figure out just what and where Sys Rq
was. Look to the right of the F12 function key to the Pr~
Screen key. In small blue letters (the same color as the Iff1
key), you'll see "Sys Rq."
No matter in what program you are working, you can
start memory-resident setup by pressing Alt Sys Rq. When
you do so, a simple menu pops up in the right-hand corner of the screen, inviting you to press function key Fl (to
change the palette) or to press F2 (to re-direct the display
to a different monitor). ("Palette" refers to the appearance
of each color on the Vectra LCD screen.)
ADJUSTING THE PALETTE
There are 16 colors that can show up as any of 12 different
shades on the LCD screen. This means that there are 192
(16 times 12) different combinations from which to chose,
for each colored screen in a piece of software. For practical
purposes, in most applications there are only 1 or 2
screens to worry about, at most 4 or 5 colors, and only 3
or 4 readable shades.
To adjust the palette of a piece of software, run the
program and call up a screen which is difficult to read.
You'll probably want to retrieve a file so you have a practical sample of the screen. Now press Alt Sys Rq and Fl to
adjust the palette.
A palette menu appears on your screen. The top row
of the menu contains the 16-digit (default) palette identification number. Each of the 16 digits represents one of
the 16 colors. Each digit can have a value of 0 thrOUgh~>
or A through F-some of the values (such as 1) are n .. )
used. Each value stands for a different one of the 1
shades.
The left-most digit stands for the black shade and is
followed left to right by blue, green, cynan, red, magenta,
brown, white, green, bright blue, bright green, bright

THE lIDImI gives YOll all these
great text-editiDg features
and more:

The Editor

It's way beyond
MemoMaker!

You won't believe all the word-processing
features this $99.95* program contains-and it
takes up less than 40K of memory!
*(only $79.95 for Portable Paper subscribers)
by Hal Goldstein
Let's face it: MemoMaker is an adequate
word-processor, but it has its limits. No
search and replace. No simple way to merge
files. No destructive backspace key. (Th
delete the last character, you have to use
the left arrow key and the deletion key[s].)
No compressed or expanded printing.
No ... -but why go on? If you use MemoMaker, you probably have your own list of
things you wish it could do.
Well we have good news! Now there's an
easy-to-use text editor that runs on the Portable and Portable Plus that will satisfy
almost every item on your wish list. And
the program comes with a built-in bonus: It
also runs on the HP 150, IBM PC, and HP
Vectra, which means that now you can use
the same program and iIles on your desktop that you use on your Portable.
The program is called THE EDITOR. It
does everything MemoMaker does plus a
heck of a lot more. And you don't have to
go to the expense of buying WordStar (for
the Portable) or MS Word (for the Plus) to go
beyond MemoMaker's capabilities.
THE EDITOR's most valuable features
are listed on the chart to the right. It's quite
a list, isn't it? Th me, THE EDITOR is a real
blessing. I use it daily instead of MemoMaker, and I've silently given thanks to its
author, Ed Gilbert, many, many times. Just
a few minutes with THE EDITOR (that's all
it takes to be up and running) and I think
you'll be a fan of his too.
In addition to the many great features
listed to the right, there are five more I
especially want to emphasize:
1. THE EDITOR's Lotus-like menus make it
incredibly easy to use.

2. THE EDITOR creates ASCII files, which
means you can send your files to and from
almost any other program or computer
without special formats or codes.
3. THE EDITOR will automatically back up
your files to protect you against mistakes:
When you save a file, THE EDITOR saves
not just the current version, but the
previous one as well.
,,
4. THE EDITOR takes
HPll0 Portable
up less than 40K of
Portable Plus
memory.
Portable Veclra
5. THE EDITOR loads
HPl50
and saves files and
IBM PC and compa!.
executes commands
AvaHable on ROM Backup
for the Portable Plus
exceptionally fast.
Even in the desktop market, it is difficult to find a word processor with this
many useful features at this Iowa price.
For the Portables, THE EDITOR simply
can't be beat. See for yourself: Order your
copy, risk-free, today.
THE EDITOR. . . . . . . . . . . . .. $99.95
$79.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

,
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Special combined ollel-

SAVE $30:

The Formatter
THE FORMA'ITER gives you advanced formatting
capabilities that even THE EDI'IDRcan't handle-like:
multi-line headers and footers-automatic hyphenation (you can even add your own words to the built-in
dictionary)-user-specified page length and line
length-automatic page numbering-tables and charts-table of contents generation-and more.
THE FORMATTER works by imbedding special formatting codes into your EDITOR, MemoMaker, or
other ASCII text files. You can customize THE FORMATTER for almost any printer.

THE EO/lOR and THE FORMATTER togetherOnly $99.95 total (fOrtabie Paper subscribers only
Note: The user manual itself is a challenge, and no
technical support is available. We therefore recommend THE FORMATTER for strong c6mputer users or
those already familiar with text formatters.
If you need any of the features listed above, and if
you're willing to spend the time it takes to learn the
commands, THE FORMATTER is for you. Order your
copy, risk-free, today.
THE FORMATI'ER ................... 559.95
549.95 for Portable Paper subscribers

- Search and replace.
Just tell THE EDI'IDR what word or
phrase to look for, and it will find every
place you've used it. At your option, it
will display each occurrence, or replace
the occurrences either selectively or
globally.
- Edit two files at once.
THE EDIIDR will display two separate
portions of text at the same time, one
above the other. You can view and edit
two parts of the same file-or even two
different files-simultaneously.
• Backspace delete.
You can erase the last character with a
single keystroke.
• No limit on file size.
If you're an HPllO Portable user, you're
no longer confined by MemoMaker's
819-Line limit. You can have as large a
file as internal memory allows.
• File merge.
You can merge two or more files together with ease.
• Compressed and ex:pa.n.ded.
You're no longer restricted to bold and
underline. You can imbed control characters in your text to tell your printer to
print all or part of your text compressed,
expanded, bold, underlined, or whatever
else your printer can handle.
• Unlimited line length.
Your files are no longer limited to 80
characters per line. This means, for example, you can print 132-character lines
on your ThinkJet printer in compressed
mode.
• Lines per page.
You can specify the number of lines per
page, using the control codes required
by your printer.
• Easy in, easy out.
You can exit from THE EDIIDR, run
another program, then type a one-word
command and be back in THE EDIIDR
in a flash, exactly where you left off.
This includes exiting and returning from
DOS-which means you can delete,
copy, and rename files while running
THEEDIIDR.
• Right justification and automatic
paragraph indent.
A simple command right-justifies your
text, and at the same time automatically
indents your paragraphs however many
spaces you wish.
• Undelete.
Erased something you want back? No
problem. A simple command will undelete the last line or block of text
deleted.
• Upper/lower case conversion.
Another simple command lets you
change upper case to lower case and
vice-versa without having to retype
anything.
In tenus of useful features per dollar,
and in tenus of the convenience and increased productivity you gam, I feel that
THE EDI'IDR is a truly exceptional buy.
I urge you to try it. Order yours today.
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cynan, bright red, bright magenta, yellow, and bright
white.
From the palette menu there are only 6 keys needed
to adjust the palette. The left and right arrow keys move
you through the colors. The up and down arrow keys
move you through the shades. The Enter key accepts the
shade changes you just made, and Esc puts you back to
your program with no changes.
When you pop up the palette menu, you are first
given the opportunity to alter the shade of black. Yi:m use
the up or down arrow to move through the different
shades. If there is black color on the screen, its shade on
the screen changes as you scan the shades.
As you traverse the shades with the up or down arrow,
the first digit-if you are working with black-changes. By
keeping an eye on what digit changed, I found it easier to
compare two shades that I liked. For example, I liked two
shades of black which were 6 up-arrows apart. I noted that
the two shades were represented by 2 and 9, so it was
easier to go back and forth to quickly compare the two.
When you first press the right arrow key you are given
the chance to change the blue shade (the second digit) in
a similar manner.
The main difficulty in adjusting a screen has to do
with the user's vision: there is no easy way of telling what
colors are represented on the screen. You must therefore
check each color. A small shortcut, however, is to press the
up-arrow a couple of times as soon as you arrive at a color. If nothing changes on the screen, you know you don't
have to worry about that color.
After you have traversed all 16 colors, and you are
satisfied, press Enter, to temporarily save the palette ID for
that application. Now press Esc to leave the setup program
and return to the application. For most applications it only
takes a few minutes of using setup to create a very readable
display.

II ENTER PAL
Naturally, once you have done the work of defining the
palette for a given application, you don't want to have to
bother with it again.
Good news-you don't have to.
Once you have defined the palette to your satisfaction, leave the application. Now type the command pal
program, where program is the complete path name of the
application you wish to run.
The file pal.com (from the Portable Vectra setup disk)
must be present to issue the command. The path name
must be exact and typed carefully. I found that if I did not
include the disk drive name, the pal program did not
work. Also, pal does not tell you if the program does not
exist (which would be the case if you mistyped the program name )-so be careful.
Suppose, for example, you have just finished adjusting
your WordPerfect palette and were back in PAM or DOS.
If the WordPerfect program is on the B drive in subdirectory wperf, you type the command from PAM or DOS: pal
b:\ wperf\ wp.exe. By doing so, you have just temporarily
assigned the current palette ID number to WordPerfect. If
from PAM or DOS you then typed the command: pal, the
following would get typed on your screen:
10
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rem Application
Palette ID
rem
pal B: \ WPERF\ WP.EXE 0009000400000009
The actual palette ID would depend on the ID you
defined for WordPerfect. The above is the palette ID I
created for WordPerfect using the procedure described
above.
SAVING THE CONTENTS OF PAL
We are still not quite finished. If at this point you turn the
system off and on, you would still lose the work you did
in defining the palette. Now comes the clever conclusion
on how to save the fruits of your palette-defining efforts.
For those of you familiar with batch files, you will
notice that the output from pal (listed above) is in batch file
form. rem stands fOr remark and is ignored in the execution of a batch file. The pal line in the above example is the
pal command for assigning a palette ID to a program. If
you were to re-start your system and type: pal
b:\ wperf\ wp.exe 0009000400000009 , WordPerfect would
have the proper palette assigned to it. When you started
WordPerfect, (assuming it is on the B drive in subdirectory
wperf) , pal would make sure the default system palette
changes to the WordPerfect palette. When you leave WordPerfect, the palette reverts to the default palette.
Batch files are used to execute commands that you use
over and over. In the example above we listed the result
(which appears on the screen) from typing the command
pal. If you typed the command pal> wppal.bat, that same
information-the three lines in the above example-would
find themselves in file wppal.bat. Now all you have to do
is type wppal and the command pal b:\wperf\wp.exe
0009000400000009 is executed.
If you want to automate the whole process, you can
type the command pal> >autoexec.bat. The contents of
pal are then appended to your autoexec.bat file.
Remember, that's the batch file which gets executed
automatically when you turn on your computer. So when
you turn on your system, the proper palette automatically gets associated with WordPerfect.
SOME PROBLEMS
A couple of problems emerged during my experimentation. First of all, these palette definition tools do not help
with memory-resident programs. For example, SideKick
uses a number of colors and screens. I spent a fair amount
of time trying to find the best SideKick palette, but my
work was for naught.
I assigned my SideKick palette to pal and then a batch
file as described above. I executed the batch file and ran
(installed) SideKick. For a brief couple of seconds while
SideKick installed itself, the SideKick palette reigned.
However, as soon as it finished installing, I was returned
to DOS and to the default palette. When I invoked
SideKick with the hot key, the current palette (not the
SideKick palette) existed.
The only solution (a partial one) was to create a
default DOS palette (using the setup command as described below) to maximize the readability of the memoryresident programs. This solution is weak, since each
memory-resident program differs in its palette requirements. Also, a memory-resident program gets invoked

T/Master it may be the only
program you'll ever need.
And it may be the most' 'comfortable" program you've ever used!
It may sound strange to call a computer program "comfortable", but
that's the best way we've found to
describe T/Master. And the other
part is true also: T/Master may be
the only program you'll ever need.
That's because TlMaster has within it virtually every business application you can think of, including
word processor, spelling checker,
file manager, spreadsheet, database
manager, numerical scratchpad,
graph making, data communications, desktop publishing, and even
more.
There are, of course, other "integrated" programs on the market
that combine a number of applications in one. T/Master, however, is
the only integrated program that
runs on an HP Portable. In terms of
capabilities, T/Master also happens
to be one of the best. But that isn't
what makes it so special.
You see, T/Master isn't just a very
good program. It is an entirely
unique program. It's one you simply must get your hands on before
you can appreciate its incredible
richness and elegance-and the
sheer thoughtfulness that went
into its creation.

THE HEART OF THE SYSTEM
As with most integrated programs, T/Master lets you share data
between applications-for example,
you can insert a spreadsheet into a
report you're typing, or can take information from a database and
move it into a spreadsheet-all
without leaving the program.
However, with most other integrated programs, you have to exit
the module you're in(e.g., word processor), load another module (e.g.,

spreadsheet), work in the second
module, then "import" the result
back into the first module. In addition, each module presents you
with different commands, a different environment, and often a different "feel".
Not so with T/Master.
TlMaster doesn't have modules in
the usual sense. Instead, almost
everything is done using the word
processor; it's the heart of the
system. T/Master's different functions (spreadsheet, database, etc.)
are, in effect, aspects of the word
processor that have special powers.
Instead of leaving the word processor to create a spreadsheet that
you then have to import, you simply create a spreadsheet (with all the
computational power you need)
right where you are.
Same for a database. Using virtually the same commands as for
typing ordinary text, you can set up
the structure of the database, enter
data, sort, search, generate a
report, and insert that report into
your document.
And that's why T/Master is so
comfortable. You always interact
with it in the same mode, which is
basically just to type. And what you
type is ordinary text, or numbers, or
simple English-like instructions.
With T/Master, you're always on
familiar territory.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Here are just a few of T/Master's
most special features:
The word processor includes
over 100 different functions. You activate thes~ either from menus or by
means of simple typed commands.
On-line help is available at all times.
Highly suitable for
desktop publishing,
PORTABLE PLUS USERS
T/Master's word proYou'll need 296K of main memory to run T/Master,
cessor handles text in
plus 135K Edisc space for the core system, plus the
columns, and lets you
following amounts for storage of the various parts:
view reduced-size
word processor: 53K; speller: 151K; database and
layouts
of entire
spreadsheet: 135K; data communications: 35K; chart
pages.
making: 52K; misc. utilities: 6DK. You can, if you
The spreadsheet is
wish, run the various parts of T/Master off your
different from any
external disk drive.
other. With most
spreadsheets, the
HP110 USERS
T/Maker
T/Maker, an earlier version of TIM aster, runs on the

HP11D Portable with an external disk drive. The program runs beautifully. T/Maker doesn't support data
communications, but it does include word processor,
spelling checker, database, spreadsheet, scratchpad,
and simple bar charts. It is easily the most comprehensive program available for the HP11D.
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columns are of a fixed, predetermined width, and the formulas for
calculating each "cell" can only be
viewed one cell at a time.
With T/Master, you specify the
column widths and locations, and
you type the formulas at the edges
of the spreadsheet where you can

"No other application
that I know of matches
the power, thoroughness,
and simple elegance of
T/Master."
-David Hughes, Contributing
Editor, The Portable Paper

see them at all times. (Very helpful
in getting your spreadsheets to
work!)
Also, unlike other spreadsheets,
you can imbed explanatory text
anywhere you like-another benefit of T/Master's text-oriented approach to program integration.
T/Master's relational database
manager competes with databaseonly products like dBase III. It's easy
to select and combine data from two
or more files, set up cross-tabulations from data on disk, and generate ad hoc reports.
T/Master's data communications capabilities include many
you would expect to find in sophisticated stand-alone communications
programs. Yet they're easy to use
even if you've never done data
communications before. (Note: our
version of TlMaster has its data communications portion customized to
the Portable Plus.)
T/Master includes a "DO" command that lets you string other
commands together and execute
them sequentially (in "batch"
mode) without intervention.
It is surprisingly simple, for exampIe, to set up a DO command that
will perform the following functions at the end of every month:
Compile data from selected databases, construct a bar graph, insert
the bar graph into a monthly report,
and address copies of the report to
a selected list of recipients.

When you realize that you can orchestrate all this by means of a
single DO command entirely
automatically, you begin to see the
incredible productivity and power
that T/Master offers. At only $295
for the entire package (or even less
if you're a Portable Paper subscriber), T/Master is easily the best
software value available.

HOW COME I HAVEN'T
HEARD OF IT?
The TlMaker Company, developer
of T/Master, chooses to remain
small. They do not advertise, but
prefer to let T/Master be known by
word of mouth. This has worked
well because of the high level of
user satisfaction: According to a recent survey, 12 out of every 13
T/Master users "highly prefer" the
program over other integrated
packages they're familiar with.
T/Master is widely distributed in
Europe and the Far East, where it is
bundled with IBM PC compatible
computer systems.

NOT FOR EVERYONE
T/Master is not for everyone. The

T/Maker Company has told us that
their most satisfied users are
computer-oriented people for
whom increased productivity is important (as opposed to casual computer users who might not
appreciate the time and effort
TlMaster can save them, let alone its
elegance).
If your computer is an important
part of your work life, and if you're
willing to learn a new-and much
easier-way of functioning, then we
urge you to try TlMaster for yourself. If, within 60 days, you feel
T/Master is not for you, simply
return it for a full refund.
But remember, T/Master must be
experienced. It has a unique way of
doing things and a "feel" that's all
its own. Order TIM aster today. It
may change the way you use your
computer.
T/Master
(For Portable Plus, Portable
Vectra, HP150) .......... $295.00
$279.95 for Portable Paper subscribers

T/Maker
(HPllO Portable) ....... $295.00
$199.95 for Portable Paper subscribers

TO ORDER
Use postage·paid order form inside back cover
or send check or credit card information
(N. expo date, signature) to:

Personalized Software
P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, lA 52556 515/472-6330
(F') rnn\lrinht 1QR7 ParC'nn':lli7Cn C::nfh •• ')nl

WordPerfect customized
for the Portable Plus and HP150
WordPerfect. It's the best-selling word
processor for the IBM PC. According to
many reviewers, it's the best word processor
on the market.
WordPerfect is a word-processing powerhouse. Its advanced features include creation of text in columns, automatic footnote
formatting and numbering, mail merging,
and text sorting.
Now there are versions of WordPerfect
for the HP Portable Plus and the HP150
touchscreen. In either case, it's the fullblown Version 4.2, complete with comprehensive thesaurus and 115,000-word spelling checker.
Not only can you use WordPerfect on your
HP computer, but if you already have WordNote to Portable Plus users: As always, you
have to plan memory space in the Portable Plus.
You'll need 512K of RAM to allow space for the
basic WordPerfect program and still leave room
for other files on your electronic disk. Th fit
everything on your A drive, you'll need an additional 340K for the spelling checker, and 360K
for the thesaurus. (The speller and thesaurus
can be run from your HP9114 if you wish.)
Our version of WordPerfect includes an
8-page supplement to the manual that tells you
how to run WordPerfect on the Portable Plus.

I

Perfect for your PC, you now can transfer
files back and forth between your PC and
your Portable Plus or HP150. The same
Note to HP150 users: By special arrangement
with WordPerfect Corporation, our version of
WordPerfect includes the standard 5% H disk
plus our supplementary double-sided 3% H disk
that customizes the program for HPl50 users.
The disk includes a special utility that allows
WordPerfect to run on the 150. (If your HP150
requires single-sided disks and also has a hard
disk drive, a version of WordPerfect is available
that will run on your machine. Specify "singlesided on your orders.)

WordPerfect features and commands work
on all three machines. (The function key
layout is different on the HP machines, but
this is a simple matter for most PC users to
adjust to.)
WordPerfect's powerful yet easy-to-use
features have made it a best-seller. It's perfect for the Portable Plus or the HP150 ...
and it just may be perfect for you. Order a
copy today and use it at our risk. If, within
60 days, you are dissatisfied for any reason,
simply return it for a full refund.
WordPerfect ................. $495.
$299 for Portable Paper subscribers.
IMPORTANT: Be sure to specify whether
you want the Portable Plus version or the
HP150 version.

60.CJAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.
I

I
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HP110 Portable
Portable Plus
Portable VecIla
HPl50
IBM PC and compat.
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•
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TO ORDER
Use postage-paid order form inside back cover
or send check or credit card information
(I, exPo date, signature) to:

Personalized Software
P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472·6330

We ship Wordperfect with keyboard templates for the HP150 and Portable Plus.

many times when in the middle of another application
which has its own palette. I'd be interested if a reader
comes up with a better solution.
The other problems have to do with using a monitor.
One minor irritation I found is that if I was running a program from my LCD, switched to a monitor and then back
to the LCD, the palette for the program gets lost and the
default palette takes over. Exiting the program and restarting it (assuming it has been properly "pal-ed") restores the
correct palette.
A more significant problem occurs when using a
monochrome monitor. The "colors" on a monochrome
screen can look awkward (although much more readable
than on an LCD screen). In the last issue I reported changes
on the monochrome monitor palette by using the setup
program on the LCD screen. (The palette part of the setup
program cannot be run when using a monitor.) However,
I have been unable to replicate that. If a reader has a
method for modifying the palette of a monochrome
monitor, please write in or give me a call.
CREATING A DEFAULT PALETTE
I include the following command in my autoexec.bat file:
setup /P 0049000400440044
The /P parameter is used to tell the system: make the
following palette ID the default palette. I use this ID since
it renders Ready (the outline program I use), most
readable. I often use Ready from the DOS prompt where
the default palette governs.
12
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HELP
A final note. If you want to know the syntax of the pal and
setup commands, just type pal ? or setup? from PAM or
DOS. The different possible uses of the command are
printed to the screen.

Turnoff
In my autoexec.bat file I include the command turnoff 15.
That instructs the system to turn itself off after 15 minutes
of inactivity (while waiting at a DOS prompt). Tumoffwill
not turn the computer off if you are inside an application
program.

No Portable Vectra Screen Upgrade
HP has announced that it will not be creating a backlit
screen for the Portable Vectra. HP's research showed that
given current technology, backlighting the Portable Vectra
screen would represent too much of a drain on the battery
and be too expensive and time-consuming to implement.

II Speed Up Floppy Disks
For about three weeks, I have been using a program called
FloppyDRIVER on my dual floppy Portable Vectra. Despite
a few annoyances, I strongly recommend it for floppy disk
users. I wouldn't want to use my Vectra without it. After
using the HPllO and Portable Plus electronic diskand the
hard disk on our desktop Vectra, disk access on the Portable Vectra seemed intolerably slow. Using FloppyDRIVER
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quite noticeably speeds up all disk-access operations
(loading programs and files, copying files, and so forth).
For example, I have WordPerfect set up so that it
automatically backs up my work file every five minutes.
Without FloppyDRIVER, I must stop my work for five
seconds every time WordPerfect wants to back up my
work. With FloppyDRIVER, I do not have to stop-the
operation takes less than a second. The only real inconvenience with the program is that I have to reboot the system
if I want to read HP or IBM PS nOK disks.
Next issue, when we discuss the HP Cache program,
I will go into more detail about FloppyDRIVER. However,
for those who can't wait, you can order the program now.
The company is: Concept Technologies, Inc., 7151 West
Hwy. 98, Panama City Beach FL 32407, (800) 852-1177.
The product lists at $69.95. The Portable Paper
subscribers can PlJrchase the product from us for $62.95
by using the order form in back of the issue or by contacting Personalized Software, PO Box 869, Fairfield, IA
52556, (515) 472-6330.

No EGA Graphics
Several readers have written me claiming that the Portable
Vectra does not support EGA graphics. I checked with HP
and sure enough they are correct. The Portable Vectra supports CGA graphics and EGA monitors, but not EGA
graphiCS.

Contrast Knob
Maybe I'm the only one, but I was originally frustrated by
not having the ability to change the contrast on the Portable Vectra LCD screen. The HPIlO and Portable Plus have
a contrast key for that purpose. After staring at the contrast
knob for two weeks, I finally discovered its existence. For
anyone else who missed it, it is on the lower left below the
screen.
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Products that make HP Portables smarter
p.o. Box 869, Fairfield, Iowa 52556 515472-6330
By Hal Goldstein

II Easy-To-Use Communications Software
III For The HPllO And Portable Plus
For the past two and one-half years I have hstened to
readers' frustrations with the built-in HPIlO Terminal program and the Portable Plus pC2622/Refiection ROM. The
HPIlO Terminal program is buggy, poorly documented,
and more difficult to use than it needs to be.
PC2622/Refiection is a terminal emulator program made
for users who want to log into an HP3000 or other mini or

mainframe computer. It is overly complex for someone
who just wants to log onto to a bulletin board or transfer
files to other microcomputers.
Enter frequent The Portable Paper contributor David
Hughes and regular Wizardry columnist, Cliff Looyenga.
David modified an existing piece of software, originally
called PortTerm, written for the Portable Plus. He
simplified the interface, added some features, and debugged the program. The result: TermPlus. Cliff pulled out
some terminal emulation software he had written for the
HPIlO several years ago, also simplified the interface,
added some features, and de-bugged that program. The
result: TermIlO. Both TermPlus and TermIlO should simplify the task of using HP Portables for phone line communications. We will be offering both programs in May to
The Portable Paper subscribers for $80.

III TermPlus: New Communications Program
For The Portable Plus

By David Hughes
SMALL YET POWERFUL
TermPlus is a small yet powerful communications program. It is designed specifically to simplify the process of
logging onto, and transferring files between the Portable
Plus and other computers and information services. TermPlus' features include an efficient, logical function keydriven user interface, dialing directories, semi-automatic
logon, session logging, XModem file transfer with CRC error checking, ASCII upload/capture, a DOS command line,
context-sensitive help, and seamless integration with
several other ROM-based programs for the Portable Plus.
TermPlus requires a minimum of 128K to run by itself,
and 168K if other programs are executed from within the
terminal.
COMMUNICATIONS MADE EASY
TermPlus is one of the easiest communications programs
I've ever used. After the program is loaded, you are placed
in terminal mode with the dialing directory and the main
function keys. From the main menu you can implement
the most commonly-used terminal functions: dialing
phone numbers, executing DOS commands or programs,
sending incoming information to the printer, uploading or
downloading files, getting help, clearing the screen, or
quitting the session.
It is easy to change communications parameters in
TermPlus. This can be done through the function key
menu interface, grouped under the Dial Keys menu. TermPlus remembers its last set of communications parameters
and saves them (before it exits) in a start-up file called
te.ini. This means that once you set the defaults you use
regularly, you can forget them until you need to change
them again. The start-up file can be easily modified by the
user, such that any configuration file can be the program
default if TermPlus is started from a batch file.
Many users will probably want to enter several of their
most frequently-used numbers into the dialing directory.
In order to dial a number after loading TermPlus, press
Dial Keys (n), and Dial Number (n). The cursor expands
to an inverse video highlight over the first number; use the
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cursor keys to move the highlight over the desired number,
then depress either Dial Number (fl) or Return to select it.
Once a number has been selected for dialing, TermPlus
dials your number and begins the semi-automatic logon,
if desired.
The program is flexible. It allows you to add up to
twenty numbers to the main dialing directory. Numbers
may be dialed, added, or deleted from the directory. You
can change dialing directories (called "datafiles" by TermPlus) to obtain additional directories of twenty numbers.
TermPlus was designed this way so that related groups of
numbers could reside in the same directory. For some
users, this may not be the ideal arrangement, but I found
it useful.
INTEGRATION WITH OTHER PROGRAMS
One of TermPlus' greatest strengths is its ability to conveniently run other programs from the terminal's function
keys. It has a DOS shell, like Hewlett Packard's Time
Management program. To load a supported ROM-based
program from TermPlus, you need only to press Execute
Keys (F2) and the appropriate function key. To load other
programs, type the name of the program from the command line. This aspect of TermPlus differs from other communications programs, like Reflection 1, where you must
first type the "shell" command from the command line
and then the name of the program to be loaded. TermPlus
currently supports MemoMaker, File Manager, Lotus 1-2-3
(both versions), MSWord, Time Management, and ECM.
Other programs can be executed directly from TermPlus'
command line.
The DOS shell has many useful applications. It is
possible to load TermPlus and create messages "offline"
with MemoMaker, then return to TermPlus' terminal, log
on to the host system and send the message. As long as the
communications port settings are not affected, TermPlus
will maintain a communications session while executing
another program. You have freedom to move about
without dropping the connection.
TRANSFERRING FILES WITH TERMPLUS
TermPlus' file transfer features support XModem,
XModem CRC, and ASCII. The upload and download
features are initiated by pressing the upload to or download
from (from the main terminal) function keys. TermPlus
asks you for a file name and a protocol selection. It's that
simple! A file transfer screen appears, and displays the
name of the file to be transferred, the protocol type, and
other essential statistics. ASCII download returns you to
the main terminal, but changes the download from key
label to a blinking end download. The blinking function
key (while the download is in progress) is a nice touch, and
serves as a reminder that you're filling up your Edisc as
your host session proceeds.
OTHER USEFUL FEATURES
Session logging is easily accomplished by pressing printer
on (13) from the main terminal function keys. If the printer
isn't available, TermPlus neatly handles the error without
those pesky DOS "Abort, Retry, Ignore?" messages. You
can log your session to either an HP-IL or serial printer. Error handling prevents you from selecting the serial port for
14
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both the communications and the printer device.
The context-sensitive help system is part of the terminal program, and attempts to explain the function of
each function key. If you don't need the help, there is a
separate "help-less" version of TermPlus on the distribution disk.
Semi-automatic logon can be specified for each directory entry. The logon allows you to send a pre-set series of
strings to the host, by depressing the Return key at each
host prompt. Although this method isn't fully automatic,
it does save you from repeatedly typing the keystrokes
every time you log into your favorite host system.
TermPlus' start-up file, te.ini, can be easily modified
such that you may start TermPlus with a batch file. You can
alter the baud rate, communications port, pulse/tone dialing, automatic linctfeed, printer port, and local echo toggles by changing this file.
RECOMMENDATIONS
For its small (26K) size, TermPlus is a very productive communications program. Although it doesn't have many of
the advanced terminal emulation, file transfer, and command language features of Reflection 1, it offers a cleaner,
simpler, integrated environment. It is sufficient for most
users who want to log onto and transfer files to and from
bulletin boards, information services, or home and office
computers. It is an easy-to-Iearn, useful communications
program designed specifically and only for the Portable
Plus.
PRICES
TermPlus is available on disk version for $99.95, and for
$79.95 to The Portable Paper subscribers. It is also
available on ROM backup for an additional $95. The ROM
backup will contain additional utilities from the 1988
Subscribers' Disk. The actual contents of the ROM backup
will be known by May 1 and announced in the next issue.
You can use the order form in back of the issue or contact
Personalized Software, PO Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556,
(515) 472-6330.

IIIIJ TermllO: Easy-To-Use
Communications Package For HPllO
Are you frustrated in your attempts to use the buggy,
poorly-documented, HPlIO Terminal program to communicate with other computers and information services?
Would you rather use a simple, straight-forward communications program written by our Wizard, Cliff Looyenga?
Are you willing to sacrifice only 20K of electronic disk
space and $80? Then TermlIO is for you.
Here are some of its features:
It has an easy-to-use and fast XMODEM file transfer
for transferring Lotus worksheet, program, and other
"8-bit" files.
It can easily capture incoming information to a file or
printer.
It has SCript-file capability. You can use this feature, for
example, to have TERMlIO automatically log you on to an
information service. Script commands consist of the
following key words: dial wait send pause hangup capture
xmsend xmreceive exit.
It has a startup menu that can be customized, and
allows you to select what system you want to connect to.

PrinterTalk takes up
39K disk space.
Shorter 25K version,
sufficient for most
applications included
on PrinterTalk disk.

PrinterTalk
The MellJoMaker
Enhancer
It does the things you wish
MemoMaker could do!
MemOMaker users: Now you can take advantage of all your printer's features, not just bold and
underline. Printetralk Version 1.2A, an easy-to-use
software package from Personalized Software, prints
your MemoMaker files, allowing you to:
• Change attributes (type styles) anywhere within the
files you printBold, underline, italic, compressed, expanded
(whatever your printer supports)
• Control numerous print functions, including:
-number of copies
-lines per inch
-lines per page
-spacing (including double, triple, quadruple)
-automatic page numbering
• Avoid paper waste by preventing annoying form feeds
• Use your HPllO as an electronic typewriter
-PrinterTalk connects your keyboard directly to your
printer
-Great for labels, envelopes, short notes, any small
typing task
• Perform advanced features supported by your
printer, such as superscripting and subscripting.
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR PRINTER
PrinterTalk stores the "escape sequences" (command
codes) that tell your HP printer how to perform attributes and print functions. Escape sequences are already
built into Printetralk for ThinkJet, LaserJet (and cartridges), and other HP printers, and you can easily
customize Printetralk for any other printer as well.

SPECIAL OFFER:
Personalized Software's Hal Goldstein and
FastAid's Ed Keefe Team Up! Put the
MemoMaker enhancing utilities of

PrinterTalk
& Formatll0

SINGLE-KEY OPERATION
Instead of a hard-to-use, intricate series of control
codes, a single labelled function key sends commands
to your printer. Simple "help" screens in plain English
tell you what to do, and all commands are summarized
on a single sheet of paper for ready reference. The user
manual is clear and concise, and includes easy-tofollow examples of all commands.

Use you printer's full potential!
Order PrinterTaIk Version 1.2A today!

$49.95 including manual
$44.95 for Portable Paper subscribers
FREE UPDATE: If you already have version 1.2 or
earlier, send it to us with a self-addressed stamped
envelope (or send us $7.50), and we'll replace it with
version 1.2A (20% less disk space than 1.2).
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HP110 Portable
•
Portable Plus
Portable Vectra
HP150
IBM PC and campa!.
Available on ROM Backup
for the Portable Plus

•
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See order form for details.

TO ORDER
Use postage-paid order form inside back cover
or send check or credit card information
(N, exp_ date, signature) to:

Personalized Software
P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472-6330

Special Low Price:
BOTH PROGRAMS now ONLY $59.95'LA $90 VALUE!
FormatllO lets you format headers, footers, and page numbers - all centered, left or right
justified; chain or merge documents; and preview your document on screen. FormatllO
also lets you send your document to your disk file or printer and compensates for
"widow and orphan" lines. Disk includes the manual and Turbo Pascal source code.
Format110 usually sells for $39.95, now with PrinterTalk it's only $59.95.* Order both
today and get all the text formatting and printing control you need.

Existing Format110 owners: get PrinterTalk for only $19.95.
Existing PrinterTalk owners: get Format110 for only $19.95.

to work for you!
Copyrighl 1987 Personalized Software
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It uses windows and function keys, to add to its userfriendliness.
It includes Help and DOS commands (optionally
available in a slightly larger version of the program, included on the TermllO disk).
If you use your HPllO as a communication tool and
have problems with the built-in Terminal program then
TermllO is a must.

PRICES
TermllO is available from Personalized Software and can
be ordered using the order form in back of the issue.
TermllO retails for $99.95; subscribers can purchase the
product for $79.95. Contact Personalized Software, PO
Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556, (515) 472-6330.

III

1 Meg RAM/ROM, 2 Meg RAM Drawers
Temporary Price Drop
Quite frankly, if we had it to do over again, we would
never have offered for sale the 1 Meg RAM/ROM cards and
2 Meg RAM cards from England. It has been an expensive
proposition for everyone: our Portable customers, Personalized Software, and our supplier-the British company, SoftWord.
The lack of availability of memory and the weakening U.S. dollar has made it very difficult to contain the
price and make the operation profitable. Even though we
have sold almost two dozen memory boards, when all expenses are computed, we have lost time and money on the
whole operation.
The positive side to all this is that customers who have
bought the boards have been most pleased with the expanded memory capability.
As the value of the British pound continued to
escalate, we had decided to stop offering the products.
However, David Burch of SoftWord gave me a call the
other day that breathes life into our ability to continue offering the products. He made a large sale of boards recently
and due to the volume of his order, he was able to build
some extra boards at a lower price.
He has lowered his price to 1500 pounds for the 2
Megabyte drawer and 1000 pounds for the 1 Megabyte
RAM/ROM drawers. With the current pound rate, shipping
costs, etc., that converts roughly to $3000 and $2000,
respectively. We will discount the price to our subscribers
and reduce the price to its original level of $2695 for the
2 Meg board and $1695 for the 1 Meg RAM/ROM boards.
David feels he will be able to hold these prices until
at least June 1, and (he hopes) through the summer and
beyond. If the value of the pound holds at below 2 dollars,
we will also be able to hold our prices.
In order to continue offering the cards, we need to impose the following conditions. If you want to order them
in volume, please give Brian Teitzman or me a call for pricing (515) 472-6330.
1) Please call to confirm the current price.
2) Please allow us at least three weeks after we receive your
order, before shipping your memory card.
3) If you can supply us with a current favorable D&B rating
and trade references, you must send us a non-refundable
deposit of at least one-fourth the cost of the order before
16
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we will order your card from England. The remainder is
due when we have the card, but before we ship it to you.
If you cannot supply satisfactory credit information,
then you may send us a pre-paid check or credit card
authorization for the entire amount, but we will not cash
the check or process the credit card authorization until we
ship you your memory drawer. Seventy-five percent will
still be refundable.
4) We strongly prefer payment by check, as opposed to
credit card. We will take Master Card, Visa, and American
Express, but only with an additional 4 percent processing
fee.
5) Credit customers (25 percent down) may have strictly
net 10 days to pay their invoice after shipment.
Remember, there is a third alternative to the 2
Megabyte cards. The "A/C" 2 Megabyte card divides up the
2 Megabytes into 1 Megabyte additional A drive memory
and 1 Megabyte C drive memory. To run this card, you
must have a 5I2K base machine. That 5I2K combines with
the 1 Megabyte of A drive memory to give you 1.5 Megabytes (to divide between internal memory and electronic
disk). That leaves the other 1 Megabyte for a C drive electronic disk.

III Carbon Copy Plus Will Not Be Available
Despite quite a bit of engineering effort, Meridian Software
has chosen not to make its version of Carbon Copy Plus
available to Portable Plus users. The corporation who
wanted Carbon Copy Plus for the Portable Plus cancelled
its order. Meridian decided that the market for their product did not justify the expense of final testing, packaging,
marketing, and supporting the Plus version of their product.

II Turbo Pascal 3.0 Going Fast
. . As mentioned a few issues back, Borland international has
IAi stopped selhng Hewlett Packard verSlOns of Turbo Pascal

3.0. After four months of negotiating and waiting, Borland
did ship us 100 Turbo Pascals and 60 Turbo Tutors. They
have insisted that they will not sell us (or any one else) any
more Turbo 3.0's. We have already sold over half this
limited Turbo inventory.
Turbo Pascal 3.0 is in many ways the best program
development environment for the HP Portable. Unfortunately, Turbo 4.0 is not currently well-suited for the
HPllO/Portable Plus environment.

II Turbo Optimizer For HP Portable
III Turbo Pascal v3.01
By Paul Grimmer

Southern Software, publishers of SideWinder, Sketch,
HPrint, and Link, has modified the Turbo Optimizer program by TurboPower Software. This modified version now
works on .com files created by the HP Portable/HPI50 MSDOS Turbo Pascal version 3.01. Previously this package of
programs only worked on programs compiled with the
PC-DOS version of the Turbo Pascal compiler.
WHAT IS TURBO OPTIMIZER?
Turbo Optimizer consists of two programs that are designed to make your Turbo Pascal (TP) programs smaller
and faster. Your compiled TP programs consist of two

More than 50\time~savlng/utllltle.$ for your
HP ,..18 :orHP150+all Jill a single disk .
\

'.
Read this list.
It may look long and bo~butit eaD save YR·
an incredible amount of ddyeftOlt..

./
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It's a list of the more
stand. (Given the state of
than 50 programs on furtContents of Portable Utilities Disk Vol. 1: DOS Tools
the art in writing and testable Utilities Disk, VolADDCOL.COM Joins two files horizontally by
ing
software, there's no
OFF.COM Shuts off the HP Portable from DOS.
appending corresponding lines.
PACK.COM Packs a disk. Does not have
ume 1: DOS 1bols. Each
ARC512.ARC Archived ARC file compression
guaranteethateveryttern
subdirectories bug of earlier version.
and library utility.
PC.EXE Allows some IBM programs to be run
program performs a speof software works as docARCE.COM Extracts ARChive files from ARC
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5.12 and previous versions.
cific task to make life
PCBOSS.COM File manager for IBM PC and
umented without a hitch.
ASK.COM Adds interactive capability to batch
compatibles only.
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with your Portable more
PRINTIT.COM
Print
formatting
program,
However,
most of the testyes/no response.
simple but effective.
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ing and evaluating was
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done by Hal Goldstein,
CLEAN.COM Converts WordStar HP150 or
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publisher
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man and Thomas Page.
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time to track this many
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programs down, what
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If
even
one program proves
a file.
from the HP Portable.
about evaluating them
FDUMP.COM Lists a file in hexadecimal and
TOWS.COM Converts ASCII document files to
useful, DOS 1bols could
ASCII.
WordStar and Portable Plus MemoMaker format
and making sense of the
for editing and reformatting.
FF.COM Sends a form feed to the printer.
pay
for itself immediately.
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documentation? It would
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specified string.
With
more than 50 docucopies result to second file.
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hexadecimal ASCII files.
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Draw character set.
file.
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That's right-we've
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application program on RAM disk-the HP
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PortablelPortable Plus Install Utility Program.
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Volume 1:
LABEL.COM
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WD.COM Saves and restores the working
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directory.
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margin.
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parts: a run-time library that contains all of the functions
and procedures of TP, and your code.
The first program is topt.com, and it optimizes your
compiled code (but does nothing to the Turbo run-time
library). One of the reasons that TP can compile your
source code so quickly is that it is a "single pass" compiler.
This means that it only goes through your code once,
never backing up to optimize itself. The compiler is quite
efficient, but since it operates in a single pass, there are
quite a few things that can be done to optimize the code.
topt.com increases program speed (replacing certain sequences of instructions with faster, more compact code)
and also decreases the size of your code.
The literature proclaims speed increases of up to 30 %,
but our experience with "real life" programs is more in the
10-20% range. Size reductions obviously depend upon
your code but our experiences have shown .com file
reductions ranging from a few hundred bytes (.com files
less than 15K) to 5000 bytes (programs in excess of 50K).
Note that the new version of topt works on chain files
(.chn) as well as .com files.
The second program is tlc.com (Turbo Library Compactor) and it is designed to remove unused code from
your code as well as from the run-time library. If you have
a short program that writes a message on the screen, for
example, your .com file will contain all of Turbo's run-time
library (about 10,600 bytes), and includes all of the standard procedures and functions. So you have many thousand bytes of library that are not used by your program.
TLC analyzes your code and "throws away" all ofthe
run-time library that your program will never call. Optionally, you can have it do the same thing to your code,
which is really nice if you make use of libraries of procedures and functions.
The manual includes several cases where small programs that compile to .com files in the range of 12K are
reduced to less than 500 bytes. These are extreme, but our
experiences are that together with topt, a 12-15K program
is reduced to 2-6K, a 30K program is shrunk by about 7K
and a 50 + K program is reduced by more than 10K. Quite
impressive.
WHY DO I NEED THIS VERSION?
Because topt and tic are compiled with PC-DOS Turbo
Pascal, they will not work on many of the "near compatibles" such as the HPllO and Portable Plus. (The screen,
keyboard, timer routines, sound, etc., are different).
However, the main reason you cannot use the currentlymarketed programs with MS-DOS is that the MS-DOS version of the TP compiler is different from the PC-DOS compiler. Many of the functions they perform are the same, but
the locations of the various procedures within the library
(as well as how they function) are quite different. Since
both programs must "know" where these procedures are,
they won't work without modification.
WHAT DOES THIS NEW OPTIMIZER DO?
The new optimizer does exactly what the PC-DOS version
does, with the exception that it works only on programs
compiled with the "standard" version 3.01 Thrbo Pascal
compiler. Sorry, at the present time, 8087 and BCD are not
supported. If enough demand exists (let us know), we can
port these as well.
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WHAT DO I GET?
Up until now, $125 would purchase the Thrbo Optimizer
package described above, plus the source code (and
another PC-DOS utility called Thrbo Object Librarian).
This came on a 5 1I4-inch disk with a bound manual.
For $125 you can now purchase the entire PC-DOS
package plus the MS-DOS version (including source). The
MS-DOS version is supplied on a 3 1/2-inch HP doublesided disk (formatted for the HP Portables and HP 150)
unless another format is requested.
By the way, the size of the programs (after being "Optimized," of course), are: topt.com: 43680, tlc.com: 30504.
HOW TO ORDER
You may order from either of the following Southern Software offices or Personalized Software. Southern Software
can be contacted at: Paul Grimmer, 12501 Clippership
Drive, Anchorage, Alaska 99515, (907) 345-3593 or Bill
Rudersdorf, 215 Hawthorne, Houston, Texas 77006, (713)
522-6220.
The Portable Paper subscribers may order from Personalized Software, PO Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556, (515)
472-6330, for the subscriber discounted price of $119.

II FloppyDRIVER For Portable Vectra
FloppyDRIVER, discussed in our Vectra Views column this
issue, has been added to our price list. FloppyDRIVER
greatly speeds up the time it takes to access HP Portable
Vectra floppy disk drives. FloppyDRIVER retails for $69.95
and is available to The Portable Paper subscribers for
$62.95.

III Symphony 2.0, Lotus 2.01 In Edisc
On The Plus
The software (screen drivers) which enables Symphony
2.0 to run on the Portable Plus' electronic disk has been
written. A version of that software will also allow the IBM
PC version of Lotus 1-2-3 (version 2.01) to run from the
Portable Plus' Edisc. This would enable the Plus to also run
Lotus add-ins such as HAL. (There may be some copy protection problems, however with 1-2-3). If you would like
us to pursue the production of Symphony and/or Lotus
1-2-3 Edisc versions, please call or write. We need at least
ten orders to make Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony available.

III Using Subdirectories With Webster's New
World Spelling Checker
By Richard Burmeister
The version of Webster's that runs on the Portable Plus
does not recognize subdirectories. However, it is easy to
work around this limitation. For example, suppose you
want to spell-check a:\docs\myfile.doc. This is how to do
it:
1. From PAM or DOS, type in cd a:\docs and press Return.
Alternatively, from PAM use File Manager to change to subdirectory docs.
2. Start Webster's from PAM, or from DOS. To start from
DOS, type webster if it is on the A drive (or in ROM) or
c:webster if it is on the C drive.
3. When you are asked about the configuration file, treat
it as if you are using Webster's for the first time. After configuring Webster as an ASCII or WordStar (MemoMaker)
file, use the bottom imished configuring option to start
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spell-checking. You have saved a small configuration file
named wsp.cnf in your subdirectory. The next time you
enter Webster's, simply indicate that your configuration
information is on A.
4. When asked for the name of the document to check,
enter a:myfile.doc. Be sure to remember to type a:.
Webster's will look for myfile.doc in the current directory. Since you changed directories to a:\docs, it finds the
file there.

III!I Personalized Software Can Accept

III American Express

A number of customers, especially out of the United States,
II
. have requested that we accept American Express credit
cards. Because of the high rate we must pay to process an
American Express card order, we prefer check, Master
Card, or Visa. However, if those means are inconvenient,
we will be happy to accept your American Express card
order.

BDrive
-Built in Software in ROM

Time Manager

II
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III!I By Hal Goldstein
. . Many HPlIO and Portable Plus users are steady users of the
IiY Time Manager program. They use it to manage appointments, keep track of things to do, maintain a name and address list, take notes, and make phone calls. The Time
Manager program can be found on the MemoMaker/Time
Manager ROM (available from HP for the Portable Plus for
$195). HPlIO subscribers to The Portable Paper can get it
and the pack utility by sending us $9.50 (includes postage)
or a formatted disk with a self-ad<tressed stamped
envelope, and we will put the programs on the disk at no
charge. (Personalized Software, Inc, PO Box 869, Fairfield,
IA 52556, 515-472-6330.)
HP's Time Manager: A PAM Alternative
For The Portable Plus
by David Hughes
WHY TIME MANAGER?
What could be worse than not having time enough to
manage your own time properly? You and your Portable
Plus make an excellent duo-you do the thinking and the
Portable Plus saves you time by enhancing your ability to
produce results. However, neither the Portable Plus nor the
Time Manager program will help much if you're too busy
going in circles and can't remember what needs to be done
next.

GET ORGANIZED
The MemoMaker/Time Manager Portable Plus ROM and
HPlIO Time Management software program are excellent
tools for getting and staying organized. This article will
focus on ways to apply Time Manager to the bustle of
everyday living, when a lapse in memory can cost you,
your company, or your client thousands of dollars.
COLLECT YOUR THOUGHTS
The first step on the path to successful time Manager is to
find and arrange all those little pieces of paper you've been
carrying around to remind you of what's important.
Next, set realistic deadlines for each "To-Do" item,
and enter them into the Time Manager calendar. Enter appointments when you make them, and as far in advance
as possible. To-Do items that require more extensive details
can be entered in the "Notes" section for the day the project was created.
USE THE PORTABLE REGULARLY
Try to spend ten or fifteen minutes in the morning when
you can plan the day's activities. Use the time to review
and revise the to-do and appointment lists. The lists should
reflect only what's actually planned for the day. Be sure to
print a copy of both lists, and keep them near the Portable
Plus. If you travel, place them in the case on top of the
Portable. You can use these printed lists as a scratchpad for
phone calls, notes, and other written items. These notes
are important, especially since it isn't always possible to
exit another application and enter Time Manager to take
a message or write a note to yourself. Also, not everyone
can type quickly while talking on the telephone. At the
end of the day, consolidate your written notes and update
the to-do and appointment lists for the next day.
SHELLING OUT
The Time Manager program can be of even greater benefit
if it's used in conjunction with other ROM-based software.
I have found that a minimum System Memory of 168K
works best for using Time Manager as an alternative to PAM
with any of the ROM programs. To really be effective, Time
Manager must serve as the hub of your Portable. What
follows are some examples of how Time Manager operates
as your personal management shell. "Shelling out" is a
means of accessing other programs from within Time
Manager.
HOW IT'S DONE
It is easy to execute another program from within Time

Manager by simply typing the name of the executable file
and any command line arguments from the Time Manager
calendar screen. So, for example, type 3 from the calendar
screen, and you'll find yourself in Lotus directly from Time
Manager. (NOTE: Time Manager does not have a typeahead buffer; it isn't possible to type anything or change
functions within the program while it is rereading the appointment and to-do files. However, it is possible to type
after the banner line "blinks.")
ENHANCING TM WITH OTHER PROGRAMS
For my purposes, the Executive Card Manager ROM on the
Portable Plus is the most important enhancement to Time
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Manager. It is well-suited as a portable project organizer.
You can maintain an ECM card file named "PROJECTS"
that contains pending and uninitiated to-do items, and
retrieves them as a to-do item in Time Manager when they
become active. Another card file named "TELEX" can contain a record of outstanding correspondence with your
company's regional offices. Report formats can reside in
the ECM subdirectory to facilitate convenient printing of
selected cards from the card file.
Lotus 1-2-3 is the next most important productivity
enhancement. Either version lA or 2.01 will work well
within Time Manager, with. a Main Memory setting of
168k. It can be used to automatically prepare expense
reports and other routine financial correspondence. I
often use it as an automated equipment performance
analyzer.
A word processor such as MSWord or MultiMate is an
excellent addition to Time Manager. Although MemoMaker
is bundled with Time Manager, it isn't designed for lengthy
or format-intensive documents. WordPerfect is the most
powerful word processor for the Portable Plus, but you'll
need a larger Edisc and a larger Main Memory (in excess of
256K) to support it. You need to weigh the advantages the
program offers against the disadvantage of reduction in
available Edisc storage space.
Several ROM's offered by Personalized Software can
really boost your productivity within Time Manager-my
favorites are the Super ROM (which contains five programs: The Editor, Shelp, SideWinder, Mini PrinterTalk, and
FormatllO). The Editor, like the other ROM-based word
processors, can be used to functionally replace
MemoMaker. Shelp pops up just about anywhere (except
for MSWord or any graphics mode program) for those
spontaneous great ideas or on-the-spot mathematical
calculations.
A good way to stay organized is to return to Time
Manager after your session with the other application. Update the to-do list, appointment calendar, and the notes.
If you're not currently running another program, return to
Time Manager for an "at-a-glance" status of the day's
events.
CUSTOMIZING TIME MANAGER
It is possible to customize Time Manager to work in con-

junction with your own word processor, as long as it accepts a filename from the DOS command line. MSWord,
The Editor, and MultiMate are all capable of this, and can
replace MemoMaker as Time Manager's note editor.
To replace MemoMaker with your own editor, create
a batch file named memomakr.bat with one of the following entries. Note that the batch file will execute before
MemoMaker, thereby disabling it.
Possible contents of memomakr.bat:
For MSWord: word In %1
For The Editor: ed %1
For MultiMate: wp %1
NOTE: You can include batch file instructions to
switch to another subdirectory if you desire. Otherwise,
the root directory will be used. Time Manager passes the
filename mm-dd-yy.not to The Editor and MSWord.
MultiMate uses its own default directory. Time Manager
passes the filename mm-dd-yy.note to MultiMate, but
MultiMate uses the .doc extension.
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The only advantage in using MemoMaker over
MSWord or MultiMate is its ability to search notes within
Time Manager. Since The Editor produces ASCII files, it is
a direct functional replacement. MultiMate users can
search document summary screens (this seems to work
better than searching note files within Time Manager). The
advantage of using MSWord or MultiMate is the standardization of all text with one word processor; file conversion
is unnecessary.
CONCLUSION
HP's Time Manager can serve as an excellent alternative to
PAM or the MS-DOS prompt. The program can help you
get and stay organized if you adhere to a few simple principles. With a little imagination, you can easily harness the
power of other applications through the Time Manager
shell to help you become even more productive with your
Portable Plus.

am Transferring Time Manager Name And
III Address Files Into Lotus
Dr. RIchard AlVIdrez of Cahforllla State Ulllversity wrote
and said, "I love my Portable Plus, and I use all the features
of the Time Manager Program. However, I would kill for
a utility that would allow the Name & Address function
of the Time Manager program to be transferred into Lotus
1-2-3.
"If the address file tm.nam could be transferred into
Lotus, the following benefits would occur: (1) It would
allow for complete printouts of name/address/telephone;
(2) it would allow for faster entries from the same company, using the copy command feature of Lotus; (3) it
would allow for faster editing via Lotus; (4) it would allow
sorting by zip or company instead of by last name; (5)
finally, with a Lotus macro, it would enable one to make
individual labels for a Rolodex from the ThinkJet, using
label paper sold by HP for this printer. Presently you can
only print one name/address from Time Manager.
"What is needed is a utility that separates each of the
tn.nam fields into ASCII fields with quotations around it,
and each field then separated by commas. That way Lotus
users could use the IFile Import Numbers command to import the modified tm.nam file. I'd pay $50 for such a
utility"
Richard then added a p.s. with the solution: "After
writing this letter, I discovered the convert utility on the
1988 Subscribers' Disk. It works wonderfully, except you
must rename tm.ecm, ecm.prn. Then you must reset the
column widths within Lotus so the fields are readable. For
your information the field lengths (column widths of the
Time Manager items) are as follows: Last (20), First (20),
Company (31), Address (31), City (14), State (14), Zip (10),
Phone 1 (30), Phone 2 (30), Notes (56). The total: 256."
To use the utility from the 1988 Subscribers' Disk do
the following: Unarchive the file tm.arc. (Copy arce.com
and tm.arc onto the A drive using PAM's File Manager or
DOS. Then from PAM or DOS type: arce tm.) The only
useful file that gets unarchived is convert.exe. The rest can
be erased.
Assuming your Time Manager name and address
tm.nam file is on the A drive (in the same subdirectory as
convert), type convert from PAM or DOS. File tm.ecm is

Whether you want to learn programming or you're a
seasoned programmer, the best programming language
for your HP Portable or Portable Plus is

Version 3.0 is for the HP110 and
Portable Plus. It is available in limited quantity.
When we run out, it will not be available
again. Please order now.
Version 4.0 is for the Portable Vectra.

Turbo Pascal

-and our Turbo Pascal Starter Kit is the best way to buy it
Here's why.
The Pascal programming language was
originally designed for use at the college
level in teaching the fundamentals of
computer programming. Borland International enhanced the language, making
it practical for actual programming use.
Their version is called Turbo Pascal.
Today, Turbo Pascal is the programming language taught at most universities.
The reason is that its underlying structure fosters good programming habits. It
forces you to think in a modular way:
You create self-contained, well-defined
units and put them together to make a
full working program.
GREAT WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Turbo provides you with an exceptionally good programmer's environment.
One aspect of this is Turbo's built-in
text editor. It's a sophisticated WordStar
work-alike that in itself is worth the
price of the program.
Another aspect is Turbo's compiler*. In
addition to being uncommonly fast (an
amazing 80-100 lines per second), it is
also uncommonly helpful: If the compiler encounters a mistake in a program,
it stops compiling, gives you an error
message, returns you to the editor, and
takes you to the place in your program
where the error occured.
The external environment for Turbo
is also excellent: There are numerous
books, articles, public domain programs,
and even a CompuServe forum devoted
to helping people use Turbo to full advantage.
With all these advantages and more,
it's no wonder that Turbo Pascal is today's best-selling programming language
for the IBM PC.
THREE-PIECE STARTER KIT
CUSTOMIZED FOR THE PORTABLES

For Portable and Portable Plus users,
there's yet another enormous benefit:
Turbo Pascal takes up less than 40K of
memory-and that includes its powerful

built-in text editor.
We are now offering Turbo Pascal in a
special 3% 1/ disk version for your Portable or Portable Plus, ready to install
from PAM.
Although you may purchase Turbo all
by itself, we recommend our Turbo Pascal Starter Kit. It's ideal for novice and
intermediate programmers alike.
The Starter Kit inludes Turbo Pascal,
Borland's Turbo Tutor, and our own
special disk, Turbo Pascal Programs
for the Portables. Here's a rundown on
each:
Turbo Pascal: Our version of Turbo Pascal
is customized to both
the HPllO Portable
and the Portable Plus
at no extra charge.
The customization,
authorized by Borland, allows the
Turbo editor to
use all the normal
Portable editing keys (Extend Char-Delete Line, etc.).
This saves you from having to learn many
of the commands particular to WordStar.
written, interactive tutorial that includes a
manual and a disk.
The manual covers
not just the fundamentals, but many
fine points of Pascal programming as
well; it is of value
even to advanced
programmers. The disk includes every example covered
in the manual, already keyed in and
ready to use. (Note: neither the IBM versionnor the HP150 version of Turbo
Tutor will run on the Portables; only our
3% 1/ disk version will.)
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'Compiling a program means getting it to meet the rules of
syntax imposed by the programming language. A program
will not run until it can be compiled.
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Portable Plus
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IBM PC and compatibles
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Turbo Pascal Programs for the Portables is a great supplement to Turbo Tutor.
Based on the principle of learning by
example, the disk
contains more than
50 sample Turbo Pascal programs, and every one of them runs
on the HPllO or the Portable Plus. The
programs range in length from ten lines
of code to hundreds, and from simple
(temperature conversion, games, arithmetic) to advanced (input/output, graphics, and more). Every program is included
on the disk so you don't have to key in
any of them -they're ready to run or to
be incorporated into your own larger
Pascal programs.
If you're into-or getting into-the
highly productive world of programming, our Turbo Pascal Starter Kit will
help you become an expert. Order your
copy of this dynamite programming
package at no risk today.

TURBO OPTIMIZER
run time and storage space by making your Turbo Pascal programs 10-30%
faster and 15-50% smaller. Works with
Turbo Pascal Version 3.0. Customized to
the HP110, Portable Plus, and HP150.
Portable Paper Subscribers:
The Turbo Pascal Starter Kit saves you $50 off the price of the
three products purchased separately.
Retail
Subscriber
price
price
Turbo Pascal Starter Kit (3.0) .
. . $189.85. .159.95
(includes Turbo Pascal, Turbo Tutor, Turbo
Pascal Programs for the Portables)
Turbo Pascal (3.0 or 4.0) .
.99.95 ..... 89.95
Turbo Tutor (3.0 or 4.0) .
. ... 59.95 ..... 53.95
New Turbo Optimizer.
. .. 125.00 .... 119.00
Pascal Programs lor the Portables ... 49.95 ..... 44.95
Turbo Pascal on ROM Backup
lor the Portable Plus" (3.0)
..... 95.00 ..... 95.00
"ROM Backup version includes RUN.COM, a utility program that can save 10K of disk space from any program you
compile with Turbo. Note: You m,ust own (or order) the disk

u(ffsion of Turbo in order to purchase the ROM Backup version. See ROM Backup ad in this issue for details.

TO ORDER: See inside back cover.
Be sure 10 specify Version 3.0 Dr 4.0.
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All Borland products are supported by Borland Technical Support, (408) 43tH)400. Turbo Pascal and Turbo Tutor are registered trademarks of Borland International, Inr.
WordStar is a registered trademark of Micro-pro International Corp.
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It transfersfiles both ways between your Portable Plus
and your desktop computer without an HP-IL card!
An HP-IL card inside your IBM PC or compatible computer lets you transfer files to
and from your Portable Plus.
It's a good solution to the data transfer
problem, provided you only use one desktop
computer. But if you ever need to transfer
data between your Portable Plus and someone else's desktop computer, you're stuckor at least you were until now.
Because now there's a way to do it with
software.
It's a program called HPDuette. Together
with a special serial connecting cable that
it comes with, HPDuette is all you need to
transfer files at high speed both ways between your Portable Plus and any IBM PC
compatible desktop.
. ,
HP110 Portable

HPDuette performs complete error checking during the transfer process to ensure
data integrity. It handles multiple-file
transfers, subdirectory transfers, and DOS
"wild card" usage. It lets you use DOS commands such as type, list, rename, and erase
without having to exit the program. And it
transfers datafaster than you can with an
HP-IL card.
HPDuette is easy to use too. Simple menus
and easy-to-understand help screens are
available at all times.
For true convenience in file transfer to
and from your Portable Plus, order
HPDuette today.

HPDuette with cable lor Portable Plus ... $99.95
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER
IISp postage-paid ordt'r form inside bm'k cover

or send check or credit card information
(D, expo date, signature) to:

Personalized Software

Portable Vectra

Portable Plus
•
HP150
IBM PC and com atibles

HPduettu

comes with a serial cable
and two disks; you load one disk into your Portable Plus
and the other into the desktop.
, HPDuette transfers data at 57,600 baud. To use
HPDuette, you connect the 9-pin serial port on your
Portable Plus to the serial port on your desktop computer using the serial cable that comes with the
program.

p.o. Box 809, Fairfield, IA :52551; 51i1irl72-tia:30
HPDuette is a registered trademark of Platte River Associates, Inc.
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automatically created. Rename that file from DOS or File
Manager to tm.pm. Now enter Lotus and type the IFile Import Numbers command and import tm. Finally, use the
IWorksheet Column Set command to set the column
widths properly, to make the worksheet readable. You can
use the lengths in parentheses in the fields given above or
set your own widths.

Ii!!l

Time Manager Utilities

III A number of utilities have emerged over the past three
years to increase the usefulness of Time Manager. With
more HP field engineers using the Plus this year, I expect
the number of utilities to grow. By the end of the year we
plan to put out a Time Manager utilities disk and create a
Time Manager utilities ROM. If you know of any good
Time Manager utilities, please send them our way.
At the moment I know of seven useful Time Manager
utilities. The first is a simple batch file (The Portable Paper,
Vol 2. No.5, p. 43) which allows you to keep more than
one name and address file. The second is another batch file
described in Ed Keefe's Looking Glass column, (PP) that
automatically backs up Time Manager files to the C drive,
saving Edisc space. The third, convert, described in this
column, lets you convert Time Manager files to a form
readable by Lotus, ECM, and Condor. The fourth, tma, was
written by our Wizard, Cliff Looyenga, and lets you print
a week-at-a-glance to your ThinkJet and can be found on
our 1987 Subscribers' Disk.
I had heard of a fifth utility, cal.com, for some time
but had been unable to track it down. A reader sent it to
me and did not know of the origin. I understand it was
22
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written by an HP engineer and is in the public domain:
there is no copyright notice on the software. (If anyone
knows the origin, please give me a call or drop me a note.)
It is like Cliff's program, but a bit more expanded. It puts
two weeks of appointments on the screen at a time and lets
you edit appointments directly.
The sixth utility, adm, is on our 1988 Subscribers'
Disk and was written by Graham Collin of HP, England. It
enables you to search for a name in your Time Manager file
by typing a few letters of the last name. It then inserts the
whole name and address and today's date in the default
MemoMaker file (nameless on the HPllO and tempmemo
on the Plus). It puts you into MemoMaker's default file,
ready to type a letter to the address you have just found.
Portable Paper contributor Tom Page sent me a
seventh utility which builds on Graham's idea. It is a fullblown mail merge program which allows great flexibility
in building form letters. You can merge any selected Time
Manager fields into a letter containing your own predefined letterhead. Tom divides the Time Manager Name
& Address Comment field into four fields, so you can add
additional fields (e.g., spouse, birthday, etc.) into your
Time Manager file, that can then be merged into your letter. You can automatically place today's date in the letter,
in the format and location you choose. You can
automatically print many letters at once, and you can print
envelopes. My favorite feature is its powerful search facility. Whether you enter "Hal," "515," or "lA," as a search
field, you will uncover my name and address. Finally, you
can send the letter header to a file of your choice, or, if you
wish, to the default MemoMaker files. The program is
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more work to configure and use than Graham's but gives
you more power and flexibility.
I am most interested in your feedback as to what to
include on a Time Manager Utilities ROM and disk, and
what other utilities you would like to see.

I worked out the following solution. From DOS I
typed b: to see the names of the subdirectories in my ROM
drawer. Each subdirectory is associated with ROM software. I did a dir and got the following listing. (I have added
my comments in brackets to describe the contents of my
ROM subdirectory.)
Volume in drive B has no label
Directory of B:\

llitus 2.()t

B

III No Lotus

PLUS
1-2-3 Add-Ins On Plus

One of the nice things about editing a computer newsletter is that software vendors are usually more than willing
to send review copies of their software. Based on the comments of several readers, I had reason to hope that at least
some Lotus 2.01 add-in products would work with the
Portable Plus ROM version. Lotus designed version 2.01 so
that other products: "add-ins" such as word-processors,
data base managers, spreadsheet auditors, etc. could be
added to and integrated within the Lotus environment. For
example, if a user needed a spelling checker within Lotus,
he could buy a Lotus add-in spelling checker that (once installed), seems like part of Lotus.
Turner Hall was kind enough to send me 4Word,
Spellin, and The Cambridge Spreadsheet Analyst. Funk
Software sent me Sqz. I rolled up my sleeves and was
prepared to start testing.
I soon discovered a problem. HP did not include a file
named 3.dyn, which is required to install add-ins. According to the Lotus manual the file should be on one of the
supplementary disks. But it is not there.
Because Portable Plus Lotus executes from the ROM,
r.lther than from being copied into RAM, many Lotus addins probably would not have worked anyway. However,
without that file, no add-in can be installed. I tried an IBM
PC copy of 3.dyn, but received a "bad 1'23.dyn file" error
message. I have a call into HP about getting the file but
have not heard anything yet. I am not optimistic.

III Installing Both Lotus

lA and 2.01

On The Plus
It is possible to have both versions IA and 2.01 of Lotus installed in your ROM drawer. To honor the Lotus license
agreement, you must purchase a new version of Lotus 2.01
to install both versions. When you upgrade from Lotus lA
to 2.01, the license agreement states that you are supposed
to destroy version lAo
If you do put both versions of Lotus in your ROM
drawer, both "Lotus 1-2-3" and "123 Rei. 2.01" show up
on your PAM screen. However, depending upon where you
place the two sets of Lotus ROM's in the drawer, only one
of the versions of Lotus will run no matter which PAM application you start. After I installed both ROM versions in
my ROM drawer, I could get into only version lA from PAM.

BIN
HP82861
MEMO-TM
45548K
DT2
DTl
WEBSTER
45539K
SUPER

HELP

<DIR>
< DIR >
< DIR >
< DIR >
<DIR>
<DIR>
< DIR >
< DIR >
<DIR>

< DIR >
10 File(s)

4-16-85
1-23-86
4-18-85
8-21-87
8-21-87
8-11-87
5-05-87
8-18-87

5-06-87

[Built-in DOS utilities]
[PC2622]
[MemoMaker, Time Manager]
[Lotus 11\]
[DOS Tools, ROM I]
[DOS Tools, ROM 2]
[Webster's Speller]
[Lotus 2.01]
[SuperROM: Shelp, The Editor
SideWinder, PrinterTalk,
FormatllO]
1l:07a [Lotus 2.01 Online Help]
1572864 bytes free
2:07p
12:02p
8:01p
2:07p
2:03p
3:09p
3:07p
12:11p

I then typed cd\ 45539K to enter the Lotus 2.01 subdirectory.
From there I entered 3 and in a couple of seconds
found myself in Lotus 2.01.
To automate the process I did the following. From The
Editor (you can use MemoMaker, Edlin or another wordprocessor), I created the following file with these lines:

b:
cc;l\ 45539K

123
cd\

a:
I named the file a.bat.

From PAM or DOS I have only to type a to enter Lotus
2.01.
Next I returned to The Editor and retrieved the file
pam.mnu.
(If you don't have such a file just create it). I added the
following two lines, making sure I pressed the Return key
after the second line.

Lotus 2.01

2a
On my PAM screen, Lotus 2.01 A shows up. I can enter
Lotus 2.01 by starting that application.
When you install the two Lotus sets, you may only be
able to enter Lotus 2.01 rather than (as in my case) version
lAo Just follow the same steps above, except substitute
cd\45548K for cd\45539K in the batch file above. You'll
probably want to name the batch file a and change the
PAM label in the pam.mnu file to Lotus lAo

III Automatically Recording Macros
II In Lotus 2.01
Rod Sharp of New MexICO brought to my attentlon an artIcle on page 305 of the March 15, 1988 issue of PC magazine. In it a reader describes a "learn mode macro," i.e., a
method to record keystrokes while executing them. Once
you have recorded the keystrokes, you can easily turn them
into a macro. Recording a macro is a much more efficient
and effective method than is manually creating a macro.

Add Megabytes of RAM-and ROMinside your Portable Plus!
Leave that bulky disk drive in your closet! Now your
9-pound Portable Plus is all you'll ever need to run your
programs and access your files!
figuration will either be the one in
Example 2 or Example 4.)
Note: If you only purchase one SoftWord card, we recommend you get the
C-drive variety rather than the Adrive variety. There are three reasons
for this:
1. If you reset your Portable Plus using
the Battery Reset button, you will
lose whatever is in the A-drive
memory, but what's in the
C-drive memory will be retained.
2 . A C-drive Card allows you
to utilize whatever extra
RAM drawer memory you
may already be using for
your A drive (see Example
1); by contrast, a 2 Megabyte RAM A-drive Card
must be used in place of an
existing RAM drawer.
8 ROM
1 megabyte
3 . With a C-drive Card in your
sockets
of RAM
system, you have, in effect,
two built-in disk drivesSuper ROM*
the A drive, and the C drive
that's on the card. By storMemoMaker/
ing copies of critical data
Time/Manager
and programs on both
drives, you protect yourself
*Available from Personalized Software
against disaster if your A
drive becomes corrupted
(which, as you may know,
can happen).*
drawers. Any of the SoftWord cards
can be installed in either of these two
WHOLE NEW MACHINE
compartments. All you do is remove
The minute you install your new
whatever drawer may be in there and
SoftWord card(s), your Portable Plus
replace with a SoftWord card.
becomes an entirely new machine.
Note: We will accept your old RAM
You'll be able to run large applications
or ROM drawer and any extra memory
like WordPerfect or RightWriter-or
as a trade-in towards purchase. Please
even an entire integrated package like
call for current trade-in prices.
T/Master-and still have plenty of
Once installed, the extra RAM on
room left over to manipulate large
the SoftWord cards works exactly like
ordinary Portable Plus memory, only
there's lots more of it.
*There is one potential drawback to using a C-

though it were an external disk drive.
With the advent of the Portable Plus,
Hewlett-Packard solved almost every
(Usually it will be the C drive, but if
problem of computer portability. The
you have an HP9114 plugged into your I
machine is rugged, weighs only 9
system, the memory card becomes the
pounds, stores software on ROM chips,
D drive.)
and has non-volatile memory.
EASY TO INSTALL AND USE
But as every user knows, the Plus
At the bottom of your Portable Plus,
has one major drawback: limited
there are two compartments designed
memory space. Until now, if you needto hold HP's RAM and ROM expansion
ed even a modest amount of space for
data files and application programs, you were forced to
AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO USE
carry an external disk drive
a 1 Megabyte RAM/8-Socket ROM Card
wherever you went.
Now all that is changed. BeThere are many ways to utilize the 8 ROM sockets on a 1 Megabyte
cause now you can boost your
RAM/ROM card. Here's one combination of programs you might
Portable Plus's memory by as
find useful:
much as 4 megabytes. How?
Simply by installing special lReflection
Lotus 1-2-3
or 2-megabyte RAM cards in
the bottom of your Portable
Plus.

MEGABYTES PER CARD
The RAM cards have been
developed by SoftWord, of Surrey, England. As SoftWord's
exclusive U.S. distributor, Personalized Software is currently
offering two kinds of cards:
-2 Megabyte RAM Cards
-I Megabyte RAM/ROM Cards
containing 1 megabyte of
RAM and 8 sockets for ROM
chips. Each ROM socket can hold
up to 128K of data or software on
ROM.
"A" DRIVE AND "C" DRIVE
Each kind of SoftWord card comes in
two different varieties: ''A-drive'' and
"C-drive." The difference lies in how
the RAM memory on the card is used
in your system:
RAM that's on an A-drive Card becomes part of your Portable Plus's
main-Edisk memory (the internal
memory you partition using the P.A.M.
System config menu). RAM that's on a
C-drive Card doesn't affect your Plus's
main/Edisk memory; instead it functions as electronic disk storage, just as

HOW TO CHOOSE
The examples in·the box at the far
right will help you examine your options. (For most users, the ideal con-

drive Card: You cannot directly back up your C
drive to an IBM PC or HP150 that has an HP-IL interface card if the PC or 150 has a hard disk of
more than 10 megabytes. (In such cases, you can
back up your C drive to an external disk drive or
to your A drive, and then copy your files to the
PC or 150 from there.)

data files, all without the need for an
external disk drive.
In addition, you'll enjoy the faster
access time that comes with RAM storage, and the convenience of not having to hassle with disks all the time.
(You should, of course, continue to use
disks to back up your files occasionally as a safety measure. So don't bury
your disk drive too far back in your
closet!)

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
SoftWord's RAM cards are manufactured to extremely high standards by
a company in the Netherlands that has
more than seven years of experience
in designing and fabricating memory
expansion devices for Hewlett-Packard hand-helds and portables. Reliability is assured by extensive testing.
All SoftWord cards come with a oneyear manufacturer's warranty covering parts and labor. Should a problem
develop, simply send the card to us,
and we will ship it to and from SoftWord at our expense.
In addition, the cards are covered by
our own money-back guarantee: If
you are not satisfied with a SoftWord
card, you can return it within 60 days
for a full refund.
By boosting your Plus's memory into the megabytes, you gain the ultimate flexibility in portable computing.
Order one or more SoftWord cards,
risk-free, today.
2 Megabyte RAM A-drive Card
or C-drive Card ........ $3000.
$2695 for Portable Paper subscribers.

1 Megabyte RAMIROM A-drive Card
or C-drive Card ........ $2000.

Adding Megabytes With Memory Expansion Cards
Here are some ways you can
use SoftWord's A-drive
Cards and C-drive Cards to
expand the capacity of your
Portable Plus:

Portable Plus rear view

rear of screen

(Note: 1 megabyte =1024K)
bottom
Portable Plus's built-in memory
EXAMPLE 1: 1.64 megabytes
1 Megabyte RAM/ROM Codrive Card
installed in a Portable Plus having 256K
of built-in memory and 384K of extra
memory purchased from HP.
Gives you: 640K of main/Edisk memory,
8 ROM sockets, and an additional 1mb of
Codrive storage.

compart_at bottom:Df Pbrtable Plus

Main,llI(!mory/A drive

1 Megabyte
RAM/ROM
Codrive Card

640K main/Edisk memory1

EXAMPLE 2: 2.1 megabytes
1 Megabyte RAM/ROM A-drive Card and
1 Megabyte RAM/ROM Codrive Card
installed in a Portable Plus having 128K
of built-in memory. (Recommended for
users who may need more than 8
sockets filled with software on ROM.)
Gives you: 1.1 mb of main/Edisk
memory, 16 ROM sockets, and an
additional 1mb of Codrive storage.

Main memory/A drive
8 ROM sockets

1 Megabyte
RAM/ROM
Codrive Card
1.1 mb main/Edisk memory1

EXAMPLE 3: 2.5 megabytes
2 Megabyte RAM Codrive Card installed
in a Portable Plus having 512K of built-in
memory and HP's ROM drawer.
Gives you: 512K of main/Edisk memory, 12
ROM sockets, and 2mb of Codrive
memory.

HP's ROM drawer
(12 ROM sockets)

2 Megabyte RAM
Cod rive Card

$1695 for Portable Paper subscribers.
EXAMPLE 4: 3.5 megabytes

TO ORDER
Call us at (515)472-6330 to verify
current pricing and ordering terms.
Important: Be sure to specify
"A-drive Card" or "C-drive Card"
when you order.

1 Megabyte RAM/ROM A-drive Card and
2 Megabyte RAM Codrive Card installed
in a Portable Plus having 512K of built-in
memory.
Gives you: 1.5mb of main/Edisk
memory, 8 ROM sockets, and an
additional 2mb of electronic disk storage.

o

Main memory/A drive
8 ROM sockets

Cdrive

2 Megabyte RAM
Codrive Card

1.5mb main/Edisk memory1

Non U.S. Customers:
Please order directly from SoftWord. Here is their full
product line and price list (prices include shipping and
insurance):
384 RAM Card .......................... £575

V2 Megabyte RAM A-drive Card or Codrive Card. £800
(Upgrade to 1 Megabyte) ................ £500
1 Megabyte RAM A-drive Card or Codrive Card. £1200
2 Megabyte RAM A-drive Card or Codrive Card. £1800
1 Megabyte RAM/ROM A-drive Card
or Codrive Card ...................... £1200
UK residents please add Value Added Tax at the applicable rate.
SoflWord, Astage, Rectory Lane, Windlesham, Surrey,
GU206BW, England. Telephone: National: Bagshot
(0276) 75440. International: +44276 75440

EXAMPLE 5: 4.5 megabytes
2 Megabyte RAM A-drive Card 3 and
2 Megabyte RAM C-drlve Card installed
in a Portable Plus having 512K of built-in
memory.
Gives you: 512K of main memory and an
additional 4mb of storage. (No ROM
sockets are available in this
configuration.)

o
C drive

Mi;~~:~I,----_A_d_ri_ve_

.....

2 Megabyte RAM
A-drive Card 2

2 Megabyte RAM
Codrive Card

1Can be partitioned in any ratio in normal manner, with maximum main memory of 512K.
2A 2 megabyte RAM A-drive Card will only work in a Portable Plus having 512K of built-in memory.
In the Portable Plus, 2.5mb of main/Edisk memory can only be partitioned as 512K main memory,
2mb Edisk.

©
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(A Lotus macro is a sequence of characters assigned to
one key. For example, suppose you often change column
widths to 12. Using a macro, you could assign the command sequence !Worksheet Column Set Return to a single
letter. To change the column width to 12, all you have to
do on the Plus is press Ctrl Shift and the letter. Portable
Vectra users press the lUt key and the letter. The method
described here greatly simplifies the process of macro
creation.)
The PC magazine article describes a macro to create
macros. I have simplified the macro that was in the article.
The macro below allows you to record up to 230 characters. (The macro in the article lets you capture up to 460
characters but was three times as large. If you have a long
macro to record, you are probably better off dividing it into two or more 230-character macro lines that can be executed as one macro by simply placing one line under the
other.)
Here is the macro:

{Let Line,""}
{Get Key}
{Let Entry,Key }

\r

Loop
Entry

{Let Line,Line&Entry}
{Branch Loop}
Key
Line
To enter the above, type the labels (\r, Loop, Entry,
and so forth) in one column, and the curly bracketed
macro commands in an adjacent column. (\r is the name
of the macro, and you need to type an apostrophe before
typing the \.) Now move the cursor to the cell containing
\r and issue the IRange Name Labels Right command.
Define the range by pressing period, and move the cursor
down to the cell containing Line, and press Return. You
have just given the cells to the right of the labels the name
of the label. So, for example, the cell containing {Get Key}
has the name Loop.
Now move your cursor to an empty portion of your
spreadsheet or to a cell where you want to perform an
operation that you want recorded. Now type Ctrl Shift r to
invoke the above macro. You are in record mode.
Whatever you type will be executed in the normal
manner and recorded in the cell labeled Line.
The PC Magazine article says to type Ctrl Break to
stop recording. That should work fine on the Portable Vectra, but does not work on the Portable Plus. To stop recording on the Portable Plus press the left curly bracket: {.
You'll get an error message that you can ignore. Now press
the ESC key and you will be back in Ready mode and all
the characters and symbols for the keystrokes you just
recorded will be in cell Line.
To use the contents of Line as your own macro, copy
the contents to a blank cell. Name the cell using the
IRange Name Labels Right (as described above), giving it
the name of the cell to its left. Or use the IRange Name
Create command to name the cell directly. Be sure to give
the cell a name consisting of \ followed by a letter. To invoke your newly-created macro, press Ctrl Shift and the
letter.
Here is an overview of how the macro works. The \r
is the name of the macro and gives it a starting point at the
26
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cell containing {Let Line,""} . {LetLine:"'} blanks out the
contents of the cell named Line. (Remember, the cell named Line is to the right of the label Line.) The next cell,
labeled Loop is {Get Key} . This causes the macro to pause
until you press a key. When you do, 1-2-3 records the
representation of that key into the cell labeled Key. The
next statement in the macro copies the keystroke representation from Key into the cell named Entry-the next cell
in the macro. When 1-2-3 executes Entry, therefore, it does
whatever the key you pressed would normally command
it to do. Thus, the macro both records the keystroke and
passes it on to 1-2-3.
The next statement, {Let Line,Line&Entry}, appends
the key representation currently stored in Key to the
keystrokes (if any) currently in Line. 1-2-3 next loops back
to the cell label~d Loop (the second statement in the
macro) and records your next keystroke. To finish, enter
the character {. This { causes an error and ends the macro.
Pressing ESC exits the error message.

MemoMa er
B
PLUS
III Printing On Odd-Sized Paper
With MemoMaker
From HP Corvallis

MemoMaker version A.02.00 on the Portable Plus
does not flexibly handle multiple paper sizes. The earlier
version used form feeds between pages so you could set
the printer's page size with an escape sequence and get acceptable output. However, version A.02.00 only uses line
feeds (no form feeds), so the escape sequence does not
alter MemoMaker's output. As a result, customers with Localization ROM's can print only A4 size (not ll-inch or 12inch), and those without the Localization ROM can print
only ll-inch pages. Although HP has no long-term plan for
addressing this problem, a workaround is included below.
The workaround consists of two files which can be
typed in if necessary. First, the mm.bat file:
1. Determines if a Localization ROM is present,
2. Copies the appropriate MemoMaker message file and
modifies, according to the user's selection, the page length
contained in it,
3. Sends the page length escape sequence to the printer to
synchronize the form-feed button on the printer with
MemoMaker pages,
4. Runs MemoMaker.
Second, the pam.mnu file gives you several page-size
selections from PAM and should include some or all of the
following option pairs:
# the following two lines select legal size paper (14-inch)
MMaker legal
mm3834
# these two are for European z-fold paper
MMaker 12-inch
mm3732

";
~I

OFFER
If you're a Hewlett-Packard computer user, and buyer
of HP-related hardware, software, or peripherals,
HP PROFESSIONAL, the monthly magazine of
Hewlett-Packard commercial and technical computing, is for you. It's really something. But it
costs you nothing!

It's Informative.
It's Monthly.
It's Read by 30,000 professionals like you.
It's FREE!
Read HP PROFESSIONAL for information and insights on
the latest hardware, software, trends and developments.

Start your free subscription today . . .
Send us the coupon below. You'll receive a subscription
application in the mail. Fill out and mail the
application and if you qualify, we'll start your free subscription.

-------------------------------------

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company
Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Mail to: HP PROFESSIONAL, P.o. Box 445, Spring House, PA 19477-0445.
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Power your Portable, ThinkJet,
HP9114, and HP hand·held
from a single T~OH~:1~~rtable
wall outlet. ::n:~~ne~et ==~~kL'"
,

To HP

.....

or 2nd disk drive
Can't plug your Portable, ThinkJet,
HP9ll4, and HP hand-held into the same
wall outlet because the recharger cubes are
too big? Here's the solution:
The Model llOA Power Cube/Recharger
from Summit Concepts.
The Model llOA has five power cDrds.
Four are HP cords that plug into your HP
Portable, ThinkJet, HP9ll4 disk drivers), or
HP hand-held (HP41, 71, 75, series 80, etc.).

The fifth is a conventional AC cord that
plugs into the wall and powers the other
four.
Get rid of that tangle of extension cords,
power strips, or whatever else you've been
putting up with. Order a ModelllOA Power
CubeiRecharger today.
ModelllOA
Power Cube/Recharger ........ $89.95
$84.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

©
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# these are for European A4 paper
MMakerA4
mm3730
# US standard 8.5 by ll-inch paper
MMaker ll-inch
mm3636
mm.bat looks like this:
echo off
cIs

b:
cd\
cd jasper
cis
if exist mmmsg.msg goto jasper
a:
cd\
copy b:\memo-tm\mmmsg.msg >nul
echo e 4aa %1 %2 > mm.cibg
gotocommon
:jasper
copy mmmsg.msg a:\ >nul
cd\
a:
cd\
echo e 498 %1 %2 > mm.cibg
:common
if exist mm.cibg goto gotroom
echo Root directory full!
pause
exit
:gotroom
echo w > >mm.cibg
echo q > >mm.cibg
debug mmmsg.msg < mm.cibg >nul
echo n pm >mm.cibg
echo e 100 lb 26 6c %1 %250 > >mm.cibg
echo r cx > >mm.cibg
echo 6 > >mm.cibg
echo w > >mm.cibg
echo q > >mm.cibg
debug <mm.cibg >nul
delmm.cibg
memomakr
del a:\mmmsg.msg
28
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These two files are not case-sensitive, but otherwise
you must type them in exactly as shown. Be careful with
double and single> signs! The resulting selections in PAM
should handle any combinations of paper size and localization, as long as you have anHP printer. Note that
MemoMaker prints 55 lines on an 11-inch page, 59 on an
A4 page, 61 lines on a 12-inch page, and 63 lines on a legalsize page.

MS Word

]J

110,PLU~

&".'l}

VECTRA

II MSWord Hints
III By Rolf R. Schmitt
Our HP110's work well in an office dominated by IBM
II PCIXT's. Our real "workhorses" are Lotus 1-2-3 and
MicroSoft Word. I often prepare initial drafts in
MemoMaker and transfer them to Word for proofing and
fancier formatting. I also develop tables with Lotus and incorporate them directly into my MS Word files. This lets
me use proportional spacing on our LaserJet.
MOVING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF MS WORD
We are heavy users ofMS Word version 4.0, which differs
in two major ways from version 1.10 available for the Portable and Portable Plus.
First, version 4.0 has a number of aids, including an
on-line Thesaurus. Second, it offers many new formatting
features such as side-by-side paragraphs.
I often use version 4.0 to review and edit files created
with version 1.10. I can then use the Thesaurus and the
larger IBM screen. I place the disk containing the version
1.10 file in the 9114 drive that is attached to our IBM, via
the HP-IL interface card. I then call up MS Word on the
IBM.
The file works well with either version of MS Word,
with only one exception: The non-breaking space and
non-breaking hyphens turn into strange characters and
must be replaced when moving between versions.
All is well as long as I do not use non-breaking spaces
and hyphens and advanced formatting features (such as
side-by-side paragraphs) that are available only on version
4.0. The former is an inconvenience; the latter could
become a serious problem as we grow accustomed to version 4.0's advanced formatting powers. The other problem
involves style sheets. If we want to use style sheets on both
machines, we have to translate 4.0 style sheets into 1.1
style sheets. Often there is not enough room to create 1.1
equivalents.
CONVERTING MEMOMAKER FILES INTO MS WORD
FILES
Before you can edit and reformat a MemoMaker file in MS
Word, you must remove extra physical spaces,
unrecognizable special characters, and hard carriage
returns within paragraphs.

/

No more cutting and pasting.~Now you can print it sideways!

SIDEWINDER

SideWinder is published by Southern Software

,

At last! Sideways printing
for the H P Portable,
Portable PLUS, and
ThinkJet'• MS-DOS
(And the HP150, Vectra, IBM PC,
computers, and most HP graphics printers.)

, , ,.

•
••

HP110 Portable
Portable Plus
Portable Vectra
HP150
IBM PC and compa1
Available on ROM Backup
for the Portable Plus

It's called SideWinder, and it's perfect for Lotus 1-2-3 print
files, MemoMaker files, or any other text (ASCII) file that's too
wide for a normal page.
Just type in the file name, and SideWinder does the rest,
printing up to 53*rows sideways - for as long as your paper
supply lasts. You1l never need to cut and paste again!
SideWinder's high-quality graphics characters are
indistinguishable from ordinary characters, and SideWinder
prints just as fast as your ThinkJet can.
In addition, a built-in mini text editor lets you get inside your
print files and easily create double-'-Vidth
characters and underlines.

SideWinder ............... $69.95
$59.95 for Portable Paper subscribers

•
•

OPTIONAl EXTRAS:

Southern Software of

New Orleans, creators of SideWinder, have also
created two companion utilities that work only on
Tbe HP Portables:

SideChar lets you create your own sideways characters.

Simply fill in a grid on your Portable to modify SideWinder's builtin characters ... create italics •.. Hebrew letters ..• integral signs•••
whatever sideways characters you wish.

Sketch 81 Print lets you make line drawings on your screen
using the cursor and {unction keys.

£0
It\;. a lot like those EtchlSketch toys you played with as a child.
(Actually, it's even better because you can draw not just horizontal
and vertical lines, but also diagcnals with a single key.) Sketch &
Print also lets you print - and save • anything you draw on the screen.

$10 for both utilities when purchased with SideWinder

<) For a complete graphics software program, see ad for "Sketch"

in this issue.
Order form and guarantee are on inside back cover or send
check or credit card number to Personalized Software, PO Box
869. Fairfield IA 52556 (515) 472-6330.
SideWinder 1.01 owners may upgrade to current version 2.01, which supports 8 chars/inch, by sending
'105 rows tor Quietiet Printer
Personalized Software $7.50 or by mailing a self-addressed $.39 stamped envelope and the SideWinder master disk. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......

©

Do the following:
1. If a MemoMaker file has unrecognizable characters for
bold and underlining, save it with MemoMaker as an ASCII
file (using the f2 key when using Save Memo). Then get the
revised file with MemoMaker.
2. Make sure that in your MemoMaker file a blank line
separates all paragraphs, titles, and text, which you will
separate in MS Word with an end-of-paragraph mark.
3. Remove all unnecessary spaces from the MemoMaker
file by aligning all text to column 1, with right justification
n turned off. MS Word will handle indentations and
centering much more effectively if you remove these extra spaces.
4. Save the file with MemoMaker and then Transfer Load
the file with MS Word.
5. Highlight the entire document, and perform the following replacements (with confirmation set to no):

Copyright t987 Personalized Software

Replace "P"P with XXXXX or some other text string
that does not currently appear in the file.
Replace "p with a single space.
Replace XXXXX (or the other text string used above)
with "p.
You can now edit and add MS Word's tabs, centering,
and other formatting commands. Save the file as you
would any MS Word file.
CONVERTING MS WORD FILES INTO MEMOMAKER
FILES
If you want to convert an MS Word file into a MemoMaker
file, do the following in MS Word:
1. Use Printer Options to select the PLAIN printer.
2. Use Format Division to set the left and right margins to
o inches and the page width to 7.9 inches or less. (Page
width X equals X characters per line-MemoMaker splits
MAY / JUNE 1988
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2. Quit Lotus, call up convertd, and answer the prompts.
Remember, the input file extension is .pm. Set the input
file type to columnar text with the value of the column
widths written down in step 1. Set the output file to
delimited text and use backwards-single-quote or some
other character not found in your file as the delimiter.
3. When the conversion is complete, Transfer Load the
output file with MS Word, highlight the entire document,
and do the following replacements (with confirmation set
to no):
Replace the delimiter used in step 2 with "t (the Tab
character).
Replace the quotes that indicate text strings with
nothing in the With choice of the Replace menu.
4. With the table still highlighted, set the tabs for the columns.
You can now \:reate fancy headings, use different fonts
throughout the table, and do whatever else that MS Word
allows.

lines with more than 79 characters.) Set the top and bottom margins to 0 inches to suppress page breaks and running heads.
3. Use Print File to save the file to the disk with a file name
of your choice.
You can then retrieve the new file with MemoMaker.
PRINTING MS WORD DOCUMENTS ON A THINKJET
The ThinkJet gives you I-inch margins when the Format
Division margins are set to 0 inches left and 1/2-inch right.
You may lose characters if you set the right margin to less
than 4/IO-inch. Also, the ThinkJet does not have as many
character sizes as the LaserJet. Italics and double underline
will come out as single underline, bold will not work on
all font selections, and small caps becomes regular, upper
case in compressed print.
When you set the Printer Options to ThinkJet and the
Format Character font to Pica, you can choose from the
following font sizes: Expanded (16 point), Expanded compressed (14 point), Normal (12 pOint), and Compressed (8
point).
The hpthink.prd file on the older version (2.0) of MS
Word is supposed to be able to drive a ThinkJet printer
from IBM PC's and compatibles. Our old copy never worked properly and refused, (among other commands), to
print in 8, 14, or 16 points.
Since the ThinkJet driver from version 1.10 of MS
Word for the HP110 worked properly for us, we simply
copied the thinkjet.prd file (from version 1.10 ofMS Word
for the HP110) onto the IBM disk containing version 2.0
and deleted the hpthink.prd file. We never tried the ThinkJet driver on version 4.0 to see if similar problems occur,
because we no longer connect ThinkJets to our IBM PC's.
CONVERTING FROM LOTUS 1-2-3 TO MS WORD FILES
Lotus 1-2-3 is excellent for creating tables, especially when
you manipulate columns of entries. However, 1-2-3 does
not support proportional spacing. Fortunately, the convertd.exe program on MS Word versions 2.0 and 3.1 for the
IBM PC will run on the HP110. (I assume 4.0 will also
work. Note that it is possible to import Lotus files into MS
Word 4.0 directly, but not possible in previous versions.)
To use this utility on the HP110, copy convertd.exe
from the 5 1!4-inch disk to your 3 1/2-inch disk containing MS WORD. Use the File Manager or the MS-DOS copy
command through the HP-IL card for the IBM Pc. Add the
following lines to the pam.mnu file on your 3 1/2-inch
Word disk:

123, etc. = >Word
CONVERTD
You can also change the PAM menu entry for the
WordStar-to-MS Word-conversion utility to a more specific
name (e.g., "WordStar = > Word ") to prevent any possible
confusion.
While convertd will convert 1-2-3 worksheets directly
to MS Word, take the following steps to use the formatting
capabilities of both 1-2-3 and MS Word to their greatest advantage:
1. Put the near-final draft of the table, including commas,
percent signs, and other formats, in Lotus 1-2-3. Write
down the column widths and use !Print File to save an image of the table.
30
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NO MORE MICROSOFT SPELL
A final note: MicroSoft Spell is no longer on the HP price
list and appears to be totally unavailable. MicroSoft Spell
is the spelling checker that works with the MS Word version that runs on both Portables.

f/

Through th~~~s
By Ed Keeje

~'

:; ::::(:::, ',>"
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II Cataloging Disk Files
!'!II This "Through The Looking Glass" column addresses a
... problem that plagues many computer users: forgotten files
on floppy disks. The article also offers a partial solution to
the problem. My solution is a batch file that will help
catalog all the files on all your disks.

II

THE PROBLEM WITH '~UXILIARY MEMORY"
Two score and seven disks ago, I began to experience a
severe memory loss. I could not remember where (on
which of several dozen, un-labelled disks) I had stored a
currently needed file.
I could quote the file's name, but I could not
remember which disk held the file. I could not even recall
if I had later erased it.
Sufferin' disk drives! It was my fate to flip minifloppies and scan scrolling subdirectories (with one eye on
the power light of the 9114 disk drive). Eventually, I found
the file, buried in an ARC file, in a subdirectory of a subdirectory, on the last disk in the pile. (Is this an instance of
Murphy's Law?)

At last! Graphics
for the Portable and Portable Plus
by Hal Goldstein

President, Personalized Sqftware

speed in an instant.)
The pen also has an "eraser": Just press "E," and
when the cursor is down it will erase whatever it
encounters.

Paul Grimmer has done it again.
He's the author of two of our best -selling proDOZENS OF HANDY FEATURES
grams: SideWinder (the sideways printng program
for the HP Portables) and LINK (the program that
But that's just the beginning. SKETCH also lets
lets you transfer data back and forth beyou draw diagonals, boxes, circles, and arcs-each
tween HP hand-helds and Portables,
G W i t h a single key.
pnnters, and other peripherals).
f)
(If you have a mouse, you gain even more
Now he's developed SKETCH, a fabe convenience: Move the mouse in any way
ulous graphICS program deSIgned for
.,
yo.u want, a. nd. the c. urs.'or follows instantly.
See ad on the Logitech Mouse for the Porboth the HPllO Portable and Portable Plus.
CURSOR BECOMES DRAWING PEN
~ SRl1JRI< table Plus in this issue.)
Using SKETCH couldn't be simpler:
SKETCH also lets you fill closed shapes with light
Put SKETCH in draw mode, and your cursor
or dark solid-or even invert the entire screen
(light areas become dark and vice-versa)-with a
becomes a "pen". The pen can either be "up" or
"down." When it is "down," it draws wherever you
single keystroke.
With SKETCH, you can create text in any of 5
move it. When it is up, you can move it around the
screen without affecting the drawing. (You set the
different character sets and place the text anycursor up or down
where in your drawing--including sideways or even
upside-down.
,r:llIIII
simply by pressing
'T" or "D." You also
SKETCH lets you save part
HP110 Portable
•
can set the cursor
or all of any drawing for future
speed, and can toguse, or you can print directly
gil' between a faster
from the screen onto your
speed and a slower
ThinkJet or QuietJet pages.

THE
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You can also import graphics screens into SKETCH
from Lotus or any other graphics program.
SKETCH doesn't limit the size of your dreawing
area to the size of your screen. The total drawing
area is 70'),; bigger than the screen on the Portable
Plus, and more than 150 'I, bigger than the screen
on the Portable. As you move the cursor past your
screen's borders, SKETCH automatically shifts you
into the areas that were off-screen.
Now you might be expecting that all these great
features come at a high price in terms of memorv
space. But they don't. The entire program take"s
up only 44K! (As I said, Paul Grimmer of Southern
Software has done it again.)
USING IS BELIEVING
No matter how fired up you might get by reading
about SKETCH or looking at the few samples we've
shown of what it can do, there is no substitute for
actually getting your hands on this wonderful program and trying it out for yourself.
Remember, with our money-back guarantee, if
you are not completely satisfied with SKETCH
within 60 days, you can return it for a full refund.
Why not order a copy today?
SKETCH graphics program ............ $80.
$75.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.
Copyright 1987 Personalized Software

Shelp
Recommended by Hewlett·Packard,
and used by more than 1,000 of their
employees.
It's a program called Shelp (shell + help), and it runs
on the Portable Plus from within any non-graphics program. Here's all you do:
Press [Ctrl] [Shift] [Extend char] and up pops the Shelp
menu, right in the middle of your application (Lotus in
this example):

Instant Access Pop-ups for the Portable Plus:
Calculator • notepad • macros • and more
"A great, easy-to-use productivity booster. If there's one program every Pot1able Plus owner
should have, it's She/p."-Hal Goldstein, Publisher, The Portable Paper
The menu gives you 4 choices: Calculator, Notepad, Key
Macros, and Off.
Choose Calculator and get a 4-function calculator that
works just like a pocket calculator with memory. You can:
II save results in ten
III "paste" results at the
, different storage
cursor location in
registers and retrieve
whatever application you
them again with two
were using when you
quick keystrokes
invoked Shelp.
Choose Notepad and a "scratch pad" pops up on your
screen. Type whatever you want into it, exit to your application, and then recall the notepad whenever you want.
No more having to scribble notes on paper to remind
you of phone numbers, things to do, or bright ideas!
Choose Key Macros and you can assign "strips" of up
to 31 typewriter characters to any of the 26 letters in the
alphabet. This saves you having to type the same
phrase over and over again.
Example: If you type "United States" a lot, you could
assign the entire phrase to the "u" key. Just move the

cursor to "U:' in the Keyboard Macros menu and type
"United States."
To recall "United States," simply press [Ctrl] [Extend
char], then lUI. Presto--.!'United States" appears at the
cursor location in your application!
Choose Off and your Portable Plus turns off without
having to return to PA.M., and without having tOSave
your application file_ When you turn your computer back
o~, you'll be in the same place in the same application,
With no data lost.
All the capabilities of IBM-PC programs like Borland's
SideKick and SuperKey? Certainly not, but Shelp's the
only such program for the Portable Plus. It's a clean,
easy-to-use, and highly useful helper you'll want at your
fingertips always.
Shelp runs on the Portable Plus only. It works with
Time-Manager, MemoMaker, Reflection 1, Lotus, and
any other non-graphics program. (Shelp does not run
with MS Word.)
Shelp was written by Randy Salo, the former HP
engineer who authored MemoMaker on the original HP
Portable.

Shelp ............. $55 ($49.95
SideKick and SuperKey are registered trademarks of Borland International Inc.

tor Portable Paper subscribers)

SO·day no-risk trial: If, after 60 days you are dissatisfied with this product for any reason, you may return it for a
full refund. To order, use the postage-paid form at the back of this issue, or send check or credit card number to:
Personalized Software, PO. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472-6330
@ COPYright 1987 Personalized Software
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THE CAT.BAT PROGRAM
To solve this recurring problem of "lost and forgotten
files," I wrote a batch program, which I call cat.bat.
cat.bat lets me catalog all the files on all my disks. It
has also freed me from countless hours of frustration and
aggravation. Perhaps it will do the same for you.
As a typical instance of the time saved, I estimated that
it would take me at least two hours to scan through 60
mini-floppy disks to find a file called xxxx.xxx. I would
need to search all my subdirectories and de-arc all archived files. Instead, using a single disk, prepared with the
cat.bat program, I was able to determine, within 5
minutes, that no such file existed in my collection.
I will show you a listing of the cat.bat program. Then
I will explain what the individual lines in the program do.
Finally, I will describe how you may obtain and use the
cat.bat program.
LISTING OF CAT.BAT
echo off
cis
rem uses trim, arcv, sub-gen, chkdsk, f'md, more
rem user should supply last three f'lles from
rem their own dos version.
rem cat.bat is command-line driven,
rem so do we have a full command line?
if %1/ = = I goto usage
if %21 = = I goto usage
if %31 = = I goto usage
gotocont
:usage
echo proper usage: cat [default drive] [data disk drive]
[data disk name]
echo for example: cat a c disk-I {no extension; no colons}
goto end
:cont
echo checking disk: if program hangs, press AC and y :
perform chkdsk If
rem switch to program disk drive
%1:
rem create a temp f'l),e with chkdsk Iv
chkdsk %2:/v > chk.tmp
echo off
cis
echo f'mding directories .....
echo directories = = = = = = = = = > temp.f'Il
rem look, in chk.tmp for lines with "dir"
rem append these lines to temp.f'll beginning with 11th char.
f'md "dir" < chk.tmp I trim -1,12 > > temp.f'll
echo off
cis
echo f'mding all f'lles .....
echo f'Iles = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = > > temp.f'Il
rem do likewise for lines with 6 spaces andlor "avail"
f'md " " < chk.tmp I trim -1,9 > > temp.f'll
echo off
cis
echo f'mding all f'lles ...
f'md "avail" < chk.tmp I trim 4,26 > > temp.f'Il
delchk.tmp
32
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echo off
cis
echo ready for inspection ...
rem see what you have so far
more < temp.f'Il
echo if not ok press AC and y, else ...
pause
echo building f'lle ... %3.pm
rem sub-gen.exe will produce Stmp.bat f'lle from arc f'lles
rem in the temp.f'lllisting. iftemp.f'll does not exist,
rem then skip to the end of cat.bat, else run Stmp.bat
rem as a "subroutine" of cat.bat:use secondary
command.com
sub-gen
if errorlevel = = I goto end
command.com /CIStmp %1 %2
del Stmp.bat
echo off
cis
echo working ...
rem now check for errors and clean up the f'lle.
rem check for invalid arc f'lles and abnormal termination.
f'md Iv "hidden" < temp.f'll > %3.tmp
echo off
cis
echo working ...
del temp.f'Il
rem make sure there is an eof marker on the f'lle.
copy %3.tmp %3.pm la > nul
del %3.tmp
echo %3.prn shows ...
f'md Ic "invalid" < %3.prn
echo invalid arc f'lle(s).
echo and ..
f'md Ic "end oflisting" < %3.pm
echo normal termination.
rem abnormal termination would be "0"
rem could be not enough work space on edisc.
:end
WHAT THE INDIVIDUAL COMMANDS DO ...
All lines in the program that begin with the word rem are
comment lines. The computer will ignore these lines when
it runs the cat.bat program. So, if you want, you may delete
them from your copy of the program.
The echo off command prevents the program from
displaying each command before it is executed. The cis
command clears the screen. These two commands are inserted at several points in the cat.bat program. This is
necessary for use with DOS 2.11. Users of the Portable Vectra DOS 3.2 may wish to try deleting all but the first instance of these commands in the interest of saving space.
The first comment line is a reminder that you will
need to have six other files. cat.bat needs to use these files
when it is running. The last three of these files, chkdsk,
f'md, and more, are available in ROM on the Portable Plus
or on the utilities disk that comes with the HP 110. Portable Vectra users should find these programs on their DOS
disk.
trim.com and arcv.com are public domain, utility programs. trim.com may be found on Personalized Software's
Dos Tools disk. arcv.com can be down-loaded from many
electronic bulletin boards. sUb-gen.exe is a custom-
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designed program, written specifically for cat.bat. It was
written using the command-line version of Turbo Pascal
4.0 and was compiled on the HP110.
The lines in cat.bat beginning with the word if check
to see if you have entered some necessary information.
This information consists of:
1) the letter of the disk drive where cat.bat and its utility
programs are located (usually A, for the Edisc),
2) the letter for the drive containing a disk (usually C, for
the 9114), and
3) a single name of up to 8 characters that you give to the
minifloppy disk being cataloged.
If you omit any of this information, the computer will
hop to the part of the program that begins with the line
:usage. You will be given a gentle reminder of the information required to run the program. Then cat.bat will skip
to its last line (:end) and jump to the DOS prompt.
If the computer thinks that it has all the information
it needs, it will make sure that it is running on the specified
drive. It does this by converting %1: to a: and executing
that command. If you're sure that you'll never use cat.bat
on any other disk drive than A, you can omit this line.
Next the computer executes the command chkdsk c:
Iv > chk.tmp. This command will run the chkdsk program
on the disk in the C drive. chkdsk Iv produces a list of all
the files in all the directories on the disk. Normally, this list
appears on the screen. However, by using the > symbol we
can send this list to an automatically-created file called
chk.tmp. The > symbol is an input/output (I/O) redirection symbol.
CREATING TEMPFIL AND ADDING INFORMATION
The program displays the message def'ming directories on
the screen.
Next, cat.bat creates temp.fil and its first line, Directories = = = = = = = = . The > symbol accomplishes this
very neatly.
Now cat.bat uses the dos find program and the
trim.com program to add some more lines to temp.f'll. This
line works in the following manner:
The line: f'md "dir" < chk.tmp I trim -1,12 > > temp.f'll
tells f'md to search for any lines in a file which contain the
letters dir. The < symbol is another I/O re-direction symbol. It pulls the chk.tmp file into find. f'md extracts just
those lines which contain dir and sends them on to the
trim program. The I symbol is called a "pipe." It forces the
program following I to get its input from an operation that
immediately precedes I. In this case, the trim program
takes the lines produced by find, and strips away the first
twelve characters. It passes the rest of the line to the computer. The > > symbol tells the computer to re-direct this
output to the temp.f'll and append it to what is already
there. The sum of this process is that we have added the
names of all the directories to temp.f'll.
Next, we add the names of all the files and their subdirectories to temp.f'll. But first, we use the echo command, along with the> > symbol, to add a separation line
to temp.f'll.
We next use the f'md command line to search the
chk.tmp file for any lines which start with six blank spaces.
The trim program strips away the first nine characters in
the line and sends what's left of the line to temp.f'll. (This
merely deletes the part of the line that shows the drive let-
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ter and a colon.)
We do something similar to the one line in the
chk.tmp file which contains the word available. This lint
tells us how many bytes are left on the disk we are cataloging. In effect, we have deleted extraneous information
from the chk.tmp file and built a tight little file called
temp.f'll.
The cat. bat program will interrupt its file building for
a moment and show you what it has done so far. The more
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< temp.fJJ. command will display the temp.fll one screen
at a time and wait for you to press any key to continue.
This display ends by telling you that if the file is not OK,
you can stop the cat.bat program at this point.
Next, cat.bat calls up the custom-written sub-gen program. This Pascal program scans the temp.fll for instances
of arc file names. It then uses these file names as variables
to build a batch file, called $tmp.bat, which is full of
statements like:
a:arcv c:fllename.arc I a:trim 1,22 > > a:temp.fll.
Once the $tmp.bat file is built, the cat. bat program
loads a second copy of command.com into memory so that
it can run $tmp.bat. The notation Ic after command.com
tells the computer to return to the next line in cat.bat
when its job is done.
The $tmp.bat program will create a verbose list of all
the files contained in all the archive files on the disk. It will
then truncate this verbose list so that only the file name
and byte count is left. It will append this information to
temp.fil.
Once temp.fll is completely built, cat.bat does some
clean-up work and a small amount of error checking.
cat.bat uses find to filter out any lines which contain
the word "hidden." This line ends with the creation of a
file which ends with the extension .tmp, and with the insertion ofthe "cleaned up file" in the just-created .tmp file.
Having finished with temp.fil, cat.bat now deletes it.
Next we make sure that our final file has a special mark at
the end of it. This is called an "End Of File" (EOF) marker.
If that marker is not present and you try to import the file
into 1-2-3, you will get an error message, "Part of file missing." A way to generate this EOF marker is to copy the
fllename.tmp file to a new file called fllename.pm and use
the copy command with the la option. Finally, we send
the message: fJle(s) copied to the nul file with the use of
the > symbol. We're done with fllename.tmp, so cat.bat
deletes it.
NOW FOR SOME LIMITED ERROR CHECKING
Occasionally an arc file becomes corrupted. When
arcv.com tries to create a list of the files contained within
the arc file and can't, it will display a message that the arc
file is "invalid.'~ cat.bat uses the fmd program, again, (this
time with the Ic option), to count the number of times it
finds the word "invalid." It will show this number on the
screen. You should hope to see the message: filename.pm
shows ... 0 invalid arc file(s).
Finally cat.bat checks to see if the fllename.pm file is
complete. How does it know? Again, we use the fmd program with the Ic option to count the lines that contain the
exact message end oflisting. If that message is not there,
in its entirety, then the program did not run to completion.
This could happen if there was too little space on the Edisc
for arcv and find to do their work.
You should expect to see the message: "and ... 1 normal termination."
At this point the cat.bat program has done its work
and the program ends.
USING CAT.BAT
Once you have your own copy of cat.bat, you will want to
try it out. To do this, use a disk that contains several subdirectories. If the disk also has some arc files on it, so
34
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much the better.
You may need to create some free space on your Edisc
to hold the cat.bat program. You will also need room for
the utility programs and any files created as a result of running cat.bat. I estimate that you will need about 8200
bytes of free space on your Edisc in the Portable Plus (110
users will need an additional 6000 bytes for the fmd and
more programs). On top of this, you will need about
10,000 bytes to hold newly-created files. You can reset
the memory and Edisc sizes by using the Configure System
key (f6) in the PAM Menu.
If you are using the HPll0, be sure to put a copy of
find and more on your Edisc. These files are found on the
Utilities disk that came with the 110. Portable Plus users
already have these programs in ROM.
You may also want to format a separate data disk so
that you can, occasionally, copy the newly-created catalog
files to an external disk and delete them from the Edisc.
This will make room for more catalog files.
Then you will need to leave PAM and switch to DOS
to run the cat.bat program.
For 110 and Portable Plus users the typical command
to run cat.bat would be cat a c fllename. This command
tells cat.bat that it is located on the Edisc (the A drive) and
that the disk to be cataloged is in the 9114 (C drive).
Filename is the name that you assign. I suggest that, for a
group of disks, you make up simple names like disk-I,
disk-2, etc. Note that when you type the command, you
should NOT add colons to the disk drive letters. Above all,
do NOT add an extension to the Filename. (cat.bat will
supply its own extension,.prn.) If you are using the 9114
disk drive, be sure that the battery is fully charged and connected to an external power supply.
When the program starts to run, this message will appear on the screen: checking disk: if program hangs, press
AC andy.
When you run the cat.bat program on the HPll0, the
9114 disk drive may start and stop several times. However,
if the 9114 stops for more than 45 seconds, then you
should suspect that something is wrong with the disk. Only then should you press ctrl-c or ctrl-break to abandon
the program. Answer the question that appears by pressing y. Now issue the command chkdsk c:/f. This command will check the disk and attempt to fix whatever is
wrong with it.
If you get past the opening message, the following
messages will appear on the screen: fmding directories,
then fmding all flles, and finally, ready for inspection. At
this point, a list of file names will appear, one screen at a
time. Press any key to page through the list. This list will
end with the message: if not ok press AC and y, else..
strike any key to continue. This last message gives you a
chance to stop running the cat.bat program. If you press
any key to proceed, you will see the message building
file ... fllename.pm. The program will run to completion
and the final message to appear on the screen will be
fllename.pm shows ••• 0 invalid arc flle(s) and 1 normal termination. If the message says there are 1 or more invalid
arc files, then you will be able to look at the fllename.pm
file to see which arc files are corrupt. If the message shows
o normal terminations, then cat.bat did NOT end as it
should. This can happen if there was not enough room on
the Edisc to process the file names.
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The 41X21X1" WorldPort 2400
costs less than HP's internal

Weighs only 6* ounces!
If you do data comunications with an HP Portable or Portable Plus, you've probably found
the internal 300- or 1200-baud modern tobe too
slow. Until now, the only solution was to buy a
bulky external modern and lug it around wherever you go.
A better solution is the Worldport 2400. It
measures a trim 41X2"X1 fI, it's rugged, it weighs
only 6th ounces including the battery, and it
sends and receives at 300, 1200, and 2400 baud.
A MYRIAD OF FEATURES

The Worldport 2400 has a wealth of features
you would expect to find in a desktop modern
several times its size.

EXTRA BONUS FOR USERS OF THE
IBM PC AND NEW HP PORTABLE VECTRA
Included with the World Port 2400 at no charge is
the acclaimed communications and remote control
software package. Carbon Copy PLUS (retail value:
$195). The program also comes free with the WorldPort1200-WoridPort2400 Upgrade Kit. (Carbon Copy
PLUS will not run on the HP110 or Portable Plus, but
both WorldPort modems will run with HP's communications software, namely the Terminal program for the
HP110. and TERM and Reflection for the Portable Plus.)

Fbr example, the WorldPort 2400 has auto-dial,
auto-answer, and both pulse and tone operation.
It comes with a standard modular phone plug for
connecting with the telephone line. It offers nonvolatile storage of up to 20 commands. And it is
fully compatible with the industry-standard
Hayes AT Command Set, and with the HPllO's
Thrrninal software and the Portable Plus's TERM
and Reflection software.
Since a modular plug is not always available,
the WorldPort 2400 also has a built-in interface
for an acoustic coupler. (The coupler, an optional
extra, runs at 300 and 1200 baud.) The unit is
compatible with both the internationally accepted ccrrr communications standards and
the Bell communications standards recognized
in the U.S ..
The WorldPort 2400 uses a standard 9-volt
transistor radio battery (it's included with the
unit). A fresh battery will keep the WorldPort
humming for 8-10 hours. You can extend battery
life by operating the unit from a wall outlet
whenever possible, using the optional AC
adapter. The WorldPort 2400 draws no power
from your Portable's
battery.
DOUBLE GUARANTEE

In addition to our
standard 60-day money-back guarantee, the
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WorldPort 2400 comes with a 2-year manufacturer's warranty covering defects in materials
and workmanship.
The WorldPort 2400 offers portablility, reliability, well-designed features, and ease of use.
Order yours, risk-free, today.
Retail Subscriber
Price
Price
WorldPort 2400 modem .... $359.00 .... $319.00
(with Carbon Copy PLUS software)
WorldPort 1200 modem ...... 199.00 ..... 179.00
(without software)
Cable to connect modem
... 30.00 ...... 20.00
to HP Portables ..... .
Acoustic coupler ............. 59.95 ...... 56.95
(300/1200 baud)
FREE with modem
9-volt AC adapter ............. ~ ..... ~
Upgrade kit: WorldPort1200WoridPort2400 ............ 199.00 ..... 179.00
(includes Carbon Copy PLUS software)
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NOW, WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH FILENAME.PRN?
When you have finished running cat.bat, you will find a
new file on your Edisc called flIename.pm. What should
you do with this file? Here are some suggestions.
You may pull flIename.pm into MemoMaker or your
text editor and append comments or key words to the
names of the files.
You may even use Lotus 1-2-3 to add comments, key
words, etc. (See your Lotus manual on how to import a text
file and how to print a file to a disk.)
Or (of course), you can use the catalog file to search
for those lost and forgotten files.
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR SEARCHING
If you have the Norton Utilities, you can use the Text
Search program (ts) to search for key words or a specific

file name, or even a part of a file name. (See the Norton
Utilities manual on how to use this program.) Note that
you can even set some options on ts so that it will run
automatically and re-direct its output to another file. That
way you can start the search, go raid the refrigerator, come
back and have all your work done. I used this automated
technique in the test case mentioned at the beginning of
this article.
If you don't have a copy of the Norton Utilities, you
can use the imd program to do pretty much the same
thing. Suppose you wanted to find all your 1-2-3 files on
all your disks. The command to do this would be:
for %f in (*.pm) do imd "wks" %f > > wks.fnd.

@

This command will substitute all the .pm files for %f
and search through them for instances of wks. It will send
the lines containing these letters to a file called wks.fnd.
However, this command will work only if you are using
DOS 3.0 or greater. It will not work on the HP110 or Portable Plus which both use DOS 2.11. The use of the
wildcard (*) is not supported in this version of DOS for
this operation. To get around this shortcoming you will
have to use your wits and some work-arounds. Here are
some suggestions.
Let's suppose that you have run the cat.bat program
for several disks and stored the catalog files on a disk. Then
you could issue the command chkdsk c: Iv I imd "pm" >
flIes.pm.
This will generate a file called files.pm on the Edisc.
Now use MemoMaker or your text editor to build a batch
file that looks like this
remlookfor
echo off
cis
for %%fin (disk-I.pm disk-Z.prn ) do find "0/01" %%f > > %I.fnd
for %%f in (disk-3.pm disk-4.pm ) do find "%1" %%f > > %l.fnd

Continue to duplicate these lines and modify them,
for as many lines as it takes, until all your disk-catalog files
are inside the parentheses. Pay close attention to the % and
%% symbols. Then save the file with the name lookfor.bat.
To run the lookfor program, just issue the command
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lookfor wks at the DOS prompt, and press Return. In the
batch program, wks will be substituted for %1. As a result
of the search, you will wind up with another small file
labelled wks.fnd. Note: the find program's search routine
is "case sensitive." It will not find WKS (upper case) if you
type in wks (lower case). Also, when you run the lookfor
program, you should not add quotes to your search string.
The batch program will do that for you.
HOW TO GET THE PROGRAM
If you have Personalized Software's Dos Tools Disk, you

may key in, and try out, part of the cat.bat file immediately. The first part of the program uses ordinary DOS functions and utilities that you may already have. However, the
part of cat.bat that extracts the names of files buried inside
arc files will not work without the sub-gen.exe file.
I am contributing all of the files for cat.bat, including
the source code for sub-gen.pas, to the public domain and
expect no recompense for their use.
You may order your copy of the files from Personalized Software for the usual duplicating, handling and mail36
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ing costs. (Send either a formatted disk and self-addressed
stamped envelope, or $9.50 for the disk and postage.)
IA""",',
If you are a CompuServe user, you may download the lit) ,
files from the HP Forum. Use GO HP and look in the Data
Libraries for the file catbat.arc.
I hope that this small program makes living with
microfloppies and the 9114 disk drive a little easier for
you.
Until next time, Happy Porting.
[Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, and computer
science instructor. He is the president of the FastAid Company, 314 SW Logan, Ankeny, fA 50021. Ed's CompuServe
fD is 73277,1064.}
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By Paul Grimmer

II The Pop-Up
In our last column we established a goal of writing a TSR
II (Terminate, Stay Resident) program this year. In this colli umn we will cover the concept of interrupt handlers,
which are critical to our program's ability to "pop-up" at
any time. A thorough understanding of this, topic will improve your ability to program the Portables as well as the
entire line of PC's including the Portable Vectra and other
IBM compatibles.
Before we get to interrupts, let's discuss the concept
of segments. We refer to memory addresses in the computer in terms of segments and offsets. A segment is defined as a maximum of 64K (65,536 bytes), and the offset
is the number of bytes in the segment (from 0 to 65,535).
Each program has a code segment. Command files (Le.,
those with an extension of .com) can only have one code
segment and are thus limited to a maximum size of 64K.
Executable files (those with the .exe extension) can have
multiple code segments and thus do not have the 64K
limit, although they are generally more complex. The code
segment contains all of the machine language code that the
computer actually executes. Your programming language
will take your instructions and compile (or assemble) them
into the appropriate machine language code.
Most programs also contain a data segment which (not
surprisingly) is where the program stores its data. The data
segment is not typically stored with the program code, so
disk space is not wasted on it. The data segment, like all
segments, is limited to 64K. To get around this, programs
can have multiple data segments (which complicate things
a lot, since the program has to figure out which segment
to use to access a variable), or the "heap" can be used. The
"heap" is basically all of the memory available after the
code segment(s), data segment(s), and the stack (discussed
below) are accounted for. To access data in the heap, the
program will generally store the memory address (segment
and offset) for the variable in the data segment and then
use those values to access the variable.
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One last item I should toss in here is the stack. You
"push" data onto the stack and "pop" data back off. This
is a convenient technique to use to pass data between a
program and a sub-routine within a program, or between
a program and an interrupt routine, etc. Its main advantage
is that the routine that uses the data does not need to know
where (in memory) the data is located, it just has to push
data onto the stack or pop it off. The computer "knows"
where the stack segment is, and also knows the location
of the most recent item pushed onto the stack (Le., the
stack pointer).
Now on to interrupts. There are 256 interrupts
available in the computer, numbered from 0 to 255. Over
three-fourths of these are not used by the computer and
we could use them for whatever we want. The ones in
which we are interested (the other one-quarter) are those
that are defined by our computer and by DOS when the PC
is booted.
When an interrupt occurs, it does just what its name
implies; it causes the computer to stop whatever it was doing and do something else for a while. When that something else is finished, the computer resumes its original
task. Some interrupts are generated by the system hardware. Whenever you press a key on the keyboard, for example, an interrupt is generated. This interrupt causes a
routine in the BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) to be run.
This routine checks to see which key is pressed (along with
the shift, etrl, and ext char keys) and then puts a number
, . corresponding to the appropriate key in a buffer, so that
. , programs or DOS (which is also actually a program) can
"read" it.
Other interrupts are called "software" interrupts and
are not generated by hardware actions, but rather by programs. The bulk of DOS is a collection of interrupts that
do such things as read values from the keyboard input buffer (where the above-mentioned keyboard interrupts put
them), read/write disk drives, send data to printers and
plotters, etc. You can think of these interrupts as a library
of ever-present sub-routines that any program can use if it
wants to.
This leads us to several important questions. Where
does the computer go to seek a given interrupt to start executing the new instructions? How does it remember its
original location? Can we jump into one and make the interrupt routine do something different?
In the lowest part of memory, a table which contains
the segment:offset address is maintained. This address tells
the computer where to go to begin executing the interrupt
code. A segment:offset address requires four bytes to run
so the lowest lK (256x4) is used for this table.
Just before the computer jumps to the location
specified in this table, it pushes the stack's current code
segment (as well as the offset) into that segment where the
instruction which is currently being executed is located.
Finally, when the interrupt service routine is finished,
an iret for interrupt return) is executed. This last step
removes the code segment and offset from the stack so that
. the computer can use this information to begin executing
the next instruction.
(By the way, it is crucial that the stack be left in exactly
the same state when the interrupt routine exits as it was
when the routine was called. If an interrupt service routine

t

(ISR) pushes a value onto the stack and then neglects to
pop it off, the values for the code segment and offset will
be out of place on the stack and some VERY strange and
mostly terrible things will happen).
As to making the interrupt routine do something different, we could but we won't directly. Some of the interrupt routines are in ROM and we couldn't modify those if
we wanted to. Even for those that are in RAM, it is unwise
to alter what someone else has set up since we may not
want our particular routine to be present or active all of
the time.
The problem is that we want to use some of the interrupts ourselves in the TSR program. For example, we will
make our TSR pop up when a certain key or combination
of keys is pressed. The only way we can do this is to catch
the hardware interrupt that is generated when a key is
pressed and check it to see if it is the one we want.
Fortunately, this part of the TSR is relatively simple.
Remember that the location of the code for the interrupt
(called the "interrupt vector") is stored in low memory. All
we have to do is replace the values for the selected interrupt with the vector for our code. Before we do that,
however, we will save the existing interrupt vector for two
reasons: a) if/when we ever de-install our TSR we want to
be able to put the old one back in service, and b) we may
need to use it in our service routine or in the pop-up.
In our keypress example, we will install the vector to
a routine in our program that will logically perform the
following (remember we are doing this without the current program knowing it):
Check the key that was pressed.
Is it our "hot-key"?
No - > jump to the old interrupt vector for normal processing.
Yes - > Is our pop-up active right now?
Yes - > Jump to old interrupt vector (don't
pop-up over ourselves).
No - > Is it "safe" to pop-up? {Next column
covers this}
No - > Jump to old interrupt vector.
Yes - > Set a flag to indicate to future keypresses that we are "popped-up."
Restore certain values in our Turbo
program such as the data segment,
stack/heap, etc. so that we can use our
language's features in the pop-up.
{Next column covers this.}
As you can see, in most of the possible paths in our logic
"tree," we will need to jump to the old keyboard interrupt
handler. In fact, while the TSR is popped up, we want to
always jump to the old interrupt vector, because we want to be
able to use standard Turbo Pascal procedures and functions, (of
which keyboard reads are one).
The problem above is somewhat simplified. When our
routine is run, we do not know what the computer is using
for the current data or stack segments. Also, our programming language cannot be used since it relies upon values
in the data and stack segments. Essentially, this must be programmed in assembly language and inserted into the Turbo
program since it was not designed to deal with this problem.
Turbo provides this capability with "Inline" statements which
allow you to insert machine language right into a program.
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This is tedious by hand, but by using a program called
inline.com available on the Borland forum of CompuServe it is as easy as writing assembly code (if assembly
can be considered easy). The data values required will
need to be stashed in our program's code segment (we
do know that when we pop up in the interrupt call we
can access these). In Turbo Pascal these are called "typed
constants."
We have to "take over" the following interrupts in our
TSR:
- Keyboard interrupt
- Timer tick interrupt (hardware-generated 18 times per
second)
- Critical error interrupt (bad news to crash in a pop-up).
In addition, we will also make use of an undocumented DOS interrupt (28 hex) that will tell us whether
DOS is busy when the key is pressed. For example, we
certainly do not want to interrupt a program when it
is writing to a disk. In addition to possibly losing all of
the data and messing up the disk, DOS is not accessible
during this time. We want to be able to use DOS in our
pop-up to read/write files, print, read the keyboard, etc.
The next step is to set up our own code, data and stack
segments so that we can re-enter our Turbo program. We
also have to do things such as take over the critical error
handler to prevent crashes when our pop-up tries to write
to a non-existent printer or disk drive etc. The current
values must be stored so that they can be restored when we
leave the pop-up.
The last step we have to perform before we can get into the pop-up itself is to save the current state of the
machine. If we want to be able to write anything on the
screen, for example, we must be able to retrieve whatever
was on the screen when we popped up. Note: When we
return control to the program that was running before we
popped up we need to have everything the same way as it
was when we took over. This includes screen data and
mode (text or graphics), cursor position and type,
keyboard mode, function key assignments, etc.
This saved data does not take up too much memory
except for the screen image. On the Portable Plus this requires 16K (8K on the 110 Portable). The rest of the data
will come from a combination of BIOS calls and from
reading the hardware directly. Once all of this is done, we
can safely pop up and use whatever Turbo routines we
want, and have complete DOS access. When we finish we
will restore everything to what it was and go back into
hiding.
Please check CompuServe for the latest listings on this
project. The code for this ongoing "pop-up" project is
named ptsrx.arc where x is 1, 2, 3, etc., and is in the DLO
or DL 7 library. If you do not use CompuServe but would
like to get the files, send me a disk (address below) and I
will put the pop-up files and some other goodies on it for
you.
[Paul Grimmer, president of Southern Software,
writes commercial and public domain software for the
HPllO and Portable Plus. His credits include SideWinder
for sideways printing of spreadsheets to the Thinkjet
printer; Sketch for free-form graphics on the Portables
and Thinkjet, Hprint for fully exploiting the text, font,
38
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and graphics capabilities of the Thinkjet and Quietjet
printers; and Link, which enables the transfer of data betwe~n all HP-IL devices. "On the side" he works as an
engtneer at Conoco.
lOu can write Paul at 12501 Clippership Dr., Anchorage, AK 99515 or send E-mail on CompuServe to:
71370,1303.]

WIZ

by The Wizard, Cliff Looyenga

ID!I Handling Interrupts

II The portables have several keys which are sightly more difficult to "trap" than others. They are the Menu,
User/System, and Break keys. Readers who have tried to
use these keys in a program will understand what I mean.
Instead of generating an escape sequence like the other
special keys, these three keys generate an interrupt. In this
column, I would like to show how to take control of these
keys so you can use them in your own Turbo Pascal programs.
First, let me give a general definition of "interrupt."
For computers, interrupts have approximately the same
meaning as they do for people. When an interrupt occurs,
it will cause the computer to suspend whatever it is doing,
switch to something else, and then resume where it left
off. The keyboard is a good example. We can enter
keystrokes into the type-ahead buffer while the computer
is working on something else.
In order to take over an interrupt, several things must
be done. First, an interrupt handler must be written. An interrupt handler is a section of code which DOS will execute when the specified interrupt occurs. DOS needs to
know the location of this interrupt handler. From then on,
any time the interrupt occurs, your interrupt handler will
be invoked.
One of the problems in taking over an interrupt is that
you must preserve the state of the computer. Since we are
interrupting what the computer is supposed to be working on, we must save all the registers and restore them
again when we are done. This also means that executing
much Turbo Pascal code is next to impossible. What we do
then is just set a flag and handle the interrupt in our normal program.
I have a sample program below that takes over the
three keys which generate an interrupt. All the program
does is print the name of the key you pressed. The program demonstrates how to get and set the interrupt vectors, as well as how to write a handler.
program intdemo;
const breakint = $58; { interrupt number for the break key }
userint = $57; { int number for the user/system key }
menuint = $56; { interrupt number for the menu key}
type regpac = record

~~

At last!

Both programs have on-line help, and use around
25K of electronic disk space.
Most importantly, both programs make efficient,
logical use of function keys and menus to make the
job of transferring files and programs easy.
You won't appreciate how easy until you try
ThrmllO or ThrmPlus for yourself. We invite you to
do so today at our risk.

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
for the HP110 and Portable Plus

HPllO users: Tired of struggling with the
built-in Thrminal program?
Portable Plus users: Is PC2622 or Reflection
too complex for your needs?
In either case we have good news: two of the
easiest-to-use communications programs we've
ever seen.
ThrmllO was developed by Cliff Looyenga,
who writes the "Wizardry" column for The
Portable Paper. It runs on the HPllO.
ThrmPlus was developed by Portable Paper
contributer David Hughes from an earlier

prototype. It runs on the Portable Plus.
Both programs allow you to:
• Send and capture ASCII information;
• Quickly send programs, Lotus
worksheets, and archive files via the
XMODEM protocol;
• Log onto electronic bulletin boards
and remote computers automatically;
• Store and access directories of
phone numbers;
• Run other programs without
severing the phone connection.

ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,fiags : integerj
endj
interrupLtype = (nointr,break,user,menu)j
var oldbreakseg, { variable to save where the interrupts}
oldmenuseg, { are already pointing to }
olduserseg,
oldbreakofs,
oldmenuofs,
olduserofs : integerj
interrupta : interrupLtypej
interrupt: interrupLtype absolute 5659:586j
{** the following procedure gets the value of an interrupt vector }
Procedure Get_vector(vnum:integerjVar vseg,vofs : integer)j
Var register: regpaCj
begin
Register.ax: = $3500 or vnumj { call tunc $35 }
Msdos(register)j
With register do begin
vseg:=eSj
vofs:=bxj
endj
endj
{**** procedure set an interrupt vector ****}
Procedure SeLvector(vnum,vseg,vofs :Integer)j
Var register: regpaCj
begin
With register do begin
ax: = $2500 or vnumj
dx:=vofsj
ds:=vsegj
endj

~ end~SDOS(register)j
{** the next three procedures are our interrupt handlers. ***}
procedure breakinLhandlerj
begin
inline($50/$53/$51/$52/$571$56/$06/$FB)j { save registers }

Term110 (for HP110) or
TermPlus (for Portable Plus) .............. $99.95
(Specify which program when you order)
Portable Paper subscriber price ........... $79.95

, , , ,. .Sl
HPll0 Portable
Portable Plus

•

PortableVectra

HP150
IBM PC and compa!.
Available on ROM Backup for

the Portable Plus·

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
~

•

See order form for details.

TO ORDER
Use Iluslagp-paid ordl'f form insi<it' bark

CUV('f

or send dU'l'k tlf lTedit cartl information
(N, expo tlatl', signatuf(·) to:

Personalized Software
P.o. Box HIi~, Fairfield, IA 5255fi 515/472·f.330

"ROM backup of TermPlus includes IBM disk formaHing

utility, ThinkJet control pop·up, and more.

interrupt: =breakj
inline($07I$5e/$5F/$5A./$59/$5B/$58/$CF)j {restore registers }
endj
procedure userinLhandlerj
begin
inline($50/$53/$51/$52/$57/$56/$06/$FB)j { save registers }
interrupt: = userj
inline($07I$5e/$5F/$5A./$59/$5B/$58/$CF)j {restore registers }
endj
procedure menuinLhandlerj
begin
inline($50/$53/$51/$52/$571$56/$06/$FB)j { save registers }
interrupt: = menUj
inline($07 /$5e/$5F/$5A./$59/$5B/$58/$CF)j { restore registers }
endj
{*** this procedure is called when our program notices that an **}
{*** interrupt has occurred. ****}
procedure process-.interruptj
begin
case interrupt of
break: writeln('Break')j
user: writeln('User/system')j
menu: writeln('Menu')j
endj
interrupt: = nointrj
endj
begin
{**** main *****}
{ ** flrst find out where the interrupt vectors are *** }
{ ** presenOy pointing to. }
interrupt: = nointrj
geLvector(breakint,oldbreakseg,oldbreakofs)j { break key }
get_vector(userint,olduserseg,olduserofs)j { user/system key }
get_vector(menuint,oldmenuseg,oldmenuofs)j { menu key }
{** set vectors to point to our interrupt handler **}
seLvector(breakint,cseg,ofs(breakinLhandler)+ 7)j
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set_vector(userint,cseg,ofs(userint.-handler) + 7);
set__vector(menuint,cseg ,ofs(menuint_handler) + 7);
writeln('Ready! Press either Menu, user/system, or Break.');
{** wait for an interrupt. this is where the main program would
be."·}
{** The interrupt will interrupt this part of code. We also
need to **}
{** check our flag that shows whether we've had an interrupt or not. **}
repeat
if interrupt < > nointr then process_interrupt;
delay(200);
until keypressed; { press a key to end the program }
{** reset the vectors to where they pointed to before we **}
{** we got started }
set_vector(breakint,oldbreakseg ,oldbreakofs);
set_vector(userint,olduserseg,olduserofs);
set_vector(menuint,oldmenuseg ,oldmenuofs);
end.

You will notice one curious thing about this program
and that is the variable interrupt. The variable interrupt is
absoluted to a memory location. This memory location
happens to be in the same spot as the variable interrupt.
This is done because when we are inserted into our interrupt handler, Turbo Pascal has no idea where any of its
variables are at that time. The only thing it can do, as far
as I know, is reference a variable that has been absoluted
to a particular memory location. 1b find out what location
to use, just use the following Pascal statement in your
program:
writeln(seg(interrupta),':',ofs(interrupta);
You can then use the printed values for declaring the
variable interrupt. This statement will then no longer be
needed.
This should be enough information to get you into using those keys. One recommendation I have is that when
you do start working on this be sure you have your A disc
backed up. If you have a bug in your program, you can
unknowingly write over the Edisc and lose everything.
[Cliff Looyenga provides technical support for HP
PCs and HP 3000s, and in those circles he is known as
"The Wizard." He has developed a number of HPllO Portable and Portable Plus utilities. Cliff's CompuServe ID #
is 75106,2130.]

(11 0 % continued from page 6)

DID Time of Day
. . How accurate is the time-of-day clock in the HPllO and
IIiI1 Portable Plus? It can drift up to 90 seconds either way over
30 days-about average for a good computer clock. It can
also drift according to the temperature.

III!] Making DOS Commands Box
First Application In no's PAM
by Gary Goodman
Here is a tidbit that some HPllO owners may find
useful.
DOS commands give the user more power and flexibility than PAM, so much that most users gravitate to DOS
as they learn the commands. I use PAM to set the System
and Datacom Configuration menus, then generally return
to DOS.
40
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The PAM main menu screen on the Portable Plus is an
improvement over that on the 110 in that DOS Commands
is the first application rather than the last. Having the DOS
Commands box nestled somewhere between many other
boxes is an inconvenience which can easily be overcome
by creating another DOS Commands box as the first application.
All you need to do is add DOS Commands to the
beginning of your pam.mnu file on the Edisc. Make the
first line say DOS Commands and leave the second line
blank. The remaining lines are for your other applications.
You might think that the second line should say Command
to execute command.com, but doing so results in DOS using 3K more of memory than it uses when the second line
is blank. An example pam.mnu follows. (The # sign is an
optional commt(nt used here as a separator.)
dos commands
#

time manager
tm
# compuserve
terminal It compusrv.cnf 111 mail.upl Id forum.dow

III!] Reserved HPUO/Plus Names
. . By Bill Hassle
IIiI1
To avoid conflicts with the system and/or applications, you should not use these file names:
File Names:
awe con nul prn pIt Iptl Ipt2 pam
Extensions:
.bar .com .dif .exe .hlp .in$ .lin .Ink .drv .rm$ .txt
.pie .vc .mnu .msg .wks .pic .prn
The following list of special names is reserved for use
on the HPllO and Portable Plus. The HPllO is not quite the
same as the Portable Plus. A star is added * to those names
that apply only to the HPllO, and a plus + to those file
names that apply only to the Portable Plus machine.
pam.mnu-sets up the PAM menu to select pre-defined
tasks
pam.aIm-sets up PAM's alarm program (PAM creates
pam.msg)
pam.env- + sets up PAM's environment (i.e., PATH, etc.)
pam.msg-a list of messages (without the date/time) from
pam.aIm
autoansr.bat-* auto-answer triggered by modem (batch
file)
3.cnf-Lotus 123 config file (created by Lotus)
config.sys-MS-DOS configuration file
autoexec.bat-batch file to run at MS-DOS startup
startup.fmt-MemoMaker default settings
autolog.cnf-* TERMINAL program automatic logon file
backup.log-* MS-DOS backup command log (on destination disk)

III!] Accessing the Portables' Ports from

11I PAM and DOS

By Gary Goodman
The PAM System and Datacom Configuration menus
are unique to the HP Portable computers. Other MS-DOS
computers have nothing like these setup menus. The Portables have a number of features which are not applicable
to other computers, including Memory/Edisc partitioning,
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Display Timeout, and Power Save Mode. Other items in
these menus let you specify the printer interface and configure the ports at the DOS level. The MODE command in
MS-DOS 3.X provides many of these options for configuring ports, but no such capability exists for MS-DOS 2.l.
These menus are often confusing because, in the process of making a fairly complex topic appear simple, HP
did not provide a clear explanation of what the different
selections really do. For instance, on the HPllO, what does
setting the printer interface to serial do when the serial interface is the modem? How do these menu selections relate
to the more common MS-DOS device names like LPTl,
COMl, etc.?
I~ the list below, I have attempted to relate the standard DOS device names, which can be used on the portables, with the physical ports on these machines.
The assignment of DOS Device Names LPTl, LPT2,
COMl, COM2, COM3, PRN, AUX, and CON for the HPllO
and Portable Plus are as follows.
1. LPTI is the 1st HP-IL printer.
2. LPT2 is the 2nd HP-IL printer.
3. a. COMI on the HPllO: is the Serial port and is connected to either the RS-232 port or Modem depending on
the Serial port setting in the PAM Datacom Configuration
menu. You cannot use the Modem and the RS-232 port at
same time, as the hardware is shared between these two
devices.
b. COMI on the Plus: is the RS-232 Serial port.
4. COM2 is the 1st HP 82164A on the HP-IL.

(letters continued from page 4)
5) LINK:
Fantastic! It enables me to use my
HP41 programs, send the output to a DOS
file, edit it, and include it, by merging
with FormatllO, in printed reports. I rarely use the IL tape drive since I received my
copy of LINK.
6) I am glad to see that some contributors
to The Portable Paper are addressing
users of handheld computers, especially
since my PPC membership has not
brought anything in my postbox since last
spring or so. From Ed Keefe's review in
Vol. 3, No. I, I wonder why CMT seems to
drop IL-compatibility in their design of
the MC-II. Was a really power-efficient
RS232 interface developed? Has even the
Portable Plus IL-port in fact become outof-date, along with Power-on/off switch
for the RS232 in its system configuration?
I will see the MC-II documentation and
address my questions to CMT, meanwhile
scanning The Portable Paper for related
remarks!
7) I have been somewhat lazy (until now)
when it comes to programming the Portable Plus. I used it mainly for word processing. In fact, I still rely heavily on the
HP-41 for computations, and since I have
LINK, most of the compatibility problems
are solved. I am considering T/Master to
extend the ready-to-use capability of the
Portable Plus, and for programming personal solutions, I bought Turbo Pascal.

5. Plus: COM3 is the internal modem.
6. PRN is redirected via the Printer Interface setting in the
PAM System Configuration menu. The possible choices are
shown below. a.) to LPTl (select HP-IL), b.) to COMI (select
Serial), c.) to COM2 (select HP 82164A), d.) no DOS
equivalent (select HP-IB:xx).
7. HPllO: AUX is the same as COMI at the DOS prompt.
Plus: AUX is redirected via the Datacom Interface setting in the PAM System Configuration menu. The possible
choices are shown below. a.) to COMI (select Serial), b.) to
COM2 (select HP 82164A), c.) to COM3 (select Modem).
8. CON is the keyboard (for input) and the display (for output).
Note that programs may override the settings in the
System Configuration and Datacom Config rat on menus.
Three such programs are HPllO Terminal, Portable Plus
Reflection and Lotus 1-2-3.

II Testing The Portable Serial Port
III By Jeff McKay
For a few bucks at a hardware store, you can get a
II device called a "continuity tester" which allows you to explore what a closed-up cable does.
Also, an interesting experiment is to use the' 'two-cent
loopback tester," a paper clip connected to pins 2 and 3 on
your Portable Plus. Go into PC2622 or Terminal with local
echo off and type characters. If you see them on the
screen, you know that data is being sent out from the port.

Recently, there was mention in The Portable Paper of a "Forth" package for the
Portables. I am intrigued about Forth,
although I have little experience with it.
I am also somewhat reluctant to purchase
the $150.-LMI Forth package (no longer
on the price list of the distributor) that is
especially tailored to the 110, rather than
the Portable Plus. I'm also not sure as to
how Forth will function with my non-U.S.
keyboard. Do you have any more information with regard to sources for Forth?
Finally, in general I think it would be
an advantage for overseas buyers if they
could see the products at work on a local
Portable Plus or HPllO, and receive some
personal advice. Have you thought of
seeking local vendors for your products?
I know SoftWord is in such a pOSition, but
this is not of much help to me, as buying
from them would just involve another
organizational step, i.e., getting their price
list, and ordering information. Do they
have an inventory, so as to be able to fill
orders quickly? Especially in the case of
Air Mail, postal delays are no longer
significant as compared to the treatment
we receive from our local customs.

Geert van Wirdum, 3960 Be Wijk Bij
Duurstede, The Netherlands
[Again, I apologize to our European
readers with non-U S. keyboards. We just
don't have the resources to test all our
products on all the different keyboards.
We do not recommend Shelp, the Mouse,

or Typing Whizfor non-US. keyboards.
I believe the latest versions of The Editor
(1.06 or greater) work fine on all
keyboards since I have heard no complaints. Forth is no longer available.
Currently, SoftWord does not have a
stock of our items. However, we are taking measures to speed up delivery. In
many cases, SoftWord will have the product for shipping a week after you order
it. Be sure to contact SoftWord before
ordering to obtain terms, costs, and shipping arrangements. Alternatively, you
can order the product directly from us.
We sincerely value and appreciate
our non-US. customers. Many of you
would be surprised at how much extra
time and expense is involved for us when
we send packages overseas. We are
always open for suggestions on how to
better serve non-US. customers. - Hal]

III Conserving Time
Manager EPROM Space
I am thinking about having some custom
Eprom's burned and I was poking around
in the ROM drawer looking for slots that
could hold a different assortment of programs. I discovered that Time Manager
will fit on a 64K Eprom with space to
spare, especially if tm.hlp and
tmmsg.msg are not required. Do you
know if these files are necessary for
Time Manager to run? Must TM be on
b:\memo-tm? Trashing MemoMaker and
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File Manager may not be the best way to
economize disk space, but it might be
worth it for someone with a full ROM
drawer. On the HPll0 the help file was
optional, but I think there was another
file that was necessary for TM to run.
Also, I have replaced my ThinkJet's
battery twice, most recently last
December. The battery that came with the
printer seemed to last forever. The new
batteries have very little capacity. If you
forget to take the battery off the charger,
how long does it take for it to develop a
memory? Is there a bad lot of batteries out
on the market?
One last note: The life of the Portable
carrying case can be significantly extended if the underside of the handle is reinforced with a piece of leather. This can be
done at a shoe shop or luggage repair
shop for about $ 5. I had this done to my
HPll0 case in 1984. The case died last
month from a ruptured zipper caused by
carrying too much other stuff (along with
the Portable), but the handle is still in
perfect condition. If you have someone
add the reinforcement, be sure that the
added leather extends as close to the
rivets as possible. Even if ripping were not
a problem, just the added comfort is
worth the $5.
Tom Page, Houston, TX

11m Good game: Landmine,

III The Logical Connection
I submit the following documentation update to the Landmine game which you are
distributing on The Portable Paper 1988
Subscribers' Disk. The game is quite good;
the documentation did not do it justice
and claimed that you could not exit from
the game without rebooting your computer.
landmine.com: This is a simple but
entertaining game for the Portable Plus in
which you try to navigate across a
minefield without being blown up. You
start in the upper left corner and try to
reach the safety square in the lower right
corner. The square representing your
position will display the number of landmines in the six squares adjacent to you.
If you lose, you will be given the option
to end the game or continue. The only
other way to exit from the game is to
reboot the computer (CTRL-Shift-Break).
We have just gotten a LaserJet Series
II printer in our office and have connected
it to four PC's through an electronic
peripheral sharing device called "The
Logical Connection." This box provides
the ability to connect as many as eight
computers and peripherals. The Logical
Connection automatically takes care of
conversions between serial and parallel
connections. The Logical Connection also
schedules the printer output from dif42
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ferent PC's, holding the data in its 512K
buffer. If you had a plotter, that too could
be connected to the Logical Connection.
We connected the printer to a parallel
connector, preferring to leave the serial
connectors for devices which require
two-way communication. I have attached
a null modem cable to one of the four
serial connectors. When I want to print a
file in my HP Portable, I set the Datacom
menu to select the RS-232 port at 9600
baud and connect the cable to the back of
the 110. Then I print the file to the com!
port with either the print command or
through Lotus. It works like a charm. I can
do this at any time, even if other PC's are
sending their files to the printer. I can also ,
share files with other PC's connected
serially by using the Kermit program.
The combination of the Laser Printer
and the Logical Connection has made a
vast improvement in my ability to develop
information and quickly distribute it to
people at work. I recommend the Logical
Connection for any office which would
like to share a serial- or parallel-connected
peripheral between a number of computers, including the HP Portables.
Gary Goodman, Fredericksburg, VA
[Please let us insert one other point
on the 1988 Subscribers' Disk. ~ included a clock program which was supposed to only work on the HPllO. It turns
out that it only works on the PIus-Hal]

III Likes The Portable Plus
In my opinion, if you really need
something portable, you can't beat the
Portable Plus: mine's got 512K on motherboard, 2MB Softword RAM Disk, software
in ROM (1-2-3, MM/TM, ECM, MS Word,
Reflection 1 and Personalized Software's
DOS Tools and Super ROM); is relatively
light compared to the 16 pound monsters
that pass for portable nowadays; and can
"take a licking and keep on ticking."
A user looking for a portable asked
my advice: his eye was on one of the
flashier Japanese "schleppables" until I
dropped the Portable Plus onto the table
right in front of his nose from about 10 or
12 inches. Startled, he asked, "Will it still
run?" "Of course!" I said smugly-and it
did (of course!).
Richard R. Liu, Basel, Switzerland

11m Impressions Upon Reading

III Past Portable Papers

I am a new subscriber to the Portable
Paper. After entering my subscription I
first received and read the most recent
issue. It was an eye-opening experience to
find a magazine which took 3 weeks (instead of20 minutes) to digest. This means
that I read all the articles several times, as
well as the ads. From this you can gather

that I enjoyed the magazine.
I then received all the back issues. My
impression upon reading them over a
weekend was rather similar to the one you
get as you watch time-lapse photography
of a flower unfolding: I'm sure the steady
growth of the Portable Paper is much
more obvious to its readers than it is to
you, who write, edit and publish it. The
people involved with the Portable Paper
probably can't see its development as
directly as I did, as I read all the back
issues from Volume 1, No.1, up to the current issue.
As a result of the weekend's study, I
feel like more of a novice than before. I
may have gotten the Portable to do 80 percent of what I wanted it (to do) for me, but
now I realize that this still represents only about 10 percent of what the Portable
is capable of doing. I am none-the-less
pleased to be in the company of people
who use and believe in the truly portable
computer-one which can go in and out
of cars, can be used anywhere, an~ not
need to be overhauled if it is dropped on
the floor.
Finally, I know you have a downlink
address (via CompuServe), but are you
considering installing, or do you have access to a Fax outlet? This is a far more convenient method of communication for us
overseas readers.
Thanks for a very essential service
for all HP Portable users.
Jack Ross, Mosman, N.S.w. 2088,
Australia
[A Fax machine is on our listprobably by the end of the year-Hal]

III CPU Upgrade, 2 Meg RAM
Disk, Disk Organization
I have just devoured the last issue of The
Portable Paper. Like good wine, it's getting better with a bit of aging. Congratulations on your third year, and your move to
the new building surely signals continued
success.
Several articles in the last couple
issues, and this year's Subscribers' Disk
have really grabbed my attention.
Let me comment briefly:
The CPU upgrade described by Sam
Chau in the Jan/Feb issue was anticipated.
Frankly, I was hoping that HP might
spring for it as a low-cost step to keep the
attentiOn of the Portable Plus market. I
would like to see HP come to grips with
a general upgrade (one without floppies
and/or hard drives) that takes advantage
of the latest CPU, Circuit-integration,
RAMiROM, printed circuit, LCD, Keyboard, and battery technologies; instead
they stuck out their foot to trip us and
deny us service if we dare upgrade.
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, THEHP9114
EMPOWERER
If you've been frustrated trying to use
your HP9114 external disk drive only to
have the battery quit before you've
finished your work, then you know the
problem. Now you need the solution.

THE PROBLEM:
The charge on your HP9114 battery
doesn't last long enough for you to do all
you'd like to. For that matter, in some
cases it doesn't last long enough to do
half of what you'd like to.
According to Hewlett-Packard, you
get up to 40 minutes of continuous
usage before the battery dies. We've
never gotten more than 20. Just formatting disks, transferring files, or running
disk-intensive software and getting it to
work can be a major triumph.

Plugging in the HP9114 doesn't help,
either. That only recharges the batteryit doesn't let you keep working.

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION:
The official HP suggestion is to buy
another battery pack and keep both
plugged in. When one loses power,
replace it with the other. This seems
clumsy to us. What if you want to do
several hours of disk intensive work? At

HP9114 Empowerer ......... $99.95
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

Personalized Software we have a better
solution-the HP9114 Empowerer.
The Empowerer is
special power supply
that will allow your
HP9114 disk drive to
run forever. Just remove the battery pack,

I

I

I

HPll0 Portable
Portable Plus

Portable Vectra

and plug The Empowerer into the open
slot and into your wall outlet. It's that
easy!
To run your HP9114 to your heart's
content, order your HP9114 Empowerer
today.

60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

Iii.

•
•

HP150
IBM PC and compal.

TO ORDER
Use postage-paid order fonn inside back cover
or send check or credit card information
(N, expo date, signature) to:

Personalized Software

P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472-6330

How many times have you wished you had a second external disk drive?
The Portable Equipment Exchange, a division of Personalized Software, is selling HP9114A units including power supply at a substantial

~
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This presents a challenge and an opportunity; the challenge is to convince HP
that they serve their own interests by being more accommodating and supportive.
After all, most of us are (or will be) in the
market for other HP products, or we may
be in a position to influence others in
their decisions. Like everybody else, HP
needs market loyalty to sustain them.
Good engineering alone is never enough.
However, the opportunity is there for
Personalized Software to grow another
cottage industry by supporting us in the
field, with modifications (such as a CPU
upgrade), plus whatever other sensible
ideas come along.
I could undoubtedly have my Portable Plus upgraded locally, but it could
also end up costing me a new Plus. I
would prefer to deal with an expert, pay
a reasonable fee for the upgrade, and
receive continued maintenance support.
I do not want to break into my box, and
do not want some off-the-wall technician
to break into my box. I am very interested
in upgrading, but do not want to jeopardize my system.
I have also, under separate cover, asked Sam Chau some questions regarding
the choice of the NEC V30, and if this is
the end of the road for upgrading the
Plus' cpu. I am interested in more validation information, and some more
measures of performance comparison

before and after the upgrade. The anecdotal success story from R. M. Franquinet
in the March/April 1988 issue is interesting
and certainly tempting, but I just do not
know how to quantify what I've read to
date. This whole topic is fantastic, but it
cries for an orderly process and environment so as to best benefit the current
owners of the Portable Plus, especially for
if and when we re-sell our units.
Paul Grimmer's plans for a new popup is indeed welcome news. Using SHELP
gives me a flavor of the possibilities. I
'hope that Paul's effort remembers those of
us with machines which sport graphics
applications like MS Word. I am looking
forward to the results, and the range of
modules in this environment.
My 2-meg RAM-disk (D-drive) cost a
bundle, but it is an elegant and essential
upgrade. Rodman Sharp's call in the
March/April issue for a transparent file
compressor is an idea that is especially
relevant for Portable Plus owners. If such
a utility could achieve 65% to 75%
typical compression, it could fetch an
easy $100 plus EPROM cost. My vote is for
an implementation that works on all
applications-123, ECM, WORD, etc. The
concerns I have are: how much would
such a compression utility slow the
read/write process, and how much main
memory it would demand? While I know
nothing of the intricacies, could such a

program import code from RAM disk as
needed, instead of having the total utility
occupy main memory space?
The input.com program (included
on The 1988 Subscribers' Disk) is a jewel;
it prompted me to rewrite my batch files
and retire my ask.com file. Since 1 started
dabbling with .bat files to manage my applications, data files, backup disks, etc., I
have been trying to find the ability for
multiple branching via user interaction. (I
guess the term "batch" is no longer appropriate, as the original batches were
akin to throwing a stone, i.e., once they
leave your hand they are un-steerable).
Using input.com I have been able to combine a group of seven batch files (for
managing my MS Word and MS Spell applications, utilities and data files) into one
wu.bat with menu branching, conditional statements and looping. Those
seven files needed 8 sectors (1024 bytes
each) on my RAM-disk; wu.bat uses 3
sectors, and packs more features and
power.
This brings me to Tom Page's instructive description of his techniques for disk
organization, which undoubtedly evolved
around his needs. Having a different
operational need, let me outline my file
structure by focussing on my text files.
My work generates many text files in
MS Word. My MS Word and MS Spell files
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reside in the 2 Megabyte D drive, d:\ w
directory, which in turn holds five subdirectories: d:\ w\s for .sty style sheets,
.prd driver files (which I customized for
my Thinkjet and Triumph-Adler (LQ)
printers), and handshake notes for my
serial port; d:\w\f for document
templates (includes a pre-formatted structure with headers, formatted envelope,
and a disposable entry template at the top
for name, address, date and filename entry via the "replace" routine); d: \ w\ w
for my MS Spell files (as well as utilities
like Look-up, Word-Count, Anagrams,
etc.); and d: \ w\p for document files like
this letter.
Finally, the d:\ w\b subdirectory
contains wu.bat, a batch file for managing my MS Word files. From this batch I
am able to branch, then loop back to the
menu in the batch. With single keystrokes,
I can load MS Word or MS Spell, exit to
PAM or DOS, and delete any .bak files
from my d:\ w\p\ subdirectory. I can
also back up my d:\w\p\*.log file
(where * is the current month, e.g., Apr)
to my "File-by-Month" floppy volume in
the C-drive, and branch to a submenu
with more MS Spell utilities.
wu.bat is accessed via pam.mnu in
the A drive (Edisc). My D drive is not in
evidence in any PAM label. And, unlike
Tom Page's, my PAM menu label list is
short. I prefer my cascading menu structure because it is less crowded at each
level and allows a sharper focus on the
subject. This '1\.-drive only" approach
needed an extended path statement in my
pam.env file, in order to access applications in the several drives and directories
of my system. Thus I can also load wu.bat
from DOS from within any directory.
All the non-document files in my
d: \ w directory are backed to an archive
volume via the fls-mgr.bat file. This
batch file resides in the archive volume's

root directory, and is loaded from PAM in
the floppy drive. For this file set's backup
and loading operation my preferred utility
is copynew.com. With a backup completed I have the option to delete all d: \ w
files (except the document files in
d: \ w\p directory), thus freeing about
250K for other uses.
I back up these utilities periodically
because they evolve with time. I may add
a feature to a style sheet, add new words
to my dictionaries, modify a template, etc.
Since my last backup, I may have tinkered
with my .prd file by adding or modifying
some menu-selectable feature (e.g., a
denser or looser character spacing). I
However, my document files are not printable in a formatted manner without the
presence of the .sty and .prd files in their
respective subdirectories in the D drive.
All my document files are backed to
"Files-by-Month" volumes containing
directories for each day of that month,
e.g., c:\03Mar, c:\04Mar, etc.).
I also back them to a pam-tm directory. I create these directories from
FileManager or from DOS on a fresh, formatted disk, using the md command.
When formatting, I employ the format/z
command. The /z switch increases disk
capacity to 780K.
My text filenames employ an alphanumeric scheme, e.g., mmddaaaa.bb-,
where mm = month, dd = day, a =
client or subject name, b = addressee initials, - is the type of document (1 = letter, p = proposal, r = report, etc). I save
my files by date. This arrangement also
enables me to write Lotus files with the
same file name on different days to the
floppy without overwriting the previous
entry. The pam-tm directory is for my A
drive (Edisc) PAM and TM files that need
frequent backup, because my Edisc is too
easily corrupted. (The A Drive and Main

Memory warrant a separate discussion in
the future by a well-informed user.)
III.,:.
My Lotus files are somewhat similar- ,
ly structured. For example, from PAM or
DOS, I can load (in their respective subdirectories): auto123, a small menudriven branching file for accessing client
templates (that operate akin to slide
presentations), my international expense
reporting template, checkbook ledger (via
invisible menu label), new spreadsheet
space, etc.
I also use ECM (Executive Card
Manager) quite heavily. My biggest files
approach 1000K and 600 cards; these
ECM files have their own peripheral files,
(and smaller complementary ECM files),
also, help files for coding informationluse,
format files for various reports, summaries, and data presentations, and data
files for print merge operations.
I designated these latter as .pm files.
(I am also edging closer to a relational
database like Condor3; too bad it doesn't
include a phone-dialing facility like ECM.)
I have dual backup volumes for my
cumulative data files (my data bases). In
each I have a custom fls-mgr.bat for archiving (with arc.com) and for extracting
from and to the RAM disk, respectively.
With file-sets of this size archived directly to the floppy disk, I can go to lunch, or
turn off the lights in the evening while it
is running. My batch ends with a display
of the archive test report, to quiet my
uncertainties as to the success of the justcompleted operations.
Finally, Tom Page's archiving in the
RAM-disk is a concept that I looked at
earlier, but I was unable to come to grips
with it in the context of how I use my files
presently. It may well be something I'll
evolve toward as I seek more performance
from my Portable Plus.
Frank Keresztes-Fischer, Brighton, MI

Thanks to so many of you who are willing to help organize local users groups. Users groups give an
opportunity to share tips, answer questions, discuss other products, trade free software and Lotus templates, and
meet other professionals. As you will notice some areas have more than one contact person and some major areas
have none. If you are in a "missing" area and would like to organize a group, contact us. If your groups combine
also tell us. We will publish this column each issue, keeping it up to date. Write Local Users Groups, Box 869,
Fairfield, lA, 515-472-6330. California, Southern California We meet 2nd Thur 7-9 at HP sales office, 5161
Lankershim Blvd, North Hollywood. Request PORTOVEC Notes Newsletter, Dave Mark, 818-794-4969. San Diego,
Stephen L. Eyre. 619-452-8530, Dan Butterfield, 619-470-3551. San Mateo, Santa Clara Counties, San Francisco
Bay Area, BAYCHHU, HP Laptops & Handhelds, meet 2nd Sat of the month, Contact Jim Horn, 707-523-4890
eve., or Michael Felsenstein, 415-564-8279, eve. Colorado, Colorado Springs, Dan Ritt, 303-528-8080. Denver,
Call Bob Pressey, 303-777-0326 Georgia, Atlanta, Call Brian Walsh 0:404-394-2500
E: 404-399-6842 Hawaii, Honolulu, Rodney Y. Fukuya if interested, 808-945-3111. Indiana, Indianapolis,
Bob Glass, 317-638-2326. Iowa, Mid Iowa, Ed Keefe 0: 515-964-6644 E: 515-964-7064. Southeast Iowa, Hal
Goldstein, 515-472-6330 Minnesota Minneapolis/St. Paul, John Ferman (612) 822-1372 Maine,Yarmouth,
Every last Tue 6:30, US Route one, Yarmouth, ME 04096, 846-5497 North Carolina, Charlotte and surrounding area, John Jacob, 704-334-3468. Texas, Houston, Thomas
R. Page, 0: 713-759-4259, E: 713-528-7138. Utah, Utah County, Donna Hoover, 0: 378-4421, E: 375-4812. Washington, Eastern Washington, Northern Idaho, Western
Montana, and possibly ~stern Washington, Bob Sandberg. 509-466-4999. Eastern Washington, Stephen S. Warner. 0: 509-534-1588, E: 509-535-3322. ~stern
Washington, Portable, Plus, 150, Vectra users meet first Thursday 7-9 p., HP sales office, Bellevue. Pete Ross, 206-342-8875. Portable, 40 & 50 series: 7-9 p. second Wed.,
UWash. computer center, Seattle. Bob Moore, 206-543-7879. Washington D.C., Greater Washington D. C. Area, 8: 00 PM, Thirc' ~10nday of Each Month, Ballston Tower
#1, 800 N. Quincy St., Room 519. Call to confirm and to say, Hi. WilliamF. Cross. 0:202-696-4112, E: 703-845-9508. Australia, 8 Avoca St, S. Yarra, Victoria, Australia. Nigel
S. Ball. 03-267-8344. Central America, I would be happy to form a users group, either Spanish or English, Apartado Postal 1587, Tegucigalpa, Honduras. England, Trafalgar
House, Grenville Place, Mill Hill, London, NW7 3SA England. Tim Cullis. (01) 959 4359. HP Computer Users Association, The Twenty-One Building, 21 Pinner Road, Harrow,
Middlesex, England HAl 4LH 01-4275200, FAX: 01-4278252. Netherlands, Mr. R.M. Franquiner, Menthenbergseweg 13, NL-6816 PR, Arnhem, The Netherlands Spain, Club
de usarios HP 110, Pont Reyes S.A., A la atencion de D. Enrique Serra, Ronda Universidad, 15,08007, Espana. Sweden, Stockholm, first Thursday each month 6:30 p.m.,
call to confirm. Jens Pettersson 08-713-1710. Telex 14970 gentel S.
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High Quality 3V2"

Disks at a Discount
Why pay high prices for 10 disks in a
fancy shrink-wrapped box with lots of
artwork? We'll sell you quality namebrand disks without the manufacturer's
labels, packaged in an ergonomically
designed library case at no extra
charge ($4.95 value).
i
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I
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from
Personalized Software

Disks for HPllO, Portable Plus, and HP150:

......

10 unlabelled disks plus case ........................ $64.90
Sub,cribor peke ...... ~ ~ji)'

1.44 megabyte high-density disks for HP Portable Vedra:
10 unlabelled disks plus case ........................ $99.95
Subscriber price ...................... $69.95

Lifetime Warranty:
If a disk ever proves defective, return
it to Personalized Software and we'll
send you two good ones.

To order:
Use postage-paid order form inside back cover or send check or
credit card information (#, expo date, signature) to: Personalized
Software, P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 (515/472-6330) HP150
users: Be sure to indicate "single-sided disks" on your order form
if necessary.
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Addres, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Are you a Portable Paper subscriber'
C; Yes
No
What kind of computer do you use? (check all that apply)
rJ HPllO Portable
[] Portable Plus
Portable Vectra
[1 HP150 touchscreen
[] IBM PC or compatible

City/State/Zip _ __

Specify size of disk: ::::J 3 Y2" U 5 1;4"

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone -'.(___-'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IMPORTANT:
Check here if you require single-sided 3 112" disk:!J
Method of payment: ::::J Check [J MasterCard C VISA
Company purchase order
Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expires:
Cardholder Signature ____________________

ORDER FORM

Prices ·subject to change
without notice.

European Customers:

Products thlt m;/ke UP POTt:1bks smarter

pn

Product

Hox H6l), Fairfkhl, Iowa 515'56

51'5472-6330

Retail
Price

Subscriber
Price

Dty

Total

The Portable Paper

_4_Ye_a_r_S_ub_s_c~rip~t_io_n________I_---17-5-,0-0-1--~__--N-1A__-I-____~-----. ____

~
o

3 Year Subscription
2 Year Subscription

139.00 1
99.002

NI A
N/A

iii:

Check one
. J New subscriber
~ Renewal
Begin with:: 'Jan., 1986
Jan., 1987
'Jan.,1988
Current issue

1 Year Subscription

55.00

N/A

5

Back Issues (indicate numbers)

9.20
N/A
CI)
- - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - + _ -------f------f---+----.. - - - 3 -+ ____+--------~ __T_i_m_e_M_a_na~g~e~c_P_ac_k~,H_P__
Ca_l_cu_la_to_r_2__________________+-____N_I_A__+-____9_.5_0_
CI)
1987 Subscriber Disk
115.00
9.50 3
~~~--~--~---------------+-----+----+--~-----1988 Subscriber Disk
115.00
9.50 3

Instead of ordering through us,
you may contact our European
distributor:
SoftWord
Astage, Rectory Lane
Windlesham
Surrey, GU20 6BW
England
Phone
In England: Bagshot (0276) 75440
In Europe: +44276 75440
Call first to verify pricing

10 unlabeled disks and case (HP110and Portable Plus) (p. 45)
64.90
29.95
----f--9-9-.9-5--+---6-g:gs-----f------10 unlabeled disks and case (144 meg high density, P. Vectra) (p. 45)
Condor 3 (Plus, HP150 only) (p. 12)
495.00
--Co-n-d-Or-J-u'---ni-or-·(c-H-P1-1-0-po-r-'-ta'--bl"-e-o-nl'--y)-(-p.-1-2)----.-----.--- - - 99-gsI------:-------'~--'-----.--.-------+----

..-

Direc-Link Complete Pack (for Portable Vectra)
.----.-.---

1--_ DOS_Tools--Portable Utilit!es Vol. 1 (p. 17)
__ The Editor (p. 9L
~ The Editor/The Formatter (p. 9)

* f-__

379.00
89.95-+---+-----1

-----.--+-.--+--------

134.90
115.00
49.95-- --._ _ _ .---.--f-----..... _ _
99.95
79.95
L____
________._.._ _ _ _ ..2~~.:.9~__
99.95
'_

3g:-gs - --- ------

CK

MONEY·BA
~ II, WGI.tUhl.An6RoAdaN
ysT,yEouEare

~~ ~gJl5

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ____
___
649.00
495.00
GoldStar Monochrome Monitor
...--.-- --------. - - - -129.00-- ~g~OO .-----------------....-.- - - - .--.-----'~ilu.ette~rtable£'l~onll1JP~?l----------------- _ _9_9~~_ 89.95
___
~~mpow~rer (Power Supply) (p. 43)
__________ _____99.95-- ---~~~------ __
HPrint
80.00
75.95

t

FloppyDRIVER (Portable Vectra)

G.o~dSta~~gA_color Moni_to_r_____

>':>

«
._____1

~

gonnectin[~Softw~~=_=_ ~=-=~ ~=-~~=--== =~_~[:0.9~= ~- 7~.95==-=~-=

Dink HP-IL
__ J:9~tech_Mou~S)'st~rl2..~orf'0rt.able P~us (mou~e~t~re, cable)
101 Macros For Lotus 1-2-3

:::r =~~--~--~~-~-ee-C-h--arge~r==~----..

_--=_. -_--==-~

g

n===

21900 _ _1?~_________
69.95
62.95

_____________ ~~%_- ~:.:~___---

~
>':>

dissatisfied with a subscription or product lor any
reason, you may return itfor
a lull refund. Should you
become dissatisfied with a

»
»

~~~i~~~P~: !~rr~1~~~-~~

unused portion 01 your
subscription.

~~~~

f-- -----1

---99:95-

Norton Utilities Version 40 (p. 7)
------s9.95Norton Utilities Advanced Edition (p. 7)
-- .
150.00
j-29-.-00--+----r.-·-···· - - <~--~~~~----~~~.~-------------+-~~~--~~-~---+------if Power Cube/Recharger (p. 28)
89.95
84.95

:i:
-'

;-

g ~oject 8,9, 1 0 .
g

g:

i

Includes free 1987 and 1988 Subscriber Disks.

. - - -..- - - - ..-.----------------.-- . - - - - - ---------+._--+-_.__ .---1 'Includes free 1987 Subscriber DiSk.
PrinterTalk/Format110 (p 1~ ___________._ _ _ _ _ _ ~~ _ _ 5:-:9___.9:-::5--t ----+--..-.---.--1 3 The $9.50 includes shipping. Alternatively.

1 Meg RAM/8 Socket ROM Card-1 yr guarantee (Plus only) (center spread)
1--2.~~g RAM Card--1 yr guarantee (Plus only) (center spread)
RlghtWnter (p 36)

99.95
2,000.00 4
3,000.00 4
95.00

_89_,_9_5_+ ____1_----.- .. ---.-----1
4 -t-.--+--- __.. __ --1
1,6-:9._5_.0_0_
2,695.00 4
_____ _
89.0o
__

I ~~d~~;~:;~:o~;;;~:~~=~=-~-==~~=~~_l~~__ ; _________
I
--·3-·--

subscribers may mail in alormatted disk and a39~
sell·addressed stamped envelope to receive ,he soft·
ware at no charge. (Subscribers only)
4 Call 5151472-6330 to conlirm current pricing
5 Lower price is without cable lor connecting to HP
Portables. Circle price that applies.
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~~::i~~i~P 31)
··--------~6_-t--~-+--TiMas~pecify Plus, HP...150, or Portable Vectra) (p, 11) __.. ______.3.~_~___ 2. 79.95 j-=r__--- __

Terrn110 (for HP110) (p. 39). _ _ _..__________.______ 99.95__

I

TermPlus (for po. rtable Plus)Jp~_
..
99.95_~9.95
i
Turbo Optimizer (p. 21)
125.00
1__1_9YCt_0_O
--1--+.
_.Turbo Pascal (Specify which computer) (p 21l__.___.__ ._________99.95___ 1
89.95
~_
___ Turbo Pascal Starter Kit (PascallTutor/Pascal Programs) (110 or Plus only) (p. 21)
189.85
t 159.95 ,

------.-J-----I

I·

I

.==

~9_5-~1=---r__---

Typing Whiz (p. 33)
Webster's Spelling Checker (back cover)

49.95
79.95

39,95
69.95

__

_ __ _

~

FREE

SHIPPING FOR
U.S. ORDERS
OVER $200

~

f----- _ _ _ _ _

~.~~~~~~~-~~___ -~----------__1--~~~+_~~~_+--_4--------

WordPerfect (Specify Plus or HP150)
The Word Plus (Recommended for HP110)
World Port 2400 Portable Modem (p 35)

F----------------------·------

495.00
150.00
389.1359.00 5

299.00
99.00
339.1319,OC)5 - -

Non-U.S. Customers
r---

I-----------------------------t----~-----+_--+------

~
"'"

1--------- - - - - - - - t - - - - - - f - - - - -

. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - + - - - - - - - + - - ._------ - - - ' - - _ . _ - - -

~--------------------------------+------1~----+--+----~

__

ROM Backup-Product Description (For ordering instructions see page 43.)

Price

Dty

Total

~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---+--------+--'--~---+~~-+---~~~

81--______________________________________________

~ _______~---------~---+--------~

~
~I-----------------------------------------------r---------I---------I-----~------~
~1--------------------------------------------.-----7_--------~--------~---+--------~
~
Important-Please read and initial:
Subtotal

'-'
~

~

a::

I already own (or am ordering) the disk-based versions of the programs
included in my ROM Backup order. If not purchased from Personalized
Software, I have enclosed proof of purchase.
Initials: _____

*=NEW

Please make payment either by MasterCard or VISA, or by an International
Money Order or check drawn off a U.S.
bank.

Iowa residents add 4% tax
Shipping and handling (see box at right)
TOTAL

>-----_ _

-l

SHIPPING AND HANDLING:
Portable Paper subscriptions:

Subscription prices include US postage.
Non-US subscribers: please add the following
amounts lor each subscription year: Mexico
and Canada $3 SUrTace mall, ~b air. utner coun·
tries $6 surface, $18 air.
Ail other products.

In North America: Add $4 for one item, $7 for
more than one item. FREE SHIPPING FOR US
ORDERS OVER $200. Outside North America
Add $3 surface mail, $10 airmail. We bill or
charge non·Us. orders for the actual postage
If It exceeds these amounts
May/June 1988

How to Order

[II]
TO ORDER BY PHONE:

TO ORDER BY MAIL:

Call (515) 472-6330 between
9:00 am and 4:30 pm Central Time,
Monday through Friday, or use CompuServe
EMAIL-ID 72257,714.

1. Fill out your name, etc. on the reverse side of the

3. Fill in desired quantity of each item.

order form.
• Be sure to indicate your disk requirements.
2. Locate desired items on order form.
• Subscriptions are at the top.
• Products are next and are alphabetized.
• The blank lines near the bottom labelled MISC are
for you to write in special instructions or to order
miscellaneous products not listed on the form.
• The last section of
If:tI:
the order form is for
~
ordering software on
Personalized Software
ROM backup. See
below.

• Please pay special attention to footnotes.
Calculate shipping and handling costs (see box
near bottom of order form).
• Shipping is FREE for U.S. orders over $200.
5. Calculate total.
6. If paying by check or money order:
• Make payable in U.S. funds to PERSONAl1ZED
SOFTWARE.
• Place check and order form in an envelope and
mail.
• If you'd rather have us pay the postage:
• Fold order form so panel addressed to Personalized Software is on the outside.
• Thpe shut and drop in mail.

4.

Please note: If you need to ship something to us via UPS, Federal Express, or other non-postal carrier,
please use this address: Personalized Software, 57 East Broadway, Fairfield, Iowa, 52556

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

To order any of the following products (or others described in The Portable Paper but not listed on the opposite page). simply write the product name and price on one of the blank lines in the MiSe section near the bottom of the order form.
Retail Price

Product

Subscriber Price

CompuServe Starter Kit ................... $39.95 ......... $35.95
dBXL ................................. 199.00 ......... 189.00
Direc-Link .............................. 59.95 .......... 53.95
Parallel cable ........................... 29.95 .......... 19.95
Parallel cable adapter .................... 20.00 .......... 18.00
Direc-Link Cable Pack (3 serial cables plus
parallel cable adapter) ................... 45.00 .......... 42.00
Flowcharting 11+ {Specify P. Plus or P. Vectra). ~:32.00 ......... 209.00
FormatllO .............................. 39.95 .......... 35.95
The }<ormatter (p. 9) ....................... 59.95 .......... 49.95
Mouse: Logitech ......................... 119.00 .......... 99.95
Mouse: Microsoft ........................ 195.00 ......... 174.95
Mouse Software .......................... 70.00 .......... 60.00
Mouse Cable ............................. 30.00 .......... 20.00
Padded Case for Printer/Disk Drive ........... 39.95 .......... 37.95
Padded Case for HP Portable/Plus ............ 59.95 .......... 56.95

Retail Price

Subscriber Price

Pertmaster" ........................... $695.00 ........ $499.00
Pertmaster Demo" ........................ 50.00 .......... 50.00
PrintetThlk (p. 15) ........................ 49.95 .......... 44.95
Private File ............................. 39.95 .......... 34.95
RightWords dictionary extension
for RightWriter (p. 36) ................... 29.95 .......... 29.95
SideWinder (without utilities) (p. 29) .......... 69.95 .......... 59.95
TlMaker (Recommended for HP110) (p. 11) .... 295.00 ......... 199.95
Tiger Fox ............................... 32.95 .......... 29.95
Turbo Pascal Programs for Portables (p. 21) .... .49.95 ......... .44.95
Turbo Tutor 3.0 or 4.0 (p. 21) ................ 59.95 .......... 53.95
WorldPort 1200 modem (p. 35) .............. 199.00 ......... 179.00
Acoustic coupler (300/1200 baud) ........... 59.95 .......... 56.95
9-volt AC adapter for modem ............... 7.95 .......... 7.95
Cable to connect Portable to Modem ........ 30.00 .......... 20.00
WorldPort 1200 to WorldPort 2400
Upgrade Kit (p. 35) ..................... 199.00 ......... 179.00

'Specify whether HP110. Portable Plus. HP150, or IBM PC. Price of Pertmaster Demo applicable to cost of Pertmaster.

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON ROM BACKUP

IMPORTANT:

To order any of the following products on ROM Backup. simply write the product name
and price on one of the blank lines in the ROM Backup section at the bottom of the
order form.

You must own (or order) the disk versions of any products you buy on
ROM Backup. See inside front cover for complete information on ROM
Backup Service.

Size of ROM

I

Size of ROM

Price

Price

Best of DOS Thols (p. 17) ........... (Two 64K ROMs) 128K ..... $129.

SideWinder a (p. 29) ............................. 32K ...... $55.

The Editor (p. 9) ................................ 64K ...... 95.

Sketch (p. 31) .................................. 64K ...... 95.

HPCaiculator .................................. 64K ...... 95.

Super ROM .................................. 128K ...... 149.

HPDuette (p. 22) ............................... 64K ...... 95.

ThrmPlus

HPrint ....................................... 64K ...... 95.

Turbo Pascal (p. 21) ............................. 64K ...... 95.

Shelp (p. 31) ................................... 32K ...... 55.

Typing Whiz (p. 33) ............................. 64K ...... 95.

Shelp

+ SideWinder a

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64K

...... 95.

(The Editor, Mini PrintetJ.hlk,b FormatllO, Shelp, and SideWinder,a)

+ utilities ............................. 64K ...... 95.

Webster's Spelling Checker (Back cover)(Two 128K ROMs) 256K ...... 179.

aThis version of SideWinder does not
include any of the SideWinder utilities.

b Mini Printetralk is the abbreviated version included on the Printetralk disk.
It is functionally equivalent to PrintetIalk for most applications.

Our Products and Services in Brief
HPrint III!! II

Cases for Portables and Peripherals III!! II
Roomy, rugged, high-quality, highly padded cases to protect our ThinkJet, HP9114, and HP Portable when traveling.

CompuServe Starter Kit III!! II II
Gets you started on the Electronic Information Service, CompuServe
(which includes the HP Forum). Includes $ 25 worth of free time, and
CompuServe's monthly magazine, Online Today.
See P. 12

Condor 3 and Condor, Jr.

LINK HP-IL Connector Software III!! II

III!! II II

Database programs customized for the HP Portables. Enter data, sort,
search, manage files, and print address labels with ease. Condor,Jr.
runs on the HPll0 and Portable Vectra. It allows limited report writing,
and is highly memory-efficient. Condor 3, runs on the Plus, Portable
Vectra, and HP150. It is a fully "relational" system, allowing you to
combine data from two or more files. It includes advanced report
generating capabilities, data transfer to and from Lotus 1-2-3, and more.

dBXL

Takes text (ASCII) files you've created with MemoMaker, The Editor,
or other word processors and prints them on an HP printer. Comes with
italic type font for Thinklet. Also allows bold, underline, compressed,
expanded, subscripts, superscripts, headers, footers, page numbering,
double space, and much more-all of which you specify from a simple menu or by means of sensible control codes. HPrint also does mail
merging, and it lets you create your own graphic characters.

II II

A dBase III work-alike that runs on the Portable Plus.

A software program that lets you transfer data from illY HP-IL device
to any other HP-IL device. Now you can access your main computer
(HP Portable, HP150, or IBM PC), its unlimited storage capability, and
all its peripherals from your HP41, 71, 75, or series 80 hand-held!

Logitech Mouse for the Portable Plus

101 Macros for Lotus 1-2-3

Direc-Link II
A software program for high-speed transfer of files between your Portable Vectra and IBM PC or compatible. Versatile (works with parallel
and serial ports), easy to use (simple manual file-tagging or automatic
unattended file transfer), and very affordable price.

See P. 17

DOS Tools:
Portable Utilities Disk, Vol 1 III!! II II

Well over 50 excellent public domain programs that enhance DOS, all
tested on The Portables. Documentation has been rewritten for clarity
and ease of use, and includes examples, index, and table of contents.
See P. 9

The Editor/The Formatter
(separate packages) III!! II II

The Editor: Many features not in MemoMaker, including search/
replace, editing 2 files at once, embedded printer codes, up to 255
columns per line. Also does word wrap, right justify. Easy to use. Uses
less than 40K. Versions for HPllO, Plus, HP150, Vectra, and IBM PC all
on master disk.
The Formatter: Sophisticated text formatter for large reports, program
documentation, etc. Multiline headers, footers, page numbers, table of
contents, glossary capabilities, and more. Works with almost all printers. (Note: Manual is in draft form: no technical support available.)
See P. 22

HPDuette

II

A software program that lets you transfer files back and forth at high
speed between your Portable Plus and an IBM PC or compatible
desktop computer-without the need for an HP-IL card. Comes with
proper serial cable.
See P. 43

HP9114 Empowerer III!! II

A hardware product that prevents the HP9114 disk drive from running
out of juice in the middle of your work. Plug Empowerer into your
HP9114 and a normal wall outlet, and you can run your HP9114 forever.

FloppyDRIVER II
A software program for the Portable Vectra that makes all floppy disk
access operations (loading and running programs, accessing and
copying files, etc.) up to 10 times faster.

Flowcharting II +

II II

This program creates professional-looking flowcharts and Qrganizational charts using 26 flowchart symbols in 95 sizes. Wide variety of
text fonts for creating labels. Easy to add and delete lines without
disturbing the rest of the flowchart. "Shrink Screen" feature lets you
view up to 14" X 11" chart on 25-line screen. (Portable Plus only.)

III!! II II

Useful in themselves and also as learning tools for novices and experts
alike. Includes: recalculating ranges, double spacing spreadsheet prior
to printout, hiding notes next to data cells, addressing form letters, and
printing labels automatically. Customized for Lotus lA and 2.01.

Mobile Recharger III!! II II

Disk Conversion Service III!! II II
We will convert your data to and from single-sided, double-sided, highdensity, 3 Y2 inch and 51,4 inch formats at a reasonable cost.

II II

A 3-button mouse for the Portable Plus, bundled with our proprietary
Portable Mouse Software and special connecting cable. Using the mouse
to move the screen cursor makes using your Plus easier and more fun.
The Logitech mouse was rated Editor's Choice by PC Magazine.

Lets you recharge your HPllO, Portable Plus, Portable Vectra, ThinkJet, HP9114, HP hand-held etc. from your car's cigarette lighter.

Monitors for The Portable Vectra

II

Convert your Portable Vectra to a desktop computer-and back to a
portable-in seconds. Excellent values in monochrome and highresolution EGA color monitors from GoldStar.
See P. 7

The Norton Utilities
-Customized For The Portables

III!! II II

Allow you to recover deleted Portable files and organize your electronic
and external disks. Peter Norton has authorized us to include an extra
3 Y2 "disk (formerly available only on 51,4 " disk). The disk includes The
Norton Utilities, and instructions for running them on the Portables
and the HP150. Version 4.0 and Advanced Edition are now available.

1987 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk III!! II II
Includes (I) DISKPACK, a disk-packing utility whose commercial equivalent sells for $50. (2) Time Manager's Calendar Utility. (3) HP Calculator program. (4) C Drive Copy Utility. (5)Game and Lotus templates.
Clear instructions are included right on the disk.

1988 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk III!! II II
Contains: (I) New utilities for Time Manager, including an expanded
Calendar program and an automatic mail-merge utility. (2) Some of the
best public domain software and "shareware" for the Portable Vectra.
(3) A password program to protect usage of the HP110. (4) TERM
xmodem program for the Portable Plus. (5) Lotus templates. (6) Games.
(7) New DOS tools. (8) A file to toggle HP and Alternate mode from
DOS. (9) Lots more. Clear instructions included on the disk.
See P. 28

Power Cube

III!! II

Powers and recharges up to four HP devices (HP Portable, ThinkJet,
HP9114, HP hand-held, etc.) from a single wall outlet.
See P. 15

Printetfalk and Formatll0:
MemoMaker Enhancers III!! II

Printetralk lets you change type styles in the middle of a document,
change number of copies and lines per page, do automatic page
numbering, and much more. FormatllO lets you format headers,
footers and page numbers; chain or merge documents; compensate for
"widow" and "orphan" lines and much more.

Private File

III!! II II

Protects your letters, documents, and data files by scrambling your file
so only you can understand it.

C:::::::::::::::::.."l

NOTE: Products run on the machines indicated by these symbols:
III!! = HPllO Portable ID = Portable Plus II = Portable Vectra

3 Project Management Packages III!I ID II
All 3 work on the HPllO, Plus, Vectra, HPI50, and IBM Pc. Project
8-9-10, a Lotus template, helps you manage small to medium projects.
Milestone is also for small to medium projects. (On HPllO, you need
to scroll to see entire Milestone screen.) Pertmaster is for medium to
large projects (specify which machine).
See center spread

2-Megabyte RAM card

ID

A giant leap in memory size for the Portable Plus. Simply remove your
existing RAM drawer and replace it with this card. Works with any Portable Plus with 5I2K of built-in memory. We will accept vour old RAM
drawer and any extra memory as a trade-in towards purchase.
See center spread

RAM/ROM Card

ID

A megabyte of RAM ~ four pairs of ROM slots. Add the RAM/ROM
card to your Portable Plus and you have a megabyte of extra RAM in
addition to space for Lotus, Reflection, Webster's Spelling Checker,
MemoMaker/Time Manager, and SuperROM (5 products on one ROM
chip). We will accept vour old RAM or ROM drawer and anv extra
memory as a trade-in towards purchase.
See P 36

RightWriter

III!I ID II

illside front cover

Software on ROM

ID

Many of our best-selling programs are available on ROM chips via our
ROM Backup service. (Portable Plus only.) Saves valuable electronic disk
space, minimizes need for disk drive. Custom ROMs also available.
See P 31

Shelp

IZI1

From within almost any program, Shelp gives you immediate access
to a notepad and calculator and lets you define up to 26 keyboard
macros-that is, assign up to 31 characters to a single keystroke. Written exclUSively for the Portable Plus.
See P 29

SideWinder

mil

~

II

This program allows you to print your spreadsheets (or any other text
file) sideways on your ThinkJet. This means you can print your 60
column by 53 row spreadsheet from your Portable as one long printout without cutting and pasting.
See P 31

Sketch

III!I III

A graphicS program for the HP Portables. Lets you draw free-form using
cursor keys. Also draw lines, boxes, circles by pressing a single key. Five
character sets can be displayed normally, sideways, or even upsidedown. Entire screen can be printed on ThinkJet at virtually any enlargement. Screens can be saved for future use. Screens can also be imported
into Sketch from Lotus and other programs. Only uses 44K of memory.

Statistix

III!I III II

Products that make HP Portables smarter

Time Manager 11m
The highly acclaimed Portable Plus ROM-based Time Manager program in a 3 V2 II disk version for the HPllO Portable. Does not run on
Portable Plus. (Available to Portable Paper subscribers only.)
See P 11

T/Master and T/Maker

III!I III II

T/Master is a fully integrated word processor, speller, relational
database manager, spreadsheet, file manager, and communications
package. Also includes graph making. Runs on Portable Plus and Portable Vectra without modification, and on HPI50 with a PC emulator.
T/Maker is an earlier version; it runs on the HPI10 Portable with an
external disk drive, and does not include the communications module.
Both programs are more integrated than any other package. Our
reviewer says, "... there is no other application I know of that matches
the power, thoroughness, and simple elegance of T/Master."
See P 21

III!I ID

Turbo Optimizer

Saves run time and storage space by making your Turbo Pascal programs
10-30% faster and 15-50% smaller. Works with Turbo Pascal Version
3.0. Customized to HPllO, Portable Plus, and HPI50.
See P 21

Flags errors in grammar, style, usage, and punctuation, inserting comments directly into your document. Also produces overall critique.
Works with most word processors. Also available: RightWords dictionary extension utility: it has 7 auxiliary dictionaries (business, computers, engineering, etc.), and also lets you add words of your own to
RightWriter's built-in dictionary.

Personalized
Software INC.

Borland Turbo Pascal
-Customized For The Portables

III!I ID II

Turbo Pascal, the HP Portable programming language of choice,
outstrips others in price, performance, compatibility, memory consumption, and programmer environment. The WordStar-type editor
alone is worth the price. Borland has authorized us to include an extra disk customizing the Turbo editor to the HPllO and Portable Plus's
editing keys. The Turbo Pascal Starter Kit includes Turbo Pascal,
Turbo Pascal Tutor 2.0 , and Portable Pascal Programs (a doublesided disk with more than 50 program examples for the Portables).
See P 33

Typing Whiz

am IZI

Better than almost any typing tutor program on the market-designed
specifically for The Portables and the HP150. Immediate numeric and
graphic feedback of your progress.
SeeP 3

Used UP Portable Equipment

mil liD II

The Portable Equipment Exchange, a division of Personalized Software, buys and sells used HPll0s, Portable Pluses, HP9114s, HP ROMs,
and RAM drawers for the Plus. Because of HP quality, used HP products
are a great buy. 30-day return policy on all used equipment, plus oneyear guarantee (parts and labor).

Volume Discounts

IiIil ID II

Corporate buyers, users groups, and HP dealers: Order products and
subscriptions from us in quantity and save.

Webster's Spelling Checker ~ II
Rated Editor's Choice by PC Magazine, Webster's packs a llO,OOO-word
dictionary into 207K of disk memory. Webster's shows you incorrect
spellings in context and suggests corrections, lets you preview questionable words before you edit. Exceptionally easy to use. Customized
for the Plus and HP150.

Back cover

WordPerfect 4.2

ID II

A comprehensive statistical package that's easy to learn and use. Runs
on the BPlIO, Portable Plus, HP150, and IBM PC compatibles. Data can
be entered from keyboard or imported from spreadsheet or database
files. Includes multiple regression, most standard parametric and nonparametric tests, p-values, plots, histograms, and much, much more.

Disk-based Portable Plus, Portable Vectra, and HPJ50 version of the
best-selling word processor. Includes spelling checker and thesaurus.

Term110 and TermPlus
communications software mil III

An excellent spelling checker with a choice of two dictionaries45,000 words and 35,000 words- plus the ability to input additional
words and abbreviations of your own. Also does word counts.
Customized to the HP Portables.

See P 39

Exceptionally easy-to-use alternatives to Terminal for the HPllO and
PC2622/Ref1ection for the Portable Plus. Both 1ermllO and TermPlus
allow you to send and capture ASCII information. Both offer fast
XMODEM transfer of programs, Lotus worksheets, and archive files.
Both offer auto log-on, dialing directories, on-line help, and the ability
to run other programs without severing the phone connnection.

Tiger Fox 11m III II
A great video game of changing mazes and double pursuit. First video
game designed for the Portables.

The Word Plus

See P 35

III!I

WorldPort Portable Modems

II Ila II

The WorldPort 2400 is a battery-powered, highly compact
(4" x 2" x 1"), lightweight (6,5 oz.), full-featured external modem that
transmits data at 300, 1200, and 2400 baud. Faster than HP's internal
modems, the WorldPort 2400 is fully compatible with the industrystandard Hays AT Command Set, and with both the CCITT and Bell
communications standards. The WorldPort 1200 modem transmits
at 300 and 1200 baud.

Portable Plus users:
At last! Agreat spelling checker
available on ROM!
Webster's

(web/stars) n. The spelling chec~er
rated Editor's Choice by PC Maga1ine (Dec. 24, 1985), and now
available from Personalized Software for the Portable Plus and HPlSO.
-Customized on 31f2" disk by special arrangement with Simon & Schuster, Inc.

PC Magazine rated eight leading spelling checkers for ease of use, flexibility,
speed, overall program size, thoroughness,
and accuracy. WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD
SPELLING CHECKER came out on topfor a number of good reasons:
First, there's sheer size. WEBSTER'S
contains over 110,000 words in its
dictionary-five times the number in
Hayden's Speller, 2lh times as many as in
The Word Plus-yet WEBSTER'S dictionary and main program take up only
207K of disk memory.
Second, WEBSTER'S isn't just easy to
use-it's positively a pleasure. It reads your
files at high speed, then displays every
questionable word in context, highlighted.
At the same time, in a "window" off to the
side, it gives you a list of possible correct
spellings. A simple menu gives you the
following options:
• Accept the word as is
• Replace the word with one of the suggested spellings
• Enter the correct spelling manually

• Add the word to an auxiliary dictionary of frequently used words
• Replace all other occurrences of the
word
• Look up the spelling of any other
word at any time
WEBSTER'S also lets you mark in your
text any spelling corrections that change
length of a word; this lets you quickly
locate portions of text that may need reformatting.
WEBSTER'S will automatically locate
double repetitions (like "and and"). It can
correct transpositions ("itme" becomes
"item"), missing apostrophes ("dont"
becomes "don't"), and typos of all kinds
("spellling" becomes "spelling," etc.).
If you're not sure of a word, you can
even spell it the way sounds, and chances
are WEBSTER'S will supply the correct
spelling. ("Fenomenon" gets corrected to
"phenomenon," for example.)
In addition, WEBSTER'S will let you
preview a list of all questionable words
before displaying them in context; this
saves you time because it lets you
eliminate words from the questionable list
(or add them to your auxiliary dictionary)
before you begin the editing pass.
John Dvorak, writing in the San Francisco Examiner, called WEBSTER'S "the

best spell-checker we've seen in a long
spell." Henry Kisor of the Chicago Sun
Times has called WEBSTER'S "the best
proofreading software on the market." We
agree with them both-and we think you
will too. Order your copy at no risk today.
Webster's Spelling Checker on 31f2" disk
customized for the Portable Plus and
HP150 .................... $79.95
$69.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

WEBSTER'S SPELLING CHECKER works with
any file produced by the Editor, WordStar, and
MemoMaker. It also works with ASCII files
produced by MS Word and Word Perfect.
Our version of WEBSTER'S includes a custom·
ized 3.5" disk and simple instructions for running the program on the Portable Plus and
HP150. A special utility allowing WEBSTER'S
to run on the HP150 is included on the disk.

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER
Use postage-paid order form inside back cover
or send check or credit card information
(N, expo date, signature) to:

Personalized Software

P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472-6330
The Portable Paper
Personalized Software
P.O. Box 869

Fairfield, Iowa 52556
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Webster's is available on ROM backup
for an additional $179. See ROM ad ~
in this issue for important details. "'"lIll11lY"

